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A WORLD OF

OPPORTUNITY
Through learning environments such as our on-site
Outdoor Classroom, we inspire children to discover
passions and interests by exposing them to
experiences in and beyond the classroom. This
combined with the rigour of a strong academic
programme gives them the foundations to become
global citizens who shape their world through
independence, empathy, creativity and critical
thinking.

admissions@patana.ac.th
Tel: +66 (0) 2785 2200
www.patana.ac.th
Bangkok Patana is a not for profit, IB World School accredited by CIS
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YOUR CLEANING & CONVEYING
SPECIALIST
www.kongskilde-industries.com
Improve your products by removing dust from your raw
materials before processing and secure a high production
flow with a tailor-made pneumatic conveying solution

Perfect Products
with a Clean Raw Material

Dedusting and
Weight Separation

Pneumatic Batch Conveying
of Components

Conveying
Vacuum & Pressure Systems

Each solution is tailor-made
to meet your specific business needs
and power your success
Pneumatic Solutions
since

1949

Kongskilde Industries - Asia
Call +66 2697 9060
ka@kongskilde-industries.com

Message from the President of the NTCC

Mr. Rob
Hurenkamp
President of the NTCC

D

ear valued members, “Rethink your
business” was the theme of our annual
business award dinner, and this
reflects the mindset of the Board of the
Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce
(“NTCC”) and many of our members. It is
also the message that I would like to focus
on. The world in general, and certainly the
business world, has changed in 2020, and
we have all been adjusting our business in
one way or another. Digital meetings have
become the norm rather than an exception,
and this has proven to be a very efficient
way of communicating, although it is not
the best way to initiate contact. Therefore,
we are proud to present the 2021 Resource
and Membership Directory. We have included
all our members, and we believe that the
“rethink your business” approach will
encourage you as a member to contact
any of your follow members for any business
transaction.
The NTCC is an organization that aims to
connect its members to one another, to
provide information on regulatory changes,
to advocate for a better business environment in Thailand, and to promote the flow of
business between Thailand and the Netherlands, and vice versa. That is why we are
engaged in partnerships with NLinBusiness,
TCEB, DEPA, The Embassy of the Netherlands in Thailand, and Stichting Thailand
Zakelijk. These partnerships enable us to
promote new business connections that
can lead to sizeable business transactions
between the countries. We are also a proud
member of the Joint Foreign Chambers of
Commerce in Thailand (“JFCCT”), which we
are using for discussions with the Thai government on improving the business environment in Thailand for (foreign) businesses.

We can perform all these activities only
when we are supported by active and
hands-on Board members. Thus, I would like
to thank my fellow Board members involved
in running sector working groups, such as
the tourism group, manufacturing group,
Dutch CFO’s, SME’s and large corporates, and
who are also available to our members to
share their personal business experience.
I would also like to thank Hans van den Born,
our Executive Director, and his team for
organizing the nearly 30 events we have
per year. These range from content-heavy
to more relaxed networking events. An
example of the latter is the NTCC Café, an
open event that is held on the first Monday
of the month, and which offers our members
and their guests a chance to meet and
network. In addition, the tech and sustainability events are very well attended.
Last, but certainly not least, I would like to
thank our sponsors, as they are the backbone
of our organization. We still have many
sponsorship opportunities, ranging from
broadcasting your message via our website, advertising in the NTCC Commerce
or Membership Directory, or being an
event sponsor. I encourage you to take
these opportunities to show your brand
and products to our members and others.
I wish all our current and future members
a successful 2021, and hope that the
business environment is more stable than
it was in 2020.

Mr. Rob Hurenkamp
President of the NTCC
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Everything under control

PROCESS AUTOMATION
AND CONTROL SOLUTIONS

Adding value to a wide section of high performance customers within the Asia-Pacific
region, our professionals execute turn-key projects in process, manufacturing,
infrastructure and data-centre environments. We offer custom designed solutions
covering these industries, and more:

Food & Beverage

Consumer Packaged Goods

Petrochemical

Data Centres

Energy

Logistics

Automotive

Environmental

www.zi-argus.com
ZI-ARGUS IS A BUSINESS OF ZUELLIG INDUSTRIAL WITH OFFICES IN
THAILAND, INDONESIA, THE PHILIPPINES, AUSTRALIA, SINGAPORE
www.zuelligindustrial.com

Message from the Ambassador of the Kingdom of the Netherlands

H.E. Mr. Kees Rade
Ambassador of the Kingdom of the Netherlands

T

he relations between the Netherlands and Thailand were basically
founded on trade, which now, over
400 years later, continues to thrive. In 2019,
our bilateral trade amounted to EUR 4.6
billion, growing 5 percent from 2018. The
Netherlands is also one of the biggest EU
investors in Thailand. At the same time, Thai
investors are actively exploring possibilities
of investing more in the Netherlands.
Together with the Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce (NTCC) and NLinBusiness,
the Embassy supports Dutch entrepreneurs
to set up their business in Thailand and link
them with Thai suppliers. We certainly see
possibilities for further growth.
Today, we can say that we are living
through a historic time. The Covid-19 has
had a disastrous impact around the world
and hit our ways of doing business hard.
Thailand’s economy is not an exception.
As countries were forced to close their borders in the interest of public health, which
disrupted supply chains and broke down
trade flows, we are facing a substantial
economic downturn which will take a few
years to recover.
This unprecedented situation, however,
gives us the opportunity to rethink the
restoration of international trade and to
come back better. The Dutch government
has started to use digital means of trade
promotion to continue supporting Dutch
business during the Covid-19 pandemic
and to enable a sustainable recovery out
of the crisis. The first virtual trade mission
to five countries in Southeast Asia includ-

ing Thailand was organized in the last
quarter of 2020 to offer Dutch entrepreneurs opportunities to stay connected and
gain market information and new business
contacts.
The COVID-19 is also a reminder that we
need to live sustainably and responsibly.
The virus will eventually subside, but the
climate change will not go away. In the
longer term, the impact of climate change
poses a much greater threat to the continued existence of mankind. We should use
the lessons learned to rethink the business
models that would make the whole economy
transition to achieve net-zero emissions,
noting that green investments are not only
better for the climate, but also deliver higher
rates of return.
NTCC has been a valuable ally in intensifying our bilateral trade and investment
towards more sustainable development.
We certainly hope to continue our intense
cooperation to support, as best as we can,
Dutch companies already operating in or
looking for opportunities to doing business
in Thailand.

H.E. Mr. Kees Rade
Ambassador
of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
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Message from Managing Director at NLinBusiness

Mr Edo Offerhaus
Managing Director at NLinBusiness

N

LinBusiness is the one-stop-shop
platform for Dutch entrepreneurs
with international ambition. Whether
they’re looking for a supplier in Southeast-Asia, need advice on opening new
markets in Bangkok or they’re looking for a
specific service: through our international
business platform, we match them with the
right people and organisations to support
them in their ambition to grow their business
internationally. NLinBusiness highlights specific business opportunities and connects
them with the partners they need to open
new markets successfully.
The Netherlands Thai Chamber of Commerce (NTCC) is our key partner in Thailand.
They are the NL Business Hub in Bangkok,
one of our globally selected Cities of
Opportunity. These hubs are of great
added value for anyone who needs a reliable international network to gain a foothold
in a specific market. The hubs support them
in a variety of issues: from legal, to opening
a bank account, to finding qualified staff.
The NTCC has the capabilities to support
entrepreneurs professionally, allowing them
to focus on seizing opportunities and building
their business in Bangkok, Chiang Mai or
other parts of the country.
That’s why, at the 2019 Annual Awards
Dinner we celebrated the accreditation of
NTCC, becoming the 4th accredited hub
in our global NL Business Hub Network
and the 2nd in Asia. As one of the leading
chambers in our network NTCC plays a vital
role in supporting new business hubs that
join. Furthermore, the NTCC is one of the
founders of the ASEAN Dutch Chamber

Network, which lowers the threshold of expanding business to neighboring countries
in Southeast Asia.
In our contacts with the NTCC Board or
Hans van den Born and his team, three
things come to mind: professionalism,
network and innovation. Without exception,
NTCC follows up referrals quickly and their
events are fun and well organised. When in
Thailand, Hans and the Board can always
link me to the right contacts and partners,
thanks to their vast network. In addition, the
close cooperation with the Dutch embassy
is a strong advantage for its members and
new businesses. Furthermore, I enjoy the
creativity and innovation when our teams
work together: like when we piloted our
VR-experience of the Virtual Gateway NL
at the NTCC Rethink Business Gala Dinner
in 2020.
Thus all entrepreneurs who want to expand
their business to Thailand or maybe seek
a business partner in the Netherlands, I
welcome you to our one-stop-shop platform,
and let us help you to get the most out of
your entrepreneurial journey and grow your
business.

Mr. Edo Offerhaus
Managing Director at NLinBusiness
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Message from the President of Thailand Convention & Exhibition Bureau

Mr. Chiruit
Isarangkun
Na Ayuthaya
President of Thailand Convention
& Exhibition Bureau

I

feel honoured to receive an opportunity to communicate with all
members of the Netherlands-Thai
Chamber of Commerce (NTCC) through
this 2021 Membership Directory which is
undoubtedly a tool that inspires collaboration
between business communities of the
Netherlands and Thailand.
Since TCEB’s work is to connect people and
enhance capabilities to facilitate trade and
investment and to create a positive business
environment, I believe you all agree that we
share similar mission.
I also wish to thank the NTCC for our successful cooperation in our previous activities
that enabled NTCC and JFCCT members to
meet and conduct business matching with
Chiang Mai’s business leaders during “Business Innovation 4.0 Forum and Networking,
Chiang Mai Connect Edition” event in 2019,
and this year’s business forum “Thailand's
Eastern Economic Corridor "Experience the
Exclusive Possibilities for Your Business in
the EEC"
Through MICE, we aim to assist NTCC
members find business success in Thailand
and ASEAN. TCEB supports well over 100
business events a year, and these include

trade shows from the Netherlands. Many
of these have grown to become familiar
names in the trade and have gained a
strong presence in the region owing to the
Dutch expertise in agriculture, smart
infrastructure, and logistics.
Those business sectors are clearly at the
core of ‘Thailand 4.0’ economic development masterplan, thus, making the Dutch
entrepreneurs and trade show organizers
to enjoy a competitive edge.
Therefore, we look forward to strengthening
our relationship with NTCC through future
MICE activities for the benefits of the Dutch
and Thai economies.
I wish NTCC and its members every success in building a strong and sustainable
presence in Thailand.

Mr. Chiruit Isarangkun
Na Ayuthaya
President of Thailand Convention
& Exhibition Bureau
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Defining Global Living
Stay in comfort in our contemporary and stylish serviced residences.
Select from a range of Studio’s, One to Three Bedroom Apartments and Four Bedroom Penthouse.
Our Serviced Residences in Thailand
Ascott Sathorn • Citadines Sukhumvit 8 • Citadines Sukhumvit 11 • Citadines Sukhumvit 16 • Citadines Sukhumvit 23
Somerset Ekamai • Somerset Park Suanplu • Somerset Sukhumvit Thonglor • Somerset Maison Asoke • Somerset Rama 9
lyf Sukhumvit 8 • The Park at EM District • Citadines Grand Central Sri Racha • Somerset Harbourview Sri Racha

The Ascott Limited, a member of CapitaLand, is a Singapore company that has grown to be one of the leading international lodging owner-operators. It has more than 730
properties in over 180 cities spanning more than 30 countries across Asia Pacific, Europe, the Middle East, Africa and the USA. Enjoy our award-winning hospitality at
Ascott The Residence, The Crest Collection, Somerset, Quest, Citadines, lyf, Preference, Vertu, Harris, Citadines Connect, Fox, Yello and POP!

Download the new ASR app and have your bookings and stays at your fingertips
www.the-ascott.com/asr | + 66 2204 4400
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ABOUT THE NTCC
ESTABLISHMENT
The Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce
(NTCC) was established in 1991 by a group
of Dutch businessmen. At the time, Dutch
investments in Thailand were increasing
rapidly and it was felt that a more formal
representation of the Dutch private sector
was necessary.

OBJECTIVES
The main objective of the Netherlands-Thai
Chamber of Commerce was, and still is today,
to provide information and services concerning trade, commerce, industry, finance,
and investment in Thailand as well as in the
Netherlands. To expand and facilitate trade
between the two countries the NTCC represents Dutch business interests in relation
to the government of Thailand, Thai opinion
leaders and decision makers, to other
Chambers of Commerce, and to the media in
Thailand. The NTCC also promotes learning
from each other, creating partnerships and
building bridges between Dutch and Thai
companies.

Dutch companies operating in Thailand are
member. We currently have and are proud
to represent around 265 members, ranging
from startups, SME's and global market
leader multinationals. A growing, dynamic
organization and one of the largest Dutch
Chambers within the ASEAN region.

NLINBUSINESS PARTNER
NLinBusiness is partnering up with strong
net works of Dutch entrepreneurs and local
services providers. For the city of Bangkok,
the organization has identified the NTCC as
the ideal partner.
NLinBusiness is a joint initiative between
employers organisations: VNO-NCW and
MKB-Nederland, in constant collaboration
with the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and
Climate Policy, trade associations: FME,
evofenedex and Koninklijke Metaalunie, as
well as, many interest organisations, sectors,
knowledge institutes and, of course, the
Dutch entrepreneurs.

ORGANIZATION
The NTCC is a membership organization. It
is fully self-funded with no financial support
from government or any other Dutch or Thai
external sources. At the moment almost all
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SPIRAL CONVEYOR

We save you
valuable
floor space
‘‘A family business
since 1847!’’
apollobv.com

Apollo VTS Asia Ltd. | Bangplee Industrial Estate 172/4 Moo. 17 |
Bangsaothong, Bangsaothong, Samutprakarn, Thailand 10570
Tel +662-315-1450
Email vtsapac@apollobv.com
Line Official ID @apollovtsasia

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
During the last Annual General Meeting, the new Board of Directors was elected
for the period 2020 - 2022 and consists of the following members:

Mr. Rob Hurenkamp
Mazars (Thailand) Ltd.
President

Mr. Ernst-Otto Smit

Mr. Viroj Vithayaveroj
Philips
(Thailand) Ltd.
Vice- President

Mr. Manuel Madani
Priva
Vice-President

Green Wood Travel
Co., Ltd.
Honorary Secretary

Mr. Gideon
Moolenburgh

Mr. Niek Hammer

Ms. Erna Geerligs

Grant Thornton Thailand
Treasurer

Ms. Apinya
Ngammor

Mr. Niels
Ammerlaan

Mr. Marthijn Smit

Mr. Marcel Canters

Kamthorn Surachet &
Somsak Co., Ltd.
Director

Mind Tools Co., Ltd.
Director

The Okura Prestige
Bangkok
Director

Oryx Stainless
(Thailand) Co., Ltd.
Director

Kubik Thailand
Director

Lasermed Co., Ltd.
Director
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE
The Board of Directors has appointed Hans van den Born as Executive Director
who, together with his team, will perform general management and administration
of the activities of the Chamber. Here are the people who are responsible for the
day-to-day operations of the Chamber:

Hans van den Born

Executive Director
director@ntccthailand.org

Hattaya Thongngam (Ani)
Accounts & Office Manager
accounts@ntccthailand.org

Papatsorn Krunggratoke (Ploy)
Membership Engagement &
Event Manager
membership@ntccthailand.org
events@ntccthailand.org

Piyamon Nontarakchaisorn (Patty)
Marketing & Communications manager
communications@ntccthailand.org
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WHAT WE DO
The value of your NTCC membership shows by the knowledge we share through
our extensive network of professionals, the lobbying of collective interests and
the various events we organise throughout the year, Over the years the Netherlands – Thai Chamber of Commerce has developed a diverse set of activities
and services to cater to its member’s needs, such as:
STARTUP SUPPORT
The NTCC advises Dutch business
people on how to do business in Thailand. For this they can rely on the
experience of other NTCC members,
but also on the advice of a number of
professional organizations such as
banks, lawyers and accounting firms.

directories that can be consulted at
any time. In its library the NTCC has
statistical datasets, BOI reports,
directories of all other chambers
operating in Thailand and information
on Import and Export regulations. We
keep members updated on trade fairs
and industry specific exhibitions.

Annually hundreds of Dutch and Thai
businesses contact the chamber for
referrals, commercial information,
business assistance, seminars, social
events and publications. The NTCC
has relevant documentation available
about importers, exporters and
manufacturers in Thailand. It has
extensive contacts with the Thai
private sector and government so
that Dutch companies can be directed
to the proper sources/agencies.

EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION FOR BUSINESS AND COMMERCE (EABC)
The NTCC participates in the European Association for Business and Commerce set up with the support of the
European Union. The EABC intends to
contribute to improve the European
trade and investment environment in
Thailand and to increase European exports and investment in Thailand. More
specifically, the EABC is set up to
facilitate market access for European
companies in Thailand and to promote
Thailand and ASEAN as high potential
markets for European companies.

MAGAZINE AND OTHER INFORMATION
The Chamber publishes a quarterly
magazine "Commerce". The magazine
is distributed in Thailand and in the
Netherlands and contains articles that
are of interest to members and to anyone who is involved in trade between
the two countries. Please have a look
at library on our website.

In addition, the Chamber has an
extensive database of business

QUICK SCAN SERVICES
We can provide companies with a
financial scan of Thai companies they
wish to cooperate with as well as a
scan/analysis of the market they wish
to enter. Such a market entry report
will quickly inform you about the possibilities and opportunities that typify
the market you want to enter.
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NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES
Networking is an important activity for
NTCC members. Recognizing this, the
chamber organizes regular informal
networking events as well as breakfast/lunch/dinner talks and seminars
with guest speakers who address
current economic issues, management
challenges, ideas for sustainability
and information about surrounding
countries within the ASEAN Economic
Community. We also closely cooperate
with other Dutch chambers in the region.
The chamber has several active
industry groups with representatives
from the various sectors and disciplines
like manufacturing, tourism and CFO
group. Furthermore, an official Chiang
Mai chapter has been launched in
2017 and we also strive to be active
within the Eastern Seaboard area, Hua
Hin and Phuket. Once a year a gala

evening is organized during which
several Business Excellence Awards
are presented to Dutch or Thai companies that have excelled in promoting
Thai-Dutch business relation and
showcase great sustainable innovations.
LOBBYING
There are some 30 foreign Chambers
of Commerce in Thailand. The Presidents of the Foreign Chambers meet
monthly to discuss issues that are of
interest to the foreign investor. These
issues are then raised with the Thai
government so that solutions can be
found. The NTCC is particularly focused
on trade and tourism related issues
within these JFCCT working groups as
well as an active player within the SME
group.

THE EMBASSY OF THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS
With our office located within the Dutch Embassy, we cooperate closely with
their economic team on trade promotions, specific industry group seminars and
social activities relevant to our members. For additional information about the
Embassy’s activities and way to contact them, take a look at the following pages
and its report in the economic overview.
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Doing business in Thailand?
Retaining full oversight of international operations
and investments is challenging. Understanding
and managing local administration and reporting
requirements is complex and can distract you from
your key focus: running your business.

TMF Group is here to help.
With 7,800 in-house experts in over 80 countries, TMF Group is the
leading provider of international business administration services. We
are the only company worldwide to provide the combination of fiduciary,
corporate secretarial, accounting and tax, and HR and payroll services to
businesses operating in multiple jurisdictions.
That’s why over 60% of Fortune Global 500 and FTSE 100 companies use
our services, as well as nearly half of the top 300 private equity firms
worldwide.
Talk to TMF Thailand
Achin Malik | Managing Director E | Achin.Malik@tmf-group.com | +66 94 992 5262

Learn more at www.tmf-group.com/thailand

The Netherlands
Embassy in Bangkok

The Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in Bangkok offers a number
of products and services that can help Dutch companies prepare and establish
their business in Thailand, Laos and Cambodia. These services focus on providing
market information, identifying potential partners and advising you in setting up
a business in these countries.

TRADE REQUESTS
Do you have a trade request about doing
business in Thailand, Laos and Cambodia?
The Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in Bangkok is more than happy to
assist you. We offer information relating to
exporting, setting up a business, and sectors,
as well as rules and regulations.

BUSINESS PARTNER SCAN AND
MATCHMAKING
You can ask for a business partner scan to
give you an insight into local market
opportunities and potential parties that
are interested to work with you. The
Embassy know the local players, networks
and markets, and can overcome the
language and cultural barriers.

ARRANGING INTRODUCTIONS
Knowing which people match your ambitions

is one thing. Getting in touch with them is
another. Embassy staff can help highlighting
your company or organization and introduce
you to interested parties.

TROUBLE SHOOTING
Trade issues may arise from differences in
interpretation, local regulations or requirements. The embassy can play a facilitative
role to help you verify the problems or direct
you to the relevant bodies to solve the matter.

ECONOMIC DIPLOMACY
The Embassy contributes to the advocacy
for the improvement of trade and investment conditions in Thailand. If you run into
trade restrictions, market access issues
or other trade barriers, please share with
us. We could raise such issues in our
contacts with government agencies and
relevant advocacy network.
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ADVICE ON THE ORANGE CARPET
VISA PROCEDURE
In order to make it easier and less time-consuming for the staff of Dutch companies
to apply for visa for the Netherlands, the
Netherlands Government has established
the ‘Orange Carpet’ Visa Facility for their
employees. The benefits of the Orange
Carpet Visa Facility are:
• Easier visa processing for employees
of registered companies.
• No need to supply a confirmed flight
reservation, hotel reservation or proof
of financial means at the time of the

Resource and Member Directory 2021

•

visa application.
Possibility to issue a multi-year multiple
entry visa.

ADVICE ON AVAILABLE FINANCIAL
INSTRUMENTS AND SUBSIDIES
The Netherlands Enterprise Agency (RVO)
has developed several financial instruments/
subsidies to support Dutch companies in
doing business abroad. The Embassy can
provide advice on instruments available
for your company and refer you to the right
contact persons.
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Address

Economic and Political Department

15 Soi Ton Son, Ploenchit Road
Lumpini, Pathumwan, Bangkok 10330
Tel: +66 (0)2 309 5200

Mr. Thomas van Leeuwen, Head of Department
ˆ Deputy Head of Department
Ms. Kenza Tarqaat,
Ms. Chayanuch Thananart, Senior Political Officer
Ms. Pantipa Sutdhapanya, Senior Economic
Officer
Ms. Patarisa Boonserm, Senior Economic Officer
Ms. Arissara Weiler, Economic Officer
Ms. Pornchalitda Dahlan, Political and
Economic Assistant
Mr. Willem Schoustra (resident in Hanoi),
Agricultural Counselor
Mr. Sarawut Chantachitpreecha, Senior
Agricultural Officer

E-mail: ban@minbuza.nl
Website: https://www.netherlandsworldwide.
nl/countries/thailand
Facebook: Embassy of the Netherlands in
Thailand
Postal Address
P.O. Box 404
Bangkok 10500

Opening hours
Monday to Friday 08:00 – 17:00
(appointment only)
Consular and Visa sections:
Monday to Friday 08:30-11:00
Thursday 13.30 - 15.00
(Appointment only. Visa appointments via
VFS Global Services)

Tel: +66 (0)2 309 5200
Fax: +66 (0)2 309 5205
E-mail Economic Department: ban-ea@minbuza.nl
E-mail Political Department: ban-pa@minbuza.nl
E-mail Agricultural Department: ban-lnv@minbuza.nl
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COMMUNICATION CHANNELS
There are many ways to reach the executive office or members of the Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce, and several ways we reach out to you. Please
find an overview of these channels on this page.
We always welcome any member at our office
for a coffee. We are located in the Embassy
of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in Bangkok.
You can reach our team by
phone from Monday to
Friday
on +66 (0) 2 254 6434

15 Soi Tonson, Ploenchit Road
Lumpini, Pathumwan
Bangkok 10330, Thailand
Is there an emergency?
Please contact
Hans van den Born
on +66 (0) 65 3535 165

For more detailed or non-urgent questions, you can always send us an e-mail on
hello@ntccthailand.org.
Also keep an eye out for our twice weekly mailings to stay up to date of our recent
activities and make the most out of your membership by reading about future
NTCC events. Not receiving this broadcast? Please let us know.
With our quarterly Commerce magazine we provide our members with a big bunch
of information. But you can also use it to reach all our members. Here are just a
few of our ideas:

Content

Can you provide an in-depth
analysis of recent business
developments or would you like
to be interviewed? Do reach out
to us and we will make it work.
Like our page, find
photos of past events,
read interesting news
articles, and send us
a message at your
convenience:
NTCC – Netherlands
-Thai Chamber of
Commerce

Member news

Every issue we spend a few
pages on business developments of our members. Do you
have any interesting news to
share? Let us know and share
it with the business community.
Stay connected with
your fellow members,
get the latest business
reports, and find our
job vacancies and
applications:
Netherlands-Thai
Chamber of Commerce
(NTCC)
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Advertising

The magazine reaches over
2000 influential readers quarterly, and is a perfect medium
to advertise in Thailand. Contact
the Executive Director for rates
and special deals.
Find events and other
activities in your area
with the NTCC GlueUP
App.

TRANSFORMING
HOSPITALITY
MANAGEMENT

INTRODUCING HMP MASTER
HMP Master is a 360-degree cloud-based hotel management platform,
integrated web and mobile application suite, designed and built
for superior performance and management efficiency.
HMP is a must-have, cutting edge property management system
that will empower your staff and transform your hospitality operations.
Asset Owner
POS
Sales & Marketing
Finance
Front Desk & Reservations System
Management

Operations
TravelX
Dashboard
Analytics
Smart Reporting Suite
OTA Optimizer

HMPMASTER.COM

33/2 Soi Tiwanon 28, Tiwanon Road, Nonthaburi 11000 Thailand
Email: solutions@hmpmaster.com

NTCC ACTIVITIES
Although 2020 is a challenging year for businesses and organisations, the NTCC continued to serve as a focal point for Dutch companies regarding trade, commerce,
finance, and investment in Thailand. NTCC is still doing its job to broaden networking
possibilities and strengthen the Dutch-Thai business company despite the COVID-19
situation. This year, we witness the intensive use of technology adapting to our events.
In sum, 2020 was filled with many exciting events with a great diversity of themes.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR

At year-end, the NTCC had 265 paying members (191 Corporate, 74 Individual). Corporate
members represent 72% of the membership
and 87% of membership income.
The highlight of the first quarter of the year
was the NTCC Nexus – New Year Cocktail.
With 110 participants the start of the new
year was celebrated at Jesters, Peninsula
Bangkok on 22nd January. We had the
opportunity to catch up with the NTCC
community after the long holiday and
welcome Mr Edo Offerhaus, managing
director of NLinBusiness.
In the second month of 2020, NTCC, together
with the Joint Foreign Chamber of Commerce
Thailand (JFCCT), launching the CAP initiative
at the Residence of the Dutch ambassador.
The Care About Plastic (CAP) is an innovative
move that helps to cut the amount of plastic
waste in the environment. This initiative is
made possible by various supportive organisations and companies: Baan Nokkamin
Foundation, Thaiplastic Recycle Group co.
Ltd, Evian/Danone, Indorama Ventures plc,
and others.
At the beginning of 2020, NTCC also saw
the importance of the current situation
of Novel Coronavirus with our business
community. Therefore, NTCC organised the
"Panel discussion: the health of the current
businesss environment" with guest speakers
from Dataconsult, Greenwood Travel, and
DKSH. We had discussed how the Novel
Coronavirus (2019-nCoV) was increasingly
negatively affecting our personal well-being
and company results.
The first year of 21st Century is indeed a
challenging year for businesses. On 11th
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March, the NTCC organised a panel discussion focused on "HR tech: Current Trends &
Applications, with the kind support of four
guest panellists and our professional
moderator, an informative and lively discussion arose in the Orange Nest at the
Embassy of the Netherlands.
On 12th March, NTCC organised "CMConnect: Heritage & Sustainable tourism Talk &
Networking" at The Old Chiang Mai Cultural
Center, the ideal location to get submerged
in the history that the city had offered. We
had an open-up conversation regarding the
current pending-status of Chiang Mai as a
UNESCO Heritage city.
On 31st March, the NTCC hosted their first
webinar in close cooperation with NLinBusiness and Mazars Thailand. This webinar
covered the business impact of "COVID-19"
and provided practical strategies for
SME's in Thailand.
Due to these unprecedented times, the
Annual General Meeting (AGM) was held
via Zoom meeting on 29th April. Stefan van
der Sluys had handed over the position of
president to Rob Hurenkamp, managing
partner of Mazars Thailand. Also, seven
new directors were elected in the NTCC
Board 2020-2022.
On the 5th May, another successful webinar
took place. This time, the topic was Cyber
Security & The Decentralisation of Labour.
We had the pleasure of having Mr. Amadeo
Brands of DotYeti.com talking about how
remote work and access data also outside
the companies walled garden becomes
more and more normal and how to protect
your internal IP and data from being hacked.
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January 22
NTCC Nexus-New Year Cocktail

February 5
Launch of the recycling initiative CAP

February 13
NTCC Panel Discussion the health of
the current business environment

March 11
NTCC x HR Tech Current Trends&
Application

March 12
CM Connect: Heritage &
Sustainable tourism

March 31
Business Impact “COVID-19” Webinar

April 29
Annual General Meeting

May 5
Cyber Security &
the decentralization of labor
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NTCC ACTIVITIES
2020 was a year full of exciting events. Whether they were webinars, an NTCC live
events or one of our Chiang Mai Connect events, they are all community driven, by
providing knowledge and creating opportunity to meet the right people.
BREAKFAST SEMINAR,LUNCHEONS, AND
DINNERS
Special events such as our known CFO
dinners and business luncheons, as well
as breakfast seminars, are well known in
the NTCC community. Every quarter those
events are being held, either by the NTCC or
in cooperation with partner chambers. Special subjects of business and commercial
matters have been brought to the audience
by sophisticated keynote speakers.
NTCC maintains its collaboration its network partner, NLinBusiness, and conducted
several projects together. Furthermore, the
NTCC maintains its strong cooperation with
the Embassy of the Netherlands in Thailand.
SPECIFIC NETWORKING COCKTAILS AND
OTHER SOCIAL EVENTS
Besides annually returning events such as
the business award dinner, the NTCC pays
special attention to informal networking
cocktails and networking events. The NTCC
has found the right balance between casual
occasions and more formal events. In 2020,
the NTCC organised various events,
including the "NTCC Post-AGM Social
Gathering" at Ramada Plaza by Wyndham
Bangkok Menam Riverside, "Chiang Mai
Connect by NTCC: Mid-year meetup &
Networking," or the monthly NTCCafe
get-togethers. In 2021, the NTCC will
continue to closely follow its members'
needs and offer events and services
that correspond to those existing and
emerging needs.
ACTIVE GROUPS
The tourism group, Manufacturing group,
CFO group, and Tech group had multiple interesting meetings in 2020 where
members shared their knowledge, dis-
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cussed issues of common interest, and
learned from each other. This year,
the NTCC launched NTCC industry 4.0.
NTCC Industry 4.0 Series Webinar emphasised how leading businesses are
using the technology of the Industry 4.0
age. On 10th September 2020, we also
had a "Mechatronics Applied" hybrid
webinar at Bangsue pump station and
Kirloskar Brothers (Thailand) Ltd.
HYBRID SEMINAR IN RAYONG
Supported by Thailand Convention and
Exhibition Bureau (TCEB), the Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce (NTCC)
on behalf of the Joint Foreign Chambers
of Commerce (JFCCT), had successfully
organised Thailand's Eastern Economic
Corridor "Experience the exclusive possibilities for your business in the EEC" on
Friday 10th September 2020. We welcome
more than 130+ physical attendees from
Bangkok, Chonburi, and Rayong, and 70+
online attendees were zooming in from all
around the world.
ONLINE WEBINAR
In 2020, NTCC had adapted to a new way of
connecting people while being distant from
others. NTCC had various webinars from
various sectors such as Service, Agriculture, Manufacturing, IT, Tourism, etc.
On 18th June, the NTCC hosted an "NTCCxTourism Tech: Empathetic marketing"
webinar together with five students of
Stenden Thailand. On 25th June, NTCC
in collaboration with TMF Group, hosted
the webinar about impacts of COVID-19
pandemic to the businesses and how
their workforce is being affected due to
the strain on the revenues. This year was
indeed again a busy year for the NTCC!
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June 18
NTCCxTourism Tech:
Empathetic Marketing

June 25
People or cash: Which is
the bigger asset

July 2
CFO Dinner@Conrad Bangkok Hotel

July 15
NTCC Post-AGM Social Gathering

July 31
Chiangmai Connect: Midyear meet up

September 10
NTCC Industry 4.0 Series:
Mechatronics Applied

September 18
Experience the exclusive possibilities
for your business in the EEC

September 24
Brand Storytelling for
Businesses in Thailand
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NTCC ACTIVITIES
BUSINESS AWARD DINNERS
This year's version of the gala dinner, the
NTCC RETHINK.BUSINESS Awards Dinner,
attracted more than 340 guests who come
to dine in the elegant Chadra ballroom of
Siam Kempinski Hotel Bangkok on 20th
November. The theme of this year was
'RETHINK.BUSINESS'. This year's Business
Awards had three categories: Rethink your
Market, Rethink your Footprint, and Rethink your Business Model; NTCC members
were invited to compete in these categories.
Each segment had two nominees.

enjoy a wide variety of articles highlighting
social events as well as serious business and
management issues, in-depth interviews,
and much more. The magazine has an issue
of 500 copies and is distributed to all NTCC
members.

On top of the lovely dinner provided by Siam
Kempinski Hotel Bangkok, the guests could
also enjoy the great variety of entertainment
this year! To top of the evening, an afterparty
was organised at Hanuman bar with a live
pianist and singer, for those who wanted to
extend the exciting evening.

WEBSITE
Right after the AGM, we launched our new
www.ntccthailand.org. Also, since 2018
we have our own NTCC mobile application
made possible through our cooperation
with partner GlueUp. Please visit our website
to find the latest information, register for
events, see pictures of the latest events,
and lookup all the details of your fellow
members through the member database.

COMMERCE MAGAZINE
The NTCC Commerce Magazine is issued on
a quarterly basis and allows our members to

In order to increase its reputation, the NTCC
sends its magazine to top Thai and
foreign business executives, other foreign
chambers, Dutch Chambers in the region,
key Thai government officials, and to
recruitment targets.

Are you looking for more business exposure?
Co-sponsor an event with us! For more information call +66 (0) 2 254 6434 or
email us at events@ntccthailand.org
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Embracing Robotic Applications in Boosting
Economic Performance within APEC

September 30

October 8
Sustainability for Business
Forum 2020

October 14
Dutch Virtual Trade Mission to
Southeast Asia

November 10
Champion the Future Horticulture,
Fresh Demand and Climate Change

November 20
NTCC RETHINK.BUSINESS Awards Dinner

November 24
Design Methodology

December 1
Quick Review 2020, Fast forward
into 2021
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Interested in contributing
to Feeding the Future?
That’s our mission.
Help sustainably produce
more with less, to meet
the rising food needs of
a growing population.
JOIN US!

Let’s create
more value
together

At Trouw Nutrition, the
possibilities are almost
endless if you dare to
take them.

Follow us!
trouwnutrition.com

Trouw Nutrition (Thailand) Company Limited (Nutreco)
8 T-One Building, 19th Floor, Unit 3-5, Soi Sukhumvit 40, Sukhumvit Road,
Phra Khanong, Khlong Toei, Bangkok, 10110 Thailand
Contact Number +662 108 4014-6
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THE THAILAND ECONOMY IN REGIONAL CONTEXT:
SITUATION AND OUTLOOK
THE YEAR 2020 IN RETROSPECT

POLITICAL AND SOCIAL CHANGE

The past year 2020 will go down in history
as a year of cataclysmic change, during
which a relatively predictable “old normal”
was suddenly transformed into an unpredictable “new normal” wherein the familiar
signposts of development and growth were
uprooted. The GDP “plus signs” were transformed into “minus signs”. Leading nations
became followers and followers became
leaders.

The crisis of 2020 has brought to a head a
process of change that has been emerging
over recent decades.

There is no certainty in the short or even
longer terms, and “sufficient for the day”
becomes the working rule.
Thailand entered 2020 with an anticipated
growth rate of 3.5 per cent, modest in relation
to East Asian standards but in keeping with
previous performance.
Current estimates of 2020 GDP performance
are in the range of minus 6.0 to minus 8.0 per
cent. This range may not take full account
of declines in the informal sectors of the
Thailand economy, where adverse effects
have been much more severe.
Likewise estimates of unemployment,
which have typically been relatively low,
fail to take account of large movements of
urban population back upcountry to rejoin
rural agrarian households. Such migration
back upcountry can mean employment
transformation rather than unemployment,
and thereby fail to take account of serious
adverse impact of job and income losses.

Thailand’s politics and policies have traditionally been dominated by the Bangkok
elite, but over the past 20 years, upcountry
urban and rural populations have begun to
assert much greater power and influence.
These trends have been further accentuated
by the significance of social media and
communication by mobile phones which
can instantly mobilise demonstrations,
particularly of increasingly influential and
emboldened youth.
Thailand’s elite may strive to moderate
universal trends towards participative
democracy. However it is unlikely that they
can counter Worldwide trends for change
for more than a limited extent.

CRITICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF
COVID-19 POLICY
Thailand has been recognised internationally
as one of the more successful policy-makers
in protection against Covid-19 infection.
However this success has been achieved
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only at the cost of closing borders, halting
most tourism and giving priority to preservation of life rather than promotion of the
economy. In particular, the total elimination
of tourism during most of 2020 has resulted
in the hollowing out one of Thailand’s major
economic sectors, leading to massive service
industry unemployment.

in 2021, the fourth largest country in ASEAN,
after Indonesia, the Philippines and Vietnam.

Much emphasis is being placed on the
resolution of the COVID-19 pandemic by
the introduction of effective vaccines,
for which government has made credible
preparations. Opening of Thailand’s borders
is dependent on early and widespread vaccination, both domestically within Thailand
and in overseas markets.

However unlike its larger ASEAN neighbours, where population growth remains
high, Thailand is now reaching a peak level
with minimal further growth, to be followed
by population decline during the remainder
of this century.

CURRENT MARKET TRENDS
Thailand has managed to avoid a full
lock-down, unlike many other countries.
This has saved the economy from a double-digit downturn.
However, a partial lock-down during Quarter
2 of 2020 resulted in a 12 per cent decline
in GDP which has severely impacted on fullyear performance.
Export performance appears on track for a
6 to 7 per cent drop in 2020, particularly affecting the automotive sector, compensated
by resilience in electronics and information
technology.
However international travel and tourism
downturns have offset any progress that
could be achieved in other sectors.

POPULATION: THAILAND IN REGIONAL COMPARITON

Like other Asian countries, Thailand population grew rapidly during the past century,
in the case of Thailand from only 7 million
in the year 1900 to 34 million by the late
1960’s and double that level today.

This trend is largely due to two factors:
smaller families because of astute family
planning, along with an ageing society with
a net reproduction rate below replacement
levels.
These trends will result in two inevitable
social consequences: smaller school and
university enrolment rates at the younger
level, and higher dependency ratios at older
levels.
The employed population will eventually
diminish in numbers, requiring greater automation and transformation of the economy
from its previous labour intensive character
to a more capital-intensive structure.
Employers will need to pay attention to
these trends and plan for eventually reduced
numbers of job-seekers and work-force
participant.

Thailand’s population will reach 70 million

However, Thailand does still have a substantial agricultural population base. As a
result, with transformation of agriculture
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towards more sophisticated technology,
agricultural labour will become available to
offset urban shortages.
This will require more intensive vocational
training and skills which may exceed the
capacity of labour force transformation.

will have the capacity to supply manpower
to meet lower-skilled worker shortages.
These inflows will transform Thailand’s
social structure and composition.
This will create policy conflicts between
demand for labour and reluctance to accept
ASEAN-SOURCED migrant inflows.

Continued population growth in Thailand’s
neighbours, Myanmar, Cambodia and Laos,

Population ASEAN, China, India and the Netherlands
(countries ranked by 2020 size)(Million persons)

Source: World Economic Outlook Database, October 2020
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THAILAND’S HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
IN REGIONAL COMPARISON
According to the latest available ranking
from the UNDP, Thailand ranked 79th out
of 189 countries, in terms of overall Human
Resource Development. This placed Thailand in 4th position in ASEAN after Singapore, Brunei and Malaysia, well ahead of
other ASEAN countries.

Laos and Myanmar explains the inflow
of lower-skilled workers into Thailand, to
compensate for shortage of manual labour
in the economy.

The relatively favourable positioning of
Thailand in comparison with Cambodia,

Thailand’s unfavourable overall educational
attainment is of concern in relation to future economic potential. This is particularly
evident in respect of secondary education
attainment.
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THAILAND ECONOMIC OUTLOOK FOR 2021 AND
BEYOND
The most important factor determining recovery will be the direction of government
policy relating to opening up of the economy
to external relations. Preservation of
health for the general population suggests
a conservative policy, whereas emphasis
on rapid economic recovery suggests
early re-opening to external relationships.
Government policy priorities and directions
remain uncertain.

The main issues will be the directions of
exports and sources of tourism. In recent
years, Thailand has been increasingly reliant
upon East Asian and ASEAN economies,
and less directed towards the European and
North American markets.

A significant factor in government decision-making will be effectiveness of
vaccines and their availability.

The recent conclusion of the RCEP Trade
Agreement among Asian countries could
have a decisive impact in this context.
With the more rapid recovery of East Asian
countries, along with lesser reliance upon
Western markets, Thailand will have a better
chance of achieving stronger recovery.

The Fiscal Policy Office of the Ministry of
Finance has developed a forecast recovery
with a range of 4.0 to 5.0 per cent in 2021
from a decline in 2020 of minus 7.7 per cent.

In respect of tourism arrivals, the main
concentration will also be on East Asian
tourism, already forming an increasing
proportion of Thailand arrivals.
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THAILAND’S ECONOMY IN REGIONAL COMPARISON
Thailand’s economy is the second largest
in ASEAN after Indonesia and is forecast to
retain that position in coming years.
Although the setback in growth between
2019 and 2020, will result in a smaller total
economy, this is forecast by the IMF begin
to recover in 2021, although a net gain over
2019 will not be achieved until 2022.
The continued strong growth of the economy
of China in 2021 and 2022, without any
actual decline in 2020, could provide Thailand with advantages in view of closening
relationships between the two counties.

and Malaysia. As in the case of total GDP,
Thailand’s per capita GDP has experienced
setbacks in 2020 which will not be recovered
until 2022.
Over the coming years, China’s relative
affluence will offer great opportunities to
ASEAN countries, particularly Thailand, as
a market for products and as a destination
for tourism. This will have significant effects
upon the character of Thailand’s tourism.
In the cases of Myanmar, Cambodia and
Laos, higher growth rates will offer potential
market opportunities to Thailand along with
possible investment prospects.

Thailand is the 4th highest per capita GDP
country in ASEAN, after Singapore, Brunei
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FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT STOCKS AND FLOWS
IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

Much investment is also channeled through
regional investment centres such as
Singapore, so that records of Singapore
investment may actually be originally
sourced from other countries.

In terms of stocks of foreign investment
already held in-country, Thailand remains a
leading destination for foreign investment,
with stocks built up over a long history as
an attractive location. Recent inflows are
smaller than in the past, but continuing
stocks remain substantial. These continue
to expand through re-investment and provide
strength to the economy.

Thailand has failed to maintain its past
leading position as a foreign investment
destination, whereas some other ASEAN
countries have moved further ahead as
investment destinations, especially Vietnam.

Stocks of foreign investment held overseas
from Thailand sources are also among
ASEAN’s leaders, built-up more recently
than earlier Inward foreign investment
stocks.

In terms of outflows of foreign investment
capital, Thailand has become a major
source of outward investment capital. This
indicates maturity amongst major local
companies, seeking opportunities abroad.

The rise of Vietnam as an attractive investment destination is already becoming a
competitor for Thailand, and will become
an increasingly attractive option.

Foreign direct investment remains a vital
component for economic development in
all Southeast Asian countries.
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CONCLUSIONS: 2021 A YEAR OF MODEST RECOVERY
The year 2020 represented a disaster period
for most companies, but a promising
opportunity for some and prosperity for a
few, depending upon the sector in which
the particular business operated, along
with the corporate response to challenges.

tourism, export demand and investment
attractiveness.

While 2021 promises to be a year of recovery,
expectations can only be modest.

However recovery also requires willingness of established institutions to adapt
to change and accept the necessity for
wide-ranging reform. Adequate responses
to these challenges will determine how far
Thailand can maintain and enhance its
situation in ASEAN and worldwide.

Authoritarian societies such as China can
respond to crisis situations more quickly
and effectively, while democratic societies
can respond only more slowly. Although not
yet entirely democratic, Thailand tends to
fall into the latter category.

Provided there is ability to adapt and
transform, Thailand will be well-placed to
move forward to gradual recovery.

Since Thailand has avoided major mass
Covid-19 infections, the prospects for
recovery will be greater than many other
countries. However a significant part of
such recovery will depend on external factors,
notably the recovery of international
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DOING BUSINESS IN THAILAND
The Mazars Thailand’s Doing Business in Thailand guide provides a thorough
and insightful overview for those who are interested in investing in Thailand. For
more information, please visit www.mazars.co.th.

1 GENERAL INFORMATION
1 GENERAL INFORMATION
1.1 Government and Law
Thailand is a constitutional monarchy,
with the Prime Minister as the head of
government, and a hereditary monarch
as the head of state. The judiciary is
independent of the executive and the
legislative branches.
Thailand is divided into 77 provinces
(changwat), which are gathered into
five groups of provinces by location.
There are also two specially governed
districts - the capital Bangkok (Krung
Thep Maha Nakhon) and Pattaya.
For administrative purposes, each
province is divided into districts and
the districts are further divided into
sub-districts (tambons).
Thailand’s legal system combines principles of traditional Thai and Western
laws. Its members are nominated by
the Senate and appointed by the King.
The Courts of Justice have jurisdiction
over criminal and civil cases, and are
organized in three tiers:
•
▪ Court of First Instance
•
▪ The Court of Appeals
•
▪ The Supreme Court of Justice
Administrative courts have jurisdiction
over suits between private parties and

the Government, and cases in which
one government entity is suing another.
1.2 Immigration law
1.2.1 Visas
All people, other than those in transit
and Thai nationals, are required to
obtain a visa in order to enter Thailand.
Foreign nationals who intend to remain
in Thailand to work or conduct business
must comply with visa requirements,
in addition to obtaining a work permit.
Visa categories include:
• Tourist - Foreigners who obtain a
visa from a Thai embassy or consulate will be granted a stay of 60
days. Renewals, at the discretion
of the Immigration Department,
are normally granted for up to 30
days at a time.
• Visitor in transit / on arrival - Nationals
of many countries are able to enter
Thailand without a visa and remain
for 30 days per visit. Foreigners
who have a visa exemption for a
30-day stay will receive one extension of stay FR no longer than 30
days from the end of the original
30-day stay.
• Immigrant - A person wishing to
immigrate to Thailand may apply
for a certificate of permanent
residence. However, the conditions for qualifying as an immigrant
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•

are quite restrictive, being covered
by annual immigration quotas and
other conditions fixed for each
country by the Ministry of the
Interior.
Non-quota immigrant - This category includes former residents
who have lost their residence
status, but who have reapplied to
resume their residency, and who
are able to provide a convincing
reason for granting this type of
visa.
Non-Immigrant - Foreigners seeking a prolonged stay or looking to
work in Thailand, should obtain
non-immigrant visas for themselves and all family members
before entering Thailand. The
visa is generally granted for an initial stay of 90 days, but it may be
extended to up to one year and is
renewable each year. A foreigner
holding this type of visa is entitled
to apply for a work permit. Holders
of a transit, tourist or non immigrant
O (non Thai-Spouse) visa cannot
apply for a work permit.

should give this notice every time the
expat return back to Thailand. If the immigration found that an expatriate who
does not give such notice is subject to a
maximum fine of THB 2,000, and cannot
extend visa and 90 days report.

Giving notification of the residence
(TM30) - The owner or landlord of the
place where an expatriate lives must
notify the immigration office of this by
submitting Form TM30. In theory,
notice should be given within 24 hours
of the expatriate entering the country.
In practice, the landlord or house owner

1.2.2 Work permits
The Foreign Employment Act (Foreigners’ working Management Emergency
Decree No 2 BE 2561) lists numerous
rules regarding work permits, which
are summarized here:
1. With a few exceptions, the law
requires all foreign nationals who
work in Thailand to have work permits issued by the Department of
Employment, Ministry of Labour.
Employers in Thailand may apply
for a work permit for prospective
foreign employees who wish to
work in Thailand before the employee starts working.
2. The use of these work permits
is restricted to the particular occupation, particular employer,
and particular locality for which
they are requested. Any change
in these restrictions will require a
new work permit.
3. Foreigners temporarily working
in Thailand under the Foreigners’
working law to perform an essential and urgent assignment for a
period not exceeding 15 days do
not have to apply for a work permit. However, such a foreigner
may engage in such work upon
notifying the registrar in writing. If
the foreigner does not complete
the work within such prescribed
time period, the employer may
request for extending before the
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Ninety-day report – Foreigners granted
permission to stay in Thailand must report
to the Immigration Department every 90
days, or 90 days from the date of most
recent entry into Thailand.

time has lapsed but can extending for a period not exceeding 15
days. Activities not requiring a work
permit – a foreign national entering
into Thailand irregularly for attendance a meeting, training, seminar,
performance of arts, culture, sports
competition or other activities as
prescribed by the Council of Ministers, will be given an exemption from
having to obtain a work permit.
4. The employer who employs the
foreigner has to inform the Labour
officer the name, nationally of such
foreigner and job description of
within 15 days as from the day of
employment and when the foreigner
has resigned,
5. A foreigner seeking permission to
work in Thailand under a special
law must submit an application for
positions for foreign skilled workers
and experts, then apply for individual
placement in the approved position
by the governmental authority (such
as the Board of Investment [BOI], the
Industrial Estate Authority of Thailand
[IEAT], or the Department of Mineral
Fuels [DMF]). Such a foreigner may
engage in authorized work while the
application is being processed.
1.2.3 Smart Visa
The smart visa project is intended to
encourage foreigners to enter Thailand
to exchange knowledge with the Thai
public and private sectors to enhance
business growth.
The holder of a smart visa will be able
to stay in Thailand a maximum of 4
years. Dependants (such as a spouse
and children) will also be entitled to the

same right to live and work in Thailand
as the smart visa holder. A person who
receives a smart visa will not be required to apply for a work permit, and
the period of time for giving notice of
continued residence in Thailand will be
extended from every 90 days to once a
year.

2 REGULATION OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT

The Thai Government offers a range of
incentives to investors, administered
by the Board of Investment (BOI) and
the Industrial Estate Authority of Thailand (IEAT), and these incentives often
come with permission for full foreign
ownership. The BOI issued a new policy
effective 1 January 2015. Under the new
scheme, special consideration is given to
enhancing Thailand’s competitiveness.
The IEAT carries out the government’s
industrial development policy, which
includes allocating land for further expansion, improving land conditions, and
providing accommodations and facilities
to assist entrepreneurs.
2.1 Foreign Business Act
The Foreign Business Act regulates the
activities in which companies designated
as ‘foreign’ may engage in. While some
activities are completely prohibited,
some may be engaged in with prior
approval from a designated government
agency, and some do not require any
special approval.
2.1.1 Definition of ‘foreign company’
Under Thai law, a company registered
under the following laws must be
deemed a foreign company:
• - The laws of another country
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CUSTOM I ZI N G I N T E R N AT I O N AL
STAN DAR D S
LNG Transportation - Build storage tank up
to 300,000L - Tank repair and services
60/12 Moo 2 Phaholyotin Rd., Klong-Nueng, Klong- Luang,
Pathumthani, Thailand 12120.
(662) 901-3702-4

www. cryotech-asia.com
contact@cryotech.co.th
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(including all branches, representative offices, and regional
offices of companies abroad
operating in Thailand);
- Thai law, but where 50% or more
of its shares are held by foreign
individuals or business entities.

The Foreign Business Act has identified
three lists of activities in which foreign
participation may be prohibited or
restricted.
• - Activities stated in List 1 are
designated as “businesses that
foreigners are not permitted to
conduct for special reasons”. Foreign companies are completely
restricted from engaging in the
activities contained in List 1.
•
• - Activities stated in List 2 are
designated as “businesses related
• to national safety or security,
activities affecting arts and culture,
traditional and folk handicraft, or
natural resources and the environment”. Foreign companies may
only engage in the activities stated
in List 2 with prior Cabinet approval.
•
• - Activities stated in List 3 are
designated as “businesses in
which Thai nationals are not yet
ready to compete with foreigners”.
To engage in activities stated in
List 3, the foreign company must
• apply for and obtain a foreign
business licence prior to commencing the activity.
Companies promoted by the BOI are
permitted to engage in certain business
activities restricted under the Foreign

Business Act by obtaining the foreign
business certificate prior to conducting
its business.
2.2 Exchange controls
2.2.1 Foreign currency
Foreign currencies can be transferred
from or brought into Thailand without
limit. With limited exceptions, any
person receiving foreign currencies
from abroad is required to convert
such foreign currency into Thai baht
or to deposit the same in a foreign
currency account with an authorized
financial institution within 360 days. A
Foreign Exchange Transaction must
be submitted to authorized commercial
banks for each transaction involving the
purchase, sale, deposit, or withdrawal
of such foreign currency.
The Bank of Thailand issued rules on
6 November 2019 (with effective on 8
November 2019) to facilitate outward
transfers. An individual who wishes to
relocate abroad or to transfer funds
to relatives abroad is free to transfer
funds. If the purpose of the transfer is to
buy real estate abroad, the equivalent
of USD 50 million a year can remitted
abroad. To reduce paperwork and
make conducting foreign currency
transactions easier, no documentation
is required when making an outward
transfer of less than USD 200,000.
2.2.2 Local currency
There is no restriction on the amount
of Thai baht that may be brought into
the country. A person travelling to Thailand’s bordering countries, as well as
Vietnam, is allowed to take out up to
THB 2,000,000, and up to THB 50,000 if
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travelling to other countries, without authorization. Any amount exceeding Thai baht
450,000 or equivalent to USD 15,000 must be declared to Thai customs before arriving
or departing Thailand.
All foreign exchange transactions must be conducted through commercial banks and
through authorized non-banking institutions that are granted foreign exchange
licences by the Minister of Finance, namely authorized money changers, authorized
money transfer agents, and authorized companies. Any transactions not conducted
through the above-mentioned licensees require approval from the Bank of Thailand,
which will be assessed on a case-by-case basis.

3 GOVERNMENT INCENTIVES

The Thai Government has issued several incentives to promote businesses. In the
second half of 2018, the investment promotion measures include incentives from the
Eastern Economic Corridor (EEC) and International Business Center (IBC).
3.1 Current BOI investment promotion scheme
Thailand’s Board of Investment (BOI) changed the investment promotion scheme
effective from 2015 to match the needs and level of development in Thailand. Under
the current scheme, zones 1-2-3 were removed, and a number of eligible activities
which do not involve high technology were deleted or entitled to fewer incentives.
Under this scheme, the BOI pays more attention to the following issues: 		
1. Investments that help enhance Thailand’s competitiveness by encouraging R&D,
innovation, and value creation in the agricultural, industrial, and services sectors, SMEs, fair competition, and social/economic improvement;
2. Activities that are environmentally friendly, save energy, or use alternative energy
to drive balanced and sustainable growth;
3. Projects within clusters to create investment within the region and to strengthen
value chains; 		
4. Investments in border provinces in the south of Thailand to develop the local
economy that supports the enhancement of security in the area;
5. Investments in special economic zones, especially in border areas, both inside
and outside industrial estates, to create economic connectivity with neighbouring
countries, and to prepare for the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC); and
6. Thai investments abroad to enhance the competitiveness of Thai businesses
and Thailand’s role in the global economy.				
Under the current scheme, the BOI offers activity-based incentives and merit-based
incentives to encourage the entities receiving investment incentives to create more
value in Thailand.
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3.1.1

Activity-based incentives

From ‘Seven-Year Investment Promotion Strategy (2015- 2021)’, the BOI continue offering 6
different packages of activity-based incentives, as follows:
Incentives

Package
A1: For knowledge-based activities, focusing
on R&D and design to enhance the country’s
competitiveness

•

•
•
A2: Activities in infrastructure for the country’s
development, activities using advanced technology to create added value, where there are
no or very few existing investments in Thailand

•
•
•

A3: High-technology activities which are important to the country’s development, where
there are a few investments already existing
in Thailand

•
•
•

A4: Activities with lower technology than
Group A1 through Group A3 above, but
which add value to domestic resources and
strengthen the supply chain

•
•
•

B1 - B 2: Supporting industries that do not use
high technology but are still important to the
value chain

•
•

•

-An eight-year corporate income
tax (“CIT”) exemption without a
cap
An exemption from import duty
for machinery/raw materials
Non-tax incentives
An eight-year CIT exemption (with
a cap)
An exemption from import duty
for machinery/raw materials
Non-tax incentives
A five-year CIT exemption (with a
cap)
An exemption from import duty
for machinery/raw materials
Non-tax incentives
A three-year CIT exemption (with
a cap)
An exemption from import duty
for machinery/raw materials
Non-tax incentives
An exemption from import duty
for machinery (for Group B1)
An exemption from import duty
for raw materials (for Group B1
and Group B2)
Non-tax incentives (for Group B1
and Group B2)

3.1.1 Merit-based incentives
3.1.1.1 Enhancement of competitiveness
Additional CIT incentives will be granted, depending on the ratio of investment to expenditure.
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Additional tax exemption period
with an additional cap

Ratio of qualified investment/
expenses to combined
revenue of the first 3 years
1% or more than THB 200 million
1% or more than THB 200 million
1% or more than THB 200 million

1 year
2 years
3 years

Note: Total CIT exemption period must not exceed 13 years
Qualified investment/expenses and the amount of the additional cap are as follows:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Qualified investments/expenditures
R&D: in-house, outsourced in Thailand, or joint
R&D with institutes abroad
Donations to technology and human resources
development funds, educational institutes,
specialized training centres, R&D institutes,
or governmental agencies in scientific and
technological fields in Thailand, as approved
by the BOI
IP acquisition/licensing fees for commercializing
technology developed in Thailand
Advanced technology training
Development of local suppliers with at least a
51% Thai shareholding in advanced technology
training, and technical assistance
Product & packaging design: in-house or outsourced in Thailand, as approved by the BOI

3.1.2.2 Decentralization

Projects located in the 20 provinces
with the lowest per capita income (Kalasin, Chaiya-phum, Nakhon Phanom,
Nan, Bueng Kan, Buri Ram, Phrae,
Maha Sarakham, Mukdahan, Mae Hong
Son, Yasothon, Roi Et, Si Sa Ket, Sakhon
Nakhon, Sa Kaew, Sukhothai, Surin,
Nong Bua Lamphu, Ubon Ratchatani,
and Amnatcharoen) could must receive
the following benefits:
• - Additional years of exemption
from corporate income tax;
• - Activities in Group A1 and A2
receive an additional 50% reduction
in CIT for 5 years after the end of
the CIT exemption period;
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•
•

Additional cap
300%
100%

200%

- Double deductions for the costs
of transportation, electricity, and
water for 10 years; and
- An additional 25% deduction of
the cost of the installation or construction of facilities.

3.1.2.3 Industrial area development

Projects located in industrial estates or
promoted industrial zones could receive
1 additional year of exemptions from
CIT.

3.1.2.4 Other special policies

Some incentives can be granted based
on the following
policies:
• - Investment promotion policy for
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•

•
•
•

industrial development in border
provinces in southern Thailand
- Promotion of industrial estates or
industrial zones and projects located
inside industrial estates or industrial
zones or clusters in border provinces
in southern Thailand
- Investment promotion policy for investment in special economic zones
- Promotion of rail system industry
- Measure to encourage company
listing on SET/MAI (which increases
corporate income tax exemption
ceiling to 200% of actual investment)

3.1.3

Criteria for project approval

•
•

•

Before the project is eligible for BOI incentives it will need to be approved by
the BOI. In the approval process the
following criteria are used:

3.1.3.1 Development of competitiveness in agricultural, industrial
and service sectors
•
•

- Have added value of at least 20%
of revenues, except for projects
in agriculture and agricultural
products, electronic products and
parts, and coil centres, which must

have added value of at least 10%
of revenues.
- Use modern production processes.
- Projects that have investment
capital of THB 10 million or more
(excluding the cost of land and
working capital) must obtain ISO
9000 or ISO 14000 certification or
similar international standard certification within 2 years of the date
of commencing full operations.
Otherwise, the exemption period
for corporate income tax shall be
reduced by 1 year.
- For concession projects and
the privatization of state enterprise projects, the criteria must be
based on the Cabinet’s decisions
in 1998 and 2004 – the state enterprise cannot apply for investment
promotions, a build-transfer-operate or build-operate-transfer
project can be promoted only if it
approved by the BOI before the
bidding process takes place, and
a build-own-operate project and a
state enterprise after privatization
can be promoted.

Criteria for granting approval for imported used machinery:
Types of machinery

Can be
used

Counted as
investment
capital

Exemption from
import duty

✓
✓
✓
New machinery
Imported used machinery
Not over 5 years old*
✓
✓
X
(from manufacturing year to
importing year)
Over 5 years old up to 10 years old
✓
✓
X
(only metal stamping machinery)*
*Must obtain a machinery performance certificate from trusted institutes identifying
machinery efficiency, environmental impact, energy usage, and fair value.
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of over THB 750 million (excluding
the cost of land and working capital)
must submit a feasibility study.

3.1.3.2 Environmental protection
•

•

•

- Adequate and efficient guidelines
and measures to protect the environment and to reduce environmental
impact must be installed. The BOI
will give special consideration to
the location and pollution treatment
measures of a project with a potential environmental impact.
- Projects or activities of a type
and size that are required to submit
environmental impact assessments
must comply with related environmental laws and regulations or
Cabinet resolutions.
- Projects located in Rayong
Province must comply with Office
of the Board of Investment Announcement No. Por 1/2554.

3.1.3.3 Minimum capital investment
and project feasibility
•

•

•

•

- The minimum capital investment
requirement of each project is
THB 1 million (excluding the cost
of land and working capital). For
knowledge-based services, such
as creative product design and
development centres, electronic
design, software, R&D and engineering design, the minimum capital
investment requirement is based
on the minimum salary expense
for personnel in the specified field
of at least THB 1.5 million a year,
according to the conditions for
each activity.
- For newly established projects,
the debt-to-equity ratio must not
exceed 3 to 1. Expansion projects
must be considered on a case-bycase basis.
- Projects with an investment value
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3.2 International Business Centre
(IBC)

In response to the Harmful Tax Practices
- 2017 Progress Report on Preferential
Regimes (Inclusive Framework on Base
Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS): Article
5), the IBC regime has been enacted by
the Thai government as a replacement
for the previous International Headquarters
(IHQ), Regional Operating Headquarters
(ROH) and International Trading Centre
(ITC) regimes. An IBC is defined as a
company incorporated under Thai law to
conduct the business of providing management services, technical services,
supporting services, or treasury centre
services to its associated enterprise,
whether located in Thailand or abroad,
or to conduct the business of international trading.
Tax incentives
Under the Royal Decree No. 674 issued
on 25 December 2018, Qualified IBCs
will receive the following tax incentives:
• 1) A reduction of the corporate income tax rate to 8%, 5%, or 3% on
the types of income listed below,
provided that the IBC meets the
minimum local spending requirements of THB 60 million, THB 300
million, or THB 600 million,
respectively.
•
- Income received from the
•
provision of management,
technical, supporting, or trea
•
sury ce n t re se rvice s t o
•
associated entities incorporated
•
under Thai or foreign law.
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•
•
•
•

- Royalty income derived from
all associated entities (both
in Thailand and abroad).
2) A withholding tax exemption
on dividends paid from associated
• entities (both in Thailand and
abroad).
• 3) A specific business tax exemption for income received from
the provision of treasury centre
services to associated entities incorporated under Thai or foreign
law.
• 4) A flat personal income tax rate
of 15%, reduced from the normal
maximum progressive rate of 35%,
will apply to the employment income of an expatriate employee of
the IBC.
• 5) A corporate income tax exemption on dividend income and
interest income which associated
entities incorporated under foreign
law receive from the IBC.
Conditions
• 1) IBCs must be incorporated
under Thai law, and have paid-up
capital of at least THB 10 million at
the end of the accounting period.
• 2) IBCs must have annual operating expenses of at least
THB 60 million that are paid to
Thai recipients. However, an IBC
which has been converted from
an ROH/IHQ does not have to
meet this condition.
• 3) IBCs must have at least 10
employees (at least 5 employees
for a treasury services centre).

3.3 Industrial Estate Authority of
Thailand Act
As a state enterprise under the Ministry of

Industry, the Industrial Estate Authority
of Thailand (IEAT) is responsible for
the development and establishment
of industrial estates, where factories
for various industries are orderly and
systematically clustered together. The
IEAT also serves as a governmental
mechanism to decentralize industrial
development to provincial areas
throughout the country. Industrial
estates are divided into two zones:
General Industrial Zones (GIZ) and
I-EA-T Free Zone (FZ).

3.3.1 Investment in a General Industrial Zone (GIZ)

Investors in a GIZ are eligible for the
following opportunities, options, and
privileges:
• 1. Permission to conduct service
businesses in the GIZ The IEAT offers industrial operators in a GIZ
comprehensive services essential
for industrial operations – such as
transportation, warehouses, training
centres, and clinics.
• 2. Non-tax privileges for operators
in a GIZ
•
• The right to own land in an
in dustrial estate
•
• The right to bring in foreign
• skilled workers, plus their
spouses or dependents
•
• The right to remit money
abroad

3.3.2 Investment in an I-EA-T Free
Zone (FZ)

Under the most recent Industrial Estate
Authority of Thailand Act, investors in an
FZ are entitled to additional tax and other privileges, including the following:
1. Operators in an FZ are afforded
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the privilege of exporting products
without any restrictions, and with
the added convenience of being
able to bring merchandise or raw
materials into an FZ.
2. Supplies taken into an FZ are entitled to certain additional tax and
duty privileges, such as:
•

•
•

- Tax burden relief for
products taken out of an FZ
for domestic use or consumption. Contrary to the
previous Act, raw material
components, if produced domestically, can be granted
tax and duty exemptions.
- Operators in an FZ remain entitled to claim privileges
specified in the previous
Industrial Estate Authority of
Thailand Act. These include:
•

▪ Tax privileges, including import/export tax
and duty exemptions, as
well as exemptions from
VAT and excise tax on
machinery, equipment,
components, raw materials, and supplies used for
the production of goods
and other merchandise.
▪ General privileges,
such as the right to own
land, the ability to bring
in technical experts (and
family members and
dependents), as well as
the ability to remit foreign
currency to their home
countries.

the Petroleum Act and the Petroleum
Income Tax Act of Thailand offer
special incentives in relation to petroleum surveying, exploration, and
production.
Petroleum-related investment incentives
include:
• - Import duty - imported machinery, spare parts, and materials required for business or for the use
of drilling and oil field service contractors are exempt from tariffs.
• - Land ownership - the business is
permitted to own land used for its
operation.
• - Immigration - relaxed work permits and visa rules exist for foreign
experts, technical staff and their
dependents, including contractors.
• - Other incentives - the government will not restrict the export of
petroleum, except in very exceptional circumstances, and will also
provide a guarantee that it will not
nationalize any private industrial
activity.

3.5 Corporate income tax incentives

3.4 Petroleum laws

Research & Development Costs
Under the Research & Development (R&D)
provisions of income tax legislation, companies or legal partnerships may take a
double corporate tax deduction for payments made for eligible R&D costs to
governmental or private agencies that
are approved providers of R&D services.
In addition, for machinery and equipment
acquired for use in R&D activities, an initial
depreciation allowance of 40% of the cost
is granted on the date of its acquisition, and
the residual value can be depreciated over
its effective life (but not less than 5 years).
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•

To develop Thailand’s natural resources,
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Staff Training
Under Royal Decree No. 437, companies or legal partnerships may take
a double corporate tax deduction for
costs incurred for training employees
at certain educational or vocational
training institutions, as well as for costs
incurred for organizing approved inhouse training for their employees.

4 Business entities available to foreigners

Thailand recognizes several types of
legal business entities:
• - Partnerships
• - Limited companies
• - Unincorporated Joint ventures
• - Other forms of corporate entities

4.1 Partnerships

There are three types of partnerships
in Thailand, differing principally by the
liability attached to each.
•

•

•

- Unregistered ordinary partnerships have partners that are jointly
and wholly liable for all obligations
of the partnership. This form of
partnership is not a legal entity,
and therefore, for tax purposes, is
treated as an individual.
- Registered ordinary partnerships that are registered with the
Commercial Registrar are legal
entities, separate and distinct
from the individual partners, and
are taxed as a corporate entity.
- Limited partnerships consist of
one or more partners, whose individual liability is restricted to the
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amount of capital contributed to
the partnership, and one or more
of the partners will be jointly liable,
without any limitation, for all obligations of the partnership. A limited partnership must be registered,
and is taxed as a corporate entity.

4.2 Limited companies

There are two types of limited companies – private limited companies and
public limited companies. The first is
governed by the Civil and Commercial
Code, the second by the Public Limited
Company Act.
Private limited company
A Thai private limited company has basic characteristics similar to Western corporations. A private limited company is
formed through a process that leads to
the registration of a Memorandum of
Association (Articles of Incorporation)
and Articles of Association (By-laws).
These are the company’s registered
constitutive documents.
Public limited company
The procedures for setting up a public
limited company are similar to those for
a private limited company. A Thai public
limited company may, subject to compliance with the prospectus, Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) approval and other requirements, offer
shares, debentures, and warrants to
the public, and may apply to have its
securities listed on the Stock Exchange
of Thailand (SET).
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The table below illustrates the different procedures involved in establishing a private
limited company and a public limited company:
Private
company

limited

Public
company

limited

Minimum number of natural persons as promoters

3

15

Minimum number of shareholders required at all times

3

15

Minimum number of directors

1

5

Public subscription of shares by prospectus

Not allowed

Not allowed

Public subscription of debentures by prospectus

Allowed*

Allowed*

Registration fee

THB 5,500

THB
2,000-300,000

* Subject to SEC approval.

Appointing directors
Every company must appoint at least
one director to act as an agent of the
company. The number of directors of a
private company is not fixed under Thai
law, but set by the shareholders’ general
meeting. A director is appointed or
removed only by a general meeting of
shareholders. For public companies,
there must be at least five directors,
of which three must be Thai nationals.
The directors are jointly responsible for
ensuring that payment for shares by the
shareholders is actually made, as well
as for the proper distribution of any
dividend or interest, as prescribed by
Thai law. In addition, the directors have
a statutory obligation to keep the books
and documents prescribed by Thai law,
and to enforce the resolutions of general
meetings.

4.3 Unincorporated joint ventures

An unincorporated joint venture may be
described, in accordance with general
practice, as a group of persons (resident and/or non-resident) entering into
an agreement in order to conduct a
business activity together. It is not yet

recognized as a legal entity under the
Thai Civil and Commercial Code. However, income from an unincorporated
joint venture is subject to corporate
taxation under the Thai Revenue Code,
which classifies it as a single entity.

4.4 Other forms of corporate entities

Branch of a foreign corporation
Foreign companies may carry out
certain business activities in Thailand
through a branch office. Branch offices
are required to maintain accounts only
relating to the branch that is established in Thailand. It is important
to clarify before establishing a branch
what constitutes income subject to Thai
tax. This is because the Revenue Department may consider revenues directly
earned by the foreign head office from
sources within Thailand as being subject
to Thai tax.
One of a key condition for approval of
a foreign business licence for a branch
of a foreign corporation is that minimum
capital of at least THB 3 million or
average of 25% of 3 years estimated
expenses whichever is higher must be
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brought into Thailand. This amount may
be subject to change in subsequent
Ministerial Regulations.
Representative office of a foreign corporation Foreign corporations may establish representative offices in Thailand to
engage in limited activities that do not
generate revenue. These activities are
restricted to:
• ▪ Sourcing of goods or services in
Thailand for the head office,
• ▪ Inspecting and controlling the
quality of goods that the head office
purchases in Thailand
• ▪ Providing advice in various fields
relating to products directly sold
by its head office to local distributors
or consumers
• ▪ Disseminating information about
new products and services of the
head office
• ▪ Reporting to its head office on
local business developments and
activities
The minimum capital contribution of
THB 3 million for branches also applies
to representative offices for immigration
purposes.

5 SETTING UP AND RUNNING BUSINESS ENTITIES
5.1 Corporate registration procedures
5.1.1 Limited company
•

•

• Before forming a limited company, the chosen corporate name
must first be registered and approved by the Thai Commercial
Registrar.
• A Memorandum of Association
must be filed, which contains the
approved name of the company,
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its business address, its objectives, the personal details about
the promoters and the shares
subscribed for by each, and data
on the authorized capital of the
company.
• • The next step is to hold a statutory
meeting of shareholders, during
which:
• o the articles of incorporation
and by-laws are approved;
• o the board of directors is
elected;
• o the transactions and expenditures of the founders are
ratified; and
• o the authorized auditor is appointed.
• ▪ The directors may then register
the company with the Commercial
Registrar
A limited company that has registered
capital of more than THB 5 million must
file evidence issued by a commercial
bank to prove that share payments
have been made to the company’s
bank account no later than 15 days
after incorporation.

5.1.2 Branch, representative
office, and regional office

Prior to the new Ministerial Regulations
of the Department of Business Development becoming effective in May 2017,
foreign corporations wishing to do
business in Thailand through a branch,
representative office, or regional office
had to submit certain required documents, including the application for a
foreign business licence.
Currently, in order to set up a representative office or regional office, it is
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only necessary to apply for a company
registration number and corporate taxpayer number from the governmental
authorities. However, in order to set
up a branch office, it is still necessary
to apply for a foreign business licence
(except for a branch office which has
contracts with the governmental authorities or a state enterprise to render
service activities).

5.1.3 Public securities

In order to offer newly issued securities
for sale to the public, companies must
apply for approval from the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC),
complying with the rules and regulations
issued by the SEC Board according to
the Securities and Exchange Act, 2535
B.E. However, existing securities can be
offered for sale without the SEC’s
approval, on the condition that the
company discloses information to the
SEC prior to offering those securities
for sale. Before offering securities to
the public, the company or existing
shareholders will generally need to file
a registration statement and a draft
prospectus with the SEC. This is in order to provide information to potential
investors.

5.2 Tax registration

An individual person who is subject to
Thai personal income tax and has no
Thai identification number (such as an
expatriate employee) must obtain a
tax identification number from the Thai
Revenue Department within 60 days of
the date of deriving taxable income.
A legal entity which is subject to
corporate income tax, except for

Thai incorporated companies which
have a 13-digit registration number
issued by the Ministry of Commerce,
must obtain a tax identification number from the Thai Revenue Department
within 60 days of the date of commencing business in Thailand.
All entities that have annual turnover
exceeding THB 1.8 million must register
for VAT within 30 days of the annual
turnover exceeding the threshold, unless specifically exempt.
It is possible to apply for VAT registration before the date of commencing
business under conditions specified
by the Director-General of the Thai
Revenue Department.

5.3 Licensing a factory

The Factory Act, 2535 B.E. (1992),
divides factories into three groups:
• ▪ Group 1 – factories that can function immediately without licensing.
• ▪ Group 2 – factories for which notification to officials is required only
prior to the start of operations.
Operators may commence operations upon acquiring a receipt
from the Ministry stating that their
report has been received.
• ▪ Group 3 – factories for which a
factory licence is required before
the establishment of the factory.
Before the establishment of a factory
under Group 3, the operator must obtain
a factory licence from the Department
of Industrial Works, Ministry of Industry.
The operator of a Group 3 factory must
notify the authorities at least 15 days
before a factory test-run commences,
and again 15 days before actual
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manufacturing operations start.
At present, the factory licence does not
expire until the factory ceases doing
business. While the factory licence is
valid, the licensee must pay an annual
fee for the licence, as determined by
the authorities.
Prior permission from the Ministry of Industry must be obtained for any factory
expansion, transfer of machinery to
other sites, or transfer of a factory site,
as well as to transfer, lease, assign, or
sell a factory operation.

5.4 Audit and accounting requirements

The financial statements of a legal
entity, including a limited company,
registered partnership, branch office,
representative office, and unincorporated joint venture, must be audited by
a Thai certified public accountant and
submitted to the Revenue Department
and the Department of Business Development for each accounting year.
The audited financial statements must
be prepared in compliance with Thai
Accounting Standards and approved
by the shareholders in a general meeting
within four months of the end of the
accounting period.
Companies listed on the Stock Exchange of Thailand or the Market for
Alternative Investment in Thailand
must also prepare financial statements
which must be reviewed by Thai auditors on a quarterly basis.

5.5 Shareholding by non-residents

be residents of any country. However,
some specific business activities limit
the percentage of foreign ownership,
as detailed in the Foreign Business Act
1991.

5.6 Labour law

Thailand’s employment laws, administered by the Department of Labour,
Protection, and Welfare, set out working
conditions, such as maximum work
hours, holidays, sick leave, the minimum
wage, and severance pay. The laws,
which may significantly affect a firm’s
decision to do business in Thailand,
also give employers some flexibility with
regard to managing labour, such as
staff recruitment processes, retrenchment policies, and employee transfers.
The maximum number of work hours is
eight a day, or 48 a week. The exception is when work is deemed by law to
be hazardous, in which case working
hours are limited to seven hours a day,
or 42 a week. Overtime compensation
must be paid at a rate of between 1.5
to 3 times the normal hourly rates to
qualified employees. Employees are
entitled to a minimum of 13 national
holidays a year, plus a minimum of six
vacation days after one year of consecutive work.
Thirty annual paid sick days is standard.
An employer may require a doctor’s
certificate for sick leave that is three
consecutive days or more. Female
employees are entitled to 98 days of
maternity leave, including 45 days of
paid leave.

Shareholders in a Thai company can

We note that maternity leave has been
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clarified to include leave taken to visit
doctors for prenatal care and will now
be capped at 98 days per pregnancy
inclusive of holidays.
Currently, the employer arranges for
a certain number of days of business
leave for the employee with or without
pay as the employer deems appropriate.
The government has set, with effective
from 1 January 2020, the minimum
wage of THB 331 a day for Bangkok
and the surrounding area, THB 336 a
day for Phuket and Chonburi, THB 335
a day for Rayong, and THB 313 a day
for Narathiwat, Pattani, and Yala.
As a result of the minimum wage increase, the minimum monthly salary
of Thai staff listed in the monthly tax
return (Form PND.1) submitted to the
Revenue Department, and in Forms
SPS.1-10 submitted to the Social Security
Office, must be changed based on a
company’s registered address (for example, the minimum wage for office
staff is Bangkok should be raised from
THB 9,750 to THB 9,930 a month).
Staff recruitment and transfers
Employers often recruit staff through
advertisements in either Thai or English-language newspapers, and there
are several domestic and international
personnel recruitment services. Employers may specify criteria, such as
preferences for an applicant’s age and
gender. Employers have the right to
transfer staff to other locations, providing
the transfer is not ordered with the
intent to create personal hardship. An
employee’s refusal to transfer is legal

cause for dismissal.
Social security contributions
The Social Security Act requires all
employers to withhold social security
contributions of 5% from the monthly
salary of all employees, up to a maximum
of THB 750 (approximately USD 25) per
person a month. Employees registered
for social security may file compensation
claims for injury, illness, disability, or
death if it is not a consequence of work
performance, as well as for childbirth,
child welfare, retirement, and unemployment.
Severance pay
Severance pay upon termination of the
employment agreement is mandatory.
The amount is determined based on the
length of service and the current salary.
If business conditions necessitate cutbacks, firms have freedom in determining
retrenchment policies. There is no ’first
in, last out’ requirement in Thailand.
The amount of severance pays ranges
from 30 days’ wages for 120 days or
more of service to 400 days’ wages for
20 years or more years of service.
Workmen’s compensation
The Workmen’s Compensation Act
requires an employer to provide benefits at rates prescribed by law for employees who suffer injury, illness, or
death while performing their work. In
general, the compensation amount is
paid monthly at a rate of 60% of monthly
wages, between a minimum of THB
2,000 (approximately USD 67) and a
maximum of THB 9,000 (approximately
USD 300) a month. Actual and necessary
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medical expenses must be paid up
to THB 35,000 (approximately USD
1,167) for normal cases and THB
50,000 (approximately USD 1,667) for
a serious injury.
Work regulations
Employers who have 10 or more employees must draw up work regulations
and announce them with the employees.
The work regulations must contain
provisions on working conditions, leave,
discipline, submission of grievances,
and termination of employment.

6 CORPORATE TAXES

The principal taxation law of Thailand
is the Revenue Code of 1938. In Thailand, taxes are collected in two ways.
There are direct taxes (personal and
corporate income taxes, and petroleum
income tax) and indirect taxes (value-added tax, excise tax, customs
duties, stamp duties, and specific
business tax).
Generally, income tax in Thailand is
by self-assessment, where tax declarations and payments are assumed to
be correct. However, the Revenue Department has the power to audit taxes
and taxpayers’ financial records. Value-added tax (VAT) is collected upon
the consumption of goods and services
and is also levied on imports.

6.1 Corporate income tax

from Thailand.
The term ‘legal entity’ means a legal
company or partnership operating in
Thailand. Companies incorporated in
Thailand are subject to corporate income tax on all profits derived from
both domestic and foreign sources.
The term also includes any unincorporated joint venture, and any trading or
profit-seeking activity conducted by a
foreign government or its agency, or by
any other legal body incorporated under foreign law.

6.2 Taxable entities

Corporate income tax is levied on both
Thai and foreign companies. A Thai
company means a company incorporated in Thailand. A Thai company is
subject to tax in Thailand on its worldwide net profit at the end of each accounting period (12 months).
A foreign company means a company
incorporated under foreign law. Generally, a foreign company is treated as
conducting business in Thailand if it has
an office, a branch, or any other place
of business in Thailand, or if it has an
employee, agent, or representative that
is conducting business in Thailand. A
foreign company conducting business
in Thailand is subject to CIT only on net
profit arising from, or as a consequence
of, business conducted in Thailand at
the end of each accounting period.

Corporate income tax (CIT) is a direct
tax levied on legal entities (companies)
established under Thai law, as well as
legal entities established under foreign
law that conduct business in Thailand,
or which derive certain types of income

A separate profit remittance tax of 10% of
the amount remitted is imposed on foreign
companies that remit their Thailand-based
profits offshore. Profits include any sum
set aside out of profits, as well as any sum
which may be regarded as profits.
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A foreign company not conducting
business in Thailand, but deriving certain
types of income from Thailand, such as
service fees, interest, dividends, rent,
or professional fees, may be subject
to CIT on the gross amount received. It
is collected in the form of withholding
tax, which the payer of income must
deduct from the income at the rate
shown in the section on withholding tax
(payments to non-resident individuals
and companies). A foreign company engaged in international transport is also
subject to tax only on its gross receipts.

6.3 Fiscal year

The usual fiscal year for tax submission
is for the 12-month period ending 31
December. However, with the consent
of the Director-General of the Revenue
Department, corporate taxpayers may
choose an alternative accounting
period for the purpose of determining
taxable income.

6.4 Determining a company’s taxable income

The CIT of a company conducting
business in Thailand is calculated
from the company’s net profit on an
accrual basis. A company must take
into account all revenue arising from,
or as a consequence of, the business
conducted in an accounting period, and
may deduct all expenses in accordance
with the conditions set out in the
Revenue Code.

6.5 Tax rates

For the accounting period commencing
on or after 1 January 2016, the corporate
income tax rate in Thailand is 20% of net
profits.
A progressive tax rate applies to
small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs*), as follows:

Net profit (Thai baht)

CIT rates

0 – 300,000
300,001 – 3,000,000
Over 3,000,000

Nil
15%
20%

(*An ‘SME’ means a company which has paid-up capital at the end of any accounting period not
exceeding THB 5 million, and which has revenue from the sale of goods or the provision of services in any
accounting period not exceeding THB 30 million.)

6.6 Foreign tax relief

For income derived from countries that
do not have a Double Taxation Agreement (DTA) with Thailand, foreign tax
credits are allowed. These foreign tax
credits are subject to certain criteria
and conditions, and can be taken up to
the amount of Thai tax that would have
been payable had the income been

derived in Thailand. The same rules
apply in regard to foreign tax relief for
DTA countries.

6.7 Losses and consolidation

Each company is taxed as a separate
legal entity. Losses incurred by one
affiliate may not be offset against profits
made by another affiliate. Losses can
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only be carried forward for a maximum
of five years.

On 21 November 2018, Amendment
No. 47 to the Revenue Code in regard
to transfer pricing was published in the
Royal Gazette.

The key aspects of the new transfer-pricing law are as follows:
1. The Revenue Department’s tax
auditors are granted the authority to adjust corporate taxpayers’
revenue and expenses in relation
to related-party transactions that
were not at arm’s length according to the rules, procedures, and
conditions set out in the related
Ministerial Regulation.
2. The term “related party” is defined
as: (a) a legal entity that either
directly or indirectly holds 50% or
more of the total shares of another
legal entity; (b) a legal entity of which
50% or more of its total shares are
held either directly or indirectly by
a shareholder or partner that also
directly or indirectly holds 50% or
more of total shares of another legal entity; or (c) a legal entity that
has a dependent relationship with
another legal entity in terms of capital, management, or control, to the
extent that one entity cannot be
operated independently from the
other.
3. To relieve the double tax resulting
from such adjustments, taxpayers
who are deemed to have overpaid
taxes on related-party transactions
as a result of a transfer-pricing assessment will have the right to file
a request for a tax refund within
three years of the deadline for filing
an annual corporate income tax
return or 60 days of receiving notification of the tax assessment
results, whichever is later, according to regulations set out by
the Director-General.
4. Taxpayers who are deemed to be
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6.8 Dividends

Dividends received by a company listed
on the Stock Exchange of Thailand are
exempt from tax. Exemptions also apply to dividends received by any other
company incorporated in Thailand that
holds at least 25% of the voting shares
in another Thai company, without any
cross shareholding, either directly or
indirectly, provided that the related
investments have been held for a
period of at least three months before
and three months after the receipt of
the dividends. Where a Thai company
does not qualify for the shareholding
period specified, it will nevertheless
only need to include in its assessable
income an amount of 50% of a dividend
received from another company incorporated in Thailand.
Dividends paid by a foreign company to
a Thai company are exempt from Thai
CIT if:
• ▪ the highest corporate tax rate of
the foreign jurisdiction from which
the dividend is received is at least
15%;
• ▪ the Thai company has a 25% or
more equity interest in the foreign
entity; and
• • the Thai company maintains its
shareholding in that company for a
6-month period.

6.9 New Transfer-pricing Law

related parties under the definition, and which have annual
turnover exceeding THB 200
million, are required to prepare
and file a transfer-pricing disclosure form together with their
annual corporate income tax return. This form requires taxpayers
to disclose relationships with related parties and the total value of
related-party transactions during
the accounting period.
5. The Revenue Department’s tax
auditors are granted the authority
to request transfer-pricing documentation from taxpayers within
five years of the report being filed.
Taxpayers must submit such documentation within 60 days of receiving notice to do so from the tax
auditors, with a possible extension
to 120 days upon request. The
transfer-pricing documentation
is due 180 days after receiving a
notification from the Thai Revenue
Department for the first time.
6. Taxpayers that fail to submit the
transfer-pricing disclosure form
or transfer-pricing documentation
by the due date, or that submit the
form or documentation with incorrect or incomplete information, are
subject to a maximum fine of THB
200,000.
The Ministerial Regulations specifying
the calculation of revenue and expenses
of a related entity and determining the
format and details of the transfer pricing documentation are expected to be
issued soon. In addition, the Revenue
Department may also issue the Ministerial Regulations specifying exemp-

tions and the revenue threshold for
preparing and filing a transfer-pricing
disclosure form.

7 PERSONAL TAXATION

Personal income tax (PIT) is a direct tax
levied on the taxable income of a person.
A person is defined as an individual, an
ordinary partnership, a body of persons
that is not a legal entity, a deceased
person, and an undivided estate.
•

In general, a person liable to PIT
must calculate his tax liability, file
tax returns, and pay tax, if any, on
a calendar-year basis. Taxpayers
are classified as either ’residents’
or ’non-residents’.

•

A resident is any person residing
in Thailand for a period, or periods,
for a total of 180 days or more in
any tax

(calendar) year. A resident of Thailand is liable to pay tax on income from
sources in Thailand on a cash basis,
regardless of where the money is paid,
and on the portion of income from foreign
sources that is brought into Thailand in
the same year that the foreign income
is derived.
A non-resident is only subject to tax on
income from sources in Thailand.

7.1 Taxable income

Income on which PIT is due is called
’assessable income’. The term covers
income both in cash and in kind. This
means that any benefits provided by
an employer or other persons, such as
rent-free housing, or the amount of tax
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paid by the employer on behalf of the
employee, will also be treated as assessable income of the employee for
PIT purposes.
Assessable income is divided into eight

Types of income

categories. Certain deductions and
allowances can be offset against assessable income to calculate taxable
income. Taxpayers must make deductions from assessable income before
the allowances are granted

Deductions

50%, but not exceeding THB 100,000
1. Income from employment
2. Income from independent personal services 50%, but not exceeding THB 100,000
50%, but not exceeding THB 100,000
3. Income from goodwill, copyright and
other rights
4. Income in the form of interest, dividends,
or capital gains
5. Income from letting out property
– buildings and wharves
– agricultural land
– non-agricultural land
– vehicles
– any other type of property

N/A

actual expenses or 30%
actual expenses or 20%
actual expenses or 15%
actual expenses or 30%
actual expense or 10%

6. Income from professional services (law, actual expenses or 30%, except for
medical practice, engineering, architecture, the medical profession, where 60%
is allowed
accountancy, and fine arts)
7. Income from the hire of work where the actual expenses or 70%
taxpayer is obliged to provide essential
materials besides tools
8. Income from business, commerce, agricul- actual expenses or between 40%
ture, industry, transport, or any other activities and 60%, depending on the types of
income
not specified
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Tax rates for resident and non-resident individuals
Taxable Income
Tax Rate
Tax Amount
(Thai baht)
(Thai baht)

Accumulated Tax
(Thai baht)

0 - 150,000
150,001 - 300,000
300,001 - 500,000
500,001 - 750,000

0%
5%
10%
15%

7,500
20,000
37,500

7,500
27,500
65,000

750,001 - 1,000,000
1,000,001 - 2,000,000
2,000,001 - 5,000,000
5,000,001 and over

20%
25%
30%
35%

50,000
250,000
900,000

115,000
365,000
1,265,000

Persons over the age of 65 are granted an exemption on the first THB 190,000 of
taxable income instead of the normal THB 150,000 threshold.

7.2 Separate taxation

There are several types of income that
a taxpayer may elect to have assessed
separately.
Income from the sale of immovable
property
Special rules apply to calculating gains
on the sale of immovable property.
This may allow a taxpayer to pay a final
withholding tax to the Land Department
in lieu of including the gain made on the
sale as normal assessable income.

•
•

1. Interest on bonds or debentures issued by a governmental
organization,
2. Interest on savings deposits in
commercial banks if the aggregate
amount of interest received is not
more than THB 20,000 during a
taxable year.

Interest
Interest income may, at the taxpayer’s
choice, be excluded from the PIT calculation, if that tax at 15 per cent is withheld at source. However, the following
forms of an individual’s interest income
are exempt from any tax:

Dividends
A resident individual taxpayer that derives dividends has a choice of including
the dividend in PIT-assessable income
or paying a final withholding tax at 10%
and excluding that dividend from their
income. Taxpayers who choose the
first option must gross up the dividend
to include the 10% withholding tax deducted, as well as the company tax paid
on that dividend. However, a tax credit
is granted for both the withholding tax
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and company tax deducted.
Department Office by the last day of
September of that taxable year. Any
withholding or half-year tax that has
been pre-paid can be used as a credit
against the year-end tax liability.

7.3 PIT filing and payment

A taxpayer is liable to file a PIT return
(Form PND 90 or 91) and make a payment to a district Revenue Department office by the last day of March
following the taxable year. A taxpayer
who derives income in categories 5 to
8 (listed earlier in this section) during
the first six months of the taxable
year is also required to file a halfyear return (Form PND 94), and to
make a payment to a district Revenue
Department Office by the last day of

September of that taxable year. Any
withholding or half-year tax that has
been pre-paid can be used as a credit
against the year-end tax liability.

8 WITHHOLDING TAX

8.1 Payments to resident individuals

For certain categories of income, the
payer of income must withhold tax at
source, file the necessary return (Form
PND 1, 2, or 3) and submit the amount
of tax withheld to the district Revenue
Department office. The tax withheld is
then credited against the tax liability
of the taxpayer when the tax return is
filed. The table below shows the withholding tax rates for some categories
of income:

Types of income

Withholding tax rate

1. Employment income/hire of work
2. Interest
3. Dividends

0% to 35%
15%
10%

4. Royalty
5. Rents¹

0% to 35%
5%

6. Prizes
7. Service and professional fees¹

5%
3%

8. Public entertainer remuneration
9. Advertising fees¹

5%
2%

10. Capital gain²

0% to 35%

1. Not applicable if an individual is the payer of income
2. Not applicable for the sale of shares on the SET
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8.2 Payments to resident companies and branches of foreign companies

Certain types of income paid to companies are subject to withholding tax at source.
The withholding tax rates depend on the types of income and the tax status of the
recipient. The payer of income is required to file a tax return (Form PND 53) and submit
the amount of tax withheld to the district Revenue Department office within the first
seven days of the month following that in which the payment was made. The tax withheld
is credited against the final tax liability of the taxpayer. Governmental agencies are
required to withhold tax at the rate of 1% on all types of income paid to Thai companies.
The table below sets out the withholding tax rates on some important types of income.

Types of income

Withholding tax rate

1. Interest

10% if paid to associations or foundations, or 1% in
other cases

2. Dividends
3. Royalties

10%
10% if paid to associations or foundations, or 3% in
other cases

4. Rents

10% if paid to associations or foundations, or 5% in
other cases

5. Prizes

5%

6. Service and professional fees

3% if paid to a Thai company or a foreign company that
has a permanent branch in Thailand, 5% if paid to a foreign company without a permanent branch in Thailand

7. Advertising fees

2%

8.3 Payments to non-resident individuals and companies

Apart from dividends, for which a 10% withholding tax must be paid, a 15% withholding tax must be paid for most other payments applicable to a non-resident that
resides in a non-DTA country (including interest, royalties, rent, management fees,
consultancy payments, and capital gains). However, Thailand has concluded DTAs
with many countries. The withholding tax rates may therefore be reduced, depending
on the applicable DTA (see the following section on Double Taxation Agreement
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Tipping Solutions | Container Handling | Waste Handling | Cranes

TRANSPORT
SOLUTIONS

MOBILE COMPACTOR

KENNIS ROLLOADER
CRANE

hyva.com

RECYCLING &
TIMBER CRANE

SKIPLOADER

UNDERBODY
TIPPING

TRUCK-MOUNTED
CRANE

HOOKLOADER

FRONT-END
TIPPING

AERIAL
PLATFORM

REFUSE COLLECTION
BODIES-RCB

TAIL GATE

Hyva (Thailand) Ltd.
18/8 Moo.7 Bangna-trad Rd.,
Tambol Bangchalong, Amphur Bangplee,
Samut Prakarn 10540, Thailand
Tel: +66 (0)2-750-8547
Fax: +66 (0)2-750-8548
Email: info@hyva.co.th
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THE NETHERLANDS AND THE DUTCH
ECONOMY
Written by the Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands

INTRODUCING THE NETHERLANDS IN FACTS & FIGURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Official name: Kingdom of the Netherlands
Form of government: Constitutional
monarchy, parliamentary democracy
Head of State: His Majesty King Willem-Alexander, King of the Netherlands, Prince of Orange-Nassau
Capital: Amsterdam
¸
Seat of government:
The Hague
Administrative structure: Twelve
provinces and the overseas territories of Aruba and Curacao and St.
Martin. The overseas islands of Bonaire, Saba and St. Eustatius, all three
of which are situated in the Caribbean, are ‘special municipalities of
the Netherlands’
Surface area: 33,800 km2
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Location: Western Europe, by the
North Sea, bordering Belgium and
Germany
Number of inhabitants: 17.3 million
Number of inhabitants per km2: 513
90% of all Dutch people speak
English
Bicycles: 1.3 bicycles for each
person in the Netherlands
Number of electric vehicle charging
stations: 61,397
Currency: Euro
GDP: EUR 810.4 billion (current prices
2019)
GDP per capita: EUR 46,714 euros
(2019)
Unemployment rate: 3.4% (2019)
Inflation: 2.7% (2019)

ABOUT THE DUTCH ECONOMY
The Netherlands is the 17th largest economy
in the world and 5th largest in the Eurozone
according to the World Bank and International Monetary Fund (2019 GDP). The Dutch
economy is one of the most internationally
integrated in the world as the country is
very open to trade. Dutch exports of goods
and services are very high (over 60% of
GDP in 2019) and have been growing in
importance in the last decade. The Netherlands has one of the highest external current
account surpluses in the world: 11% of GDP
in 2019. It runs surpluses with every major
economy in Europe.
The interdependence makes the country
especially vulnerable to a global crisis like
the one we are experiencing, in which
international movements and production
chains have been disrupted for several
months as the pandemic hits different parts
of the world at different times. According to
the updated IMF forecasts in October 2020,
due to the outbreak of the COVID-19, GDP
growth is expected to fall to -5.4% in 2020
and pick up to 4% in 2021, subject to the
post-pandemic global economic recovery.
In recent years the government’s fiscal
policy has been expansionary, nevertheless
the Dutch public finances remained sound:
in 2019 the budget balance was estimated
at 1.5% of GDP by the European Commission, as higher government spending was

offset by higher tax revenues (especially
for indirect taxes). A further increase in
government expenditure should lead to a
lower surplus of 0.5% in 2020. The debtto-GDP ratio fell to 49.2% in 2019, well
below the 60% threshold set by the EU as
an objective for member countries, and is
forecast to decline further to 47.3% in 2020
and 45.5% in 2021. Inflation picked up in
2019 and reached 2.7%, following a rise in
the reduced VAT-tariff and an increase in
wages, although is expected to decrease
to 1.2% in 2020 (due to the COVID-19) and
increase to 1.5% in 2021 (October 2020
World Economic Outlook IMF). The government is planning to increase expenditures
related to pensions and climate change,
as well as infrastructure and housing. The
future of Brexit process could also have an
impact on the Dutch trade outlook, as the
country is considered the most exposed to
the conjuncture in Great Britain.
The Netherlands presents a very high income
per capita, which is distributed in a relatively
equal manner. The GDP per capita is above
the EU average and was at USD 52,447 in
2019 (World Bank). Unemployment rate is
relatively low, at 3.4% in 2019 (down from
3.8% in 2018). At the same time, the workforce expanded significantly in the last
couple of years. However, the IMF expects
the unemployment trend to be heavily
affected by the negative economic impact
of the COVID-19 pandemic, the rate being
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currently estimated to increase to 5.5% in
2020 and decrease to 4.5% in 2021.
MAIN SECTORS OF INDUSTRY
The agricultural sector represents almost
1.6% of the country's GDP and employs
2% of the active population (World Bank,
2019). This sector produces high yields,
which is due in part to the intensive farming
of arable land. Nearly 60% of the production
is exported, either directly or through the
food industry.
Industrial activity generates around 17.9% of
the Dutch GDP, mainly through food-processing, the petro-chemical industry,
metallurgy and the transport equipment
industry. The Netherlands is also one of the
largest producers and distributors of oil and
natural gas. The secondary sector employs
16% of the workforce. The World Bank
estimates that the manufacturing sector
alone accounts for 11% of the country's
GDP.
Services account for over 69.9% of national
revenue and employ 82% of the workforce.
The services sector is focused mainly
on transportation, distribution, logistics,
banking and insurance, water engineering
and new technologies. The country is also
Europe's leading service provider in ocean
freight, which is not surprising as its
economy largely depends upon exports.
THE NETHERLANDS: A TRADING NATION
DRIVEN BY EXPORT
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The Netherlands has trade in its DNA.
Throughout the centuries, it has been one
of the world’s leading trading nations. The
Netherlands established naval trade routes
that opened the door to our modern-day
global economy. Today, The Dutch economy
is still driven by exports. The Netherlands
is the world’s 5th largest exporter and the
country’s exports represent 84.3% of its
GDP (WITS). International trade routes
converge at Rotterdam, the largest port in
Europe, and at Amsterdam Schiphol Airport,
a major international air logistics-hub.
Without a doubt, the motor behind the
Netherlands' exports are its agri-food and
horticulture sectors. The Netherlands is
the world’s second-largest exporter of
agricultural products (after the U.S.) and
the world’s largest flower and bulb exporter.
The Netherlands is a hotbed of R&D in the
area of agri-food, largely due to the excellent
knowledge infrastructure and close
collaborations between knowledge institutes, government and the private sector,
the so-called “triple helix”. Key R&D
centres include Wageningen University
and Research Centre (WUR), the Top Institute
Food & Nutrition and Foodvalley.
But the Netherlands is much more than an
agrarian economy. Dutch companies lead
the global pack in key areas such as
chemicals, electronics, maritime engineering, energy, infrastructure and creative
industries. In its economic policy, the Dutch
government focusses on nine business
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sectors that are leading the way in innovation and sustainability. They are Horticulture,
Agri-food, Water, Life sciences and Health, Chemicals, High tech, Energy, Logistics, and Creative
Industries. Together, these sectors are the drivers of the Dutch economy.
THE NETHERLANDS AND THAILAND
According to CBS data, the Netherland’s total merchandise trade with Thailand was EUR 2.1
billion in the first half of 2020, dropped 4.9% from the same period of 2019. This was attributed mainly by the Netherlands imports from Thailand, which contracted 6.5% to EUR 1.6 billion.
The Netherlands exports to Thailand remained at around EUR 507 million or declined slightly
at 0.2%.
The Netherlands remained as the biggest EU investors in Thailand (and the 5th largest globally
after Japan, Singapore, Hong Kong and the US). The Bank of Thailand statistics show the
accumulated FDI from the Netherlands to Thailand stood at around US$13.8 billion as at the
end of the first quarter of 2020, or accounted for 5.8% of total FDI in Thailand. Thailand is the
Netherlands fourth-largest trading partner in ASEAN, after Malaysia, Singapore and Vietnam.

The Netherlands’ Trade with ASEAN (million euro)

As well as being a major exporter, the Netherlands also imports large quantities
of goods. With a 2.7% share of the global total, the country is the 8th largest importer of goods in the world. Over 50% of the total goods are imported from
EU member states. Thailand is the Netherland’s fourth-largest import source
in ASEAN. The import value from Thailand into the Netherlands was around EUR 1.6
billion EUR in the first half of 2020, contracting 6.5% from the same period of 2019.
The Netherlands’ imports from ASEAN (million euro)

GATEWAY TO EUROPE
The Dutch favourable location in relation to the European hinterland, together with its worldclass infrastructure – such as the Port of Rotterdam and Schiphol Airport – has helped the Netherlands become an important distribution centre. The Port of Rotterdam, Europe’s largest and
most important harbour, can reach all major industrial and economic centres in Western Europe
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in less than 24 hours, providing companies with the perfect springboard into the
European market. In all, Dutch ports move
more than 500 million metric tons annually
and account for 54% of all trade shipping in
Western Europe. Additionally, with more
than 7.000 vessels, the Dutch fleet is the
biggest and most modern in Europe.
Schiphol Airport is another major asset for
logistics and distribution operations. It is
the fourth-largest European airport and an
important cargo and passenger hub. The
airport handles 1.7 tons of cargo annually and
offers 525.000 m2 of warehouse space. In
addition, it has a strong route network with
a total of 322 destinations in 96 countries.
The Netherlands’ extensive, modern network of roads and highways serves as a
major asset to companies looking to establish logistics/distribution operations
in Europe. Boasting more than 12.000
transport companies, the Netherlands is responsible for 14% of all international road
transport in Europe, making the Netherlands a top European location for international road freight transportation.
The Dutch rail system is no less impressive
with 3.200 km (2.000 miles) of network rail
with direct connections to inland container
terminals and links to destinations across
the EU, Scandinavia and the Middle East.
Additionally, thanks to the Netherlands’
three high-speed rail lines and the Betuweroute—the double-track freight railway
that connects Rotterdam to the German
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border—companies have fast, direct
access to Europe’s major logistics hubs.
COMPETITIVENESS
According to a number of international
league tables published by renowned institutes such as IMD and the World Economic
Forum, the Netherlands is among the world
leaders when it comes to favourable business climate. The Dutch punch above their
weight by ranking as the most competitive
economy in Europe and fourth in the world
according to the World Economic Forum,
the fourth most competitive nation in the
2020 IMD rankings and fifth in the 2020
Global Innovations Index.
There are numerous factors that form the
basis for the favourable position that the
Netherlands enjoys, including its open and
international outlook, its strategic location
in Europe, its well-educated, multilingual,
and flexible workforce, and the high level
of labour productivity. The competitive
fiscal climate, macroeconomic stability,
top-level physical and technological
infrastructure, and quality of life are key
contributors to the country’s success. In
addition to physical connectivity, the Netherlands is a digital frontrunner and has the
highest broadband penetration per capita
in the world. The Netherlands is therefore
an attractive location for companies seeking
a European base and those wishing to
invest.
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Excellence at
every stage
GEA specializes in performance
focused solutions for poultry,
meat, fish and seafood products.
We supply single machines to
complete production lines for preparation, marination, processing,
slicing and packaging.
More information on: gea.com/thailand

What is the company’s purpose?

As Thailand’s leading independent tank storage company, we store products that are vital
for the everyday life of our society. These products include raw materials for companies
to manufacture millions of useful products we all use daily, such as consumer products,
healthcare products, construction materials, and so on. While the products in our tanks are
crucial to people’s livelihood and the economy, they can also impact people’s health and the
environment if badly stored or handled. It is our role and responsibility to ensure safe, clean,
and efficient storage. We have a commitment to care, which extends to all our stakeholders,
including our colleagues and contractors, our customers, and the communities in which we
operate. This is why everything that we do is rooted in our purpose, ‘Storing vital products
with care’.

Has this purpose changed since the onset of Covid-19?

Our purpose ‘Storing vital products with care’ is crucial more now than ever. For example,
some of the products that we store are the basic building blocks for the materials used for the
protection of our community and our frontline medical workers. Whether this is the paraxylene used for face masks, butadiene for medical gloves, or ethylene that ends up in medical
protective clothing, it is our job to ensure these raw materials are handled and stored safely.
To this end, I’m most proud of our people for their extraordinary commitment, team spirit, and
agility for rising to the challenges during these unprecedented times. They have excelled in
delivering the highest standards of customer service while protecting their own safety and the
safety of our customers.

With Covid-19, a lot has been talked about the new normal and even the next normal.
How do you build resilience to face the challenges ahead?

For me, one thing is clear: Our people are the most important asset in our company. I’m convinced that by empowering and trusting our people to lead us through these times, we will
emerge stronger and more resilient. Equally important is the way we conduct our business
- responsibly and sustainably, i.e. caring for people, the planet, and profit. This is built into
our company purpose, Storing vital products with care, as we strive to create long term value
for our stakeholders. This means we strive to be a responsible member of society and the
communities in which we operate, a company that our employees and contractors are proud
to work for.
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AA Insurance Brokers Co., Ltd.
83/14 Wong Chomsin Building, Office 504
Phetkasem Road Hua Hin Prachuab Khiri Khan
Thailand 77110
T: +66 32532783
E: matt@aainsure.net
W: www.aainsure.net

Matthieu Heijligenberg
Director/Owner

AA Insurance Brokers is established in 2006. From our Offices in Pattaya, Hua Hin and Phuket we
serve we serve thousands of clients throughout Thailand. Our Dutch clients know us as verzekereninthailand.nl. Our core business is providing all kinds of insurances for expats and foreign owned
companies and organizations. Nowadays we are also focusing on other Asian countries. Not only
do we have offices in Thailand but also in The Philippines and soon an office in Indonesia will be
opened. Other Asian countries will follow in the next years.
Our most important subdivisions are:
-Thailand non-life insurance (Car, motor, house, commercial, marine etc.)
-Health Insurance in Thailand for individuals
-Health Insurance in Thailand, corporate schemes
-Health Insurance in other Asian countries for individuals and companies

AC Shield Co., Ltd.
SitthivorakitBuilding, 8th Floor, Room 804
5 Soi Pipat, Silom Road Silom Bangrak
Bangkok Thailand 10500
T: +66 21266828
E: dennis@ac-shield.com
W: www.ac-shield.com

Dennis Jonkhoff
Managing Director

AC Shield Co., Ltd. Is a newly found company and is proudly presenting a new and unique line
of products for cleaning the air conditioning system. We have designed our products to reduce
plastic waste and lower our carbon footprint. All AC Shield products are based on biotechnology
which is environmentally friendly, safe to work with and doesn’t damage the HVAC equipment.
The founders of AC Shield Co., Ltd. have many years of HVAC experience with projects in different
industries; hospitals, 5-star hotels, food factories, residential, embassies, (International) schools,
restaurants, laboratories, shopping malls and offices. We plan to be active in these same industries
but we also looking for distributors and international partners. Beside our AC shield products, we
also offer the AC cleaning & maintenance service. Our reliable service is a high standard service
with trained and experienced technicians with the use of correct tools and protection work.
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Agri Solutions Asia Co.,Ltd.
208 (B1) Moo 4 Nonghoy Muang
Chiangmai Thailand 50000
T: +66 53105047
E: nickey@datt.co.th
W: www.datt.asia

Nickey Panadda Inkaew
Managing Director

Dutch Agri-Tech and Trade is the mother company for Agri Solutions Asia (ASA). ASA, based in
Thailand, is a leading technology supplier in the rapidly developing greenhouse industry in South
East Asia. Founded in 2004, our company has a decade and a half of experience and expertise
in the development of horticultural projects in the region.
We offer our customers high standard solutions, customized to the unique local challenges.
Our international team of specialist are inventive, flexible and never fail to develop practical and
effective solutions.
The fact that we are growers ourselves as well, results in our continuous desire to stay at the
forefront of new innovations in the industry. Through our global network of partners and suppliers,
we offer our customers access to the latest horticultural technology, against very competitive prices.

Air France KLM
Vorawat Building, 21st Floor 849
Silom Road Silom Bangrak
Bangkok Thailand 10500
T : +66 26100800
E: ng.estee@klm.com
W: www.klm.com/Thailand

Estee Ng

Country Sales Manager
Malaysia,Thailand & Brunei

Air France and KLM Royal Dutch Airlines have become the largest European airline group: one
group, two airlines, and three businesses. Each airline has retained its individual identity, trade
name and brand. The three core businesses are Passenger Business, Cargo and Engineering
& Maintenance. Both airlines run their own operations from their respective hubs Paris-Charles
de Gaulle and Amsterdam-Schiphol, and teams in international markets are fully joint.
We are also developing innovative services so that we can always make our customer's journeys
that much easier. Our social media pages are also a very valuable aid in maintaining close
ties with our customers. Very active on Facebook and Twitter, we respond directly to our
customers' requests about their trip, 24/7.
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AIRA Advisory Company Limited
319 Chamchuri Square Building, 12th Floor,
Phayathai Road Pathumwan
Bangkok Thailand 10330
T: +66 21084308
E: joost_zw@airaadvisory.co.th
W: www.airaadvisory.co.th

Joost Zwaard

Senior Vice President

AIRA Advisory provides comprehensive financial advisory solutions to both the government and
private sector. Founded in 1998, AIRA Advisory can rely on two decades of professional experience
when advising its clients on a diverse range of needs, such as debt restructuring, mergers &
acquisitions, business valuation, fund raising, IPO advisory and corporate actions.

Akzo Nobel Paints (Thailand) Limited
34/5 Moo 1 Chaeng Wattana Road
Klongklue Pakkred Nonthaburi
Thailand 11120
T: +66 28569700
E: sirilux.hempham@akzonobel.com
W: www.dulux.co.th

Sirilux Hemphan
Managing Director

AkzoNobel has a passion for paint. We're experts in the proud craft of making paints and
coatings, setting the standard in color and protection since 1792. Our world class portfolio
of brands - including Dulux, International, Sikkens and Interpon - is trusted by customers
around the globe. Technology and innovation have always been at the heart of AkzoNobel. As
the world‘s leading paint & coatings manufacturers, our success is often enhanced by our ability
to meet market needs with quality products and value-added services.We're passionate about
introducing new ideas and developing sustainable answers for our customers.
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Amazing Asia Tours
Eastin Hotel Makkasan Bangkok, 3rd Floor
1091/343 New Petchburi Road Makkasan
Rajthevee Bangkok Thailand 10400
T: +66 26517638
E: rutger@amazingasiatours.com
W: www.amazingasiatours.com

Rutger Olthoff

General Manager

Amazing Asia Tours (AAT), an inbound tour operator in Thailand, our customers are coming mainly
from Holland 90% and 10% from worldwide, whereas our partner 333Travel Co., Ltd., the largest
online travel agent in the Netherlands, specialized in individual travels to Thailand.Amazing Asia
Tours can maintain a very competitive pricing strategy in the Dutch market due to vertical integration.
The company was founded on April 1st 2002, AAT offer a distinctive and unique product to the Dutch
market, developing tours that go off the beaten track for the demanding travel while keeping a very
good balance price and quality.Our goal is not to have the most, but the most satisfied customers. With this strong strategy, we are in a market leadership with over 16,000 travelers each year.
With the experience and lead in the Dutch Market, AAT would like to be your travel partner.

Apollo VTS Asia Ltd.
Bangplee Industrial Estate 172/4 Moo 17
Bang Sao Thong Bang Sao Thong
Samutprakarn Thailand 10570
T: +31 524515051
E: cp@apollobv.com
W: www.apollobv.com

Claudia van den Pol
CEO

Apollo Group Always moving forward Every day we strive to develop and deliver products and
services that help our customers grow. Because standing still brings you nowhere, it might
even move you backwards. Especially when it comes to the production lines of our customers.
Always moving dreams to reality Standing on the shoulders of her ancestors, Claudia is the
6th generation of the Van den Pol family.A family of entrepreneurs that grew from a blacksmith
that started in 1847 into a worldwide player in a niche market. Being a worldwide player,
means being close to our global customers. Claudia and all Apollo employees are determined
to realize the long-term goals of Apollo and their customers with energy, drive and vision.
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Arcadis Thailand - Langdon & Seah
(Thailand) Ltd.
6th Floor, Kian Gwan Building II
140/1 Wireless Road Lumpini Pathumwan
Bangkok Thailand 10330
T: +66 21233400
E: seth.leong@arcadis.com
W: www.arcadis.com

Seth W.W. Leong
Executive Director

Arcadis is a global natural and built asset design and consultancy firm working in partnership with clients
to deliver sustainable outcomes that help to improve the quality of life.Through the work that we do, we
are helping our clients to address the toughest challenges within the built and natural environments,
delivering value for them and the communities and cities that we live in.Throughout the globe we
employ more than 27,000 consultants in over 70 countries and deliver US$3.4 billion in revenue. Within
the Asia region we have access to over 5,000 people based in more than 50 offices and enjoy a successful
history dating back more than 80 years.
Arcadis (Thailand) Ltd. provides Construction Cost Management / Quantity Surveying, Project & Construction
Management, Technical & Environmental Due Diligence services. Arcadis. Improving quality of life.

Ascott International Management
(Thailand) Co.,Ltd.

Koen Vermeersch

Area Manager

No 219/43, 12th Floor, Asoke Towers,
Soi Asoke, Sukhumvit 21 Road, North Khlongtoey,
Wattana Bangkok Thailand 10110
T: +66 22044343
E: koen.vermeersch@the-ascott.com
W: www.the-ascott.com

The Ascott Limited is the world's largest international serviced residence owner-operator with over 29,000
operating serviced residence units in key cities of the Americans, Asia Pacific, Europe and the Middle East,
as well as over 17,000 units which are under development, making a total of more than 47,000 units spanning
100 cities across 27 countries. Headquartered in Singapore, Ascott have been serving the needs of top business
leaders, key management executives and their families, as well as young, independent travellers through our
three award-winng brands Ascott, Citadines and Somerset.
In Thailand, Ascott is the largest international serviced residence operator, with 17 properties and more
than 3,000 units across Bangkok, Pattaya and Sri Racha. Seven of the serviced residences are scheduled
to open progressively from this year till 2024. Ascott's properties are all located in prime business,
entertainment and shopping districts of the city. With modern facilities and personalised services,
Ascott's properties ensure a comfortable and enjoyable stay, whether for business or leisure.
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Atop Inter Group Co., Ltd.
Thanawat Dusadeewijai

888/31 Srinakarin Road Srinakarin Road
Suanluang Suanluang
Bangkok Thailand 10250
T: +66 819327629
E: thanawat@atopintergroup.com

Director

Atop Inter Group Co., Ltd. is an importer of animal feed and animal feed, raw material with a good
supply from the Netherlands and other European countries. Distributed to leading feed mills and
local markets.
The mission is to be a provider of high quality, safe and nutritious feed products from our
partners with a commitment on quality of products at the appropriate price to obtain highest
satisfaction for the customers.

Avani+ Riverside Bangkok Hotel
257 Charoennakorn Road Sumrae Thonburi
Bangkok Thailand 10600
T : +66 24760022
E: avaniplus.bangkok@avanihotels.com
W: avanihotels.com/riverside-bangkok
Elevate your city escape: contemporary design meets comfort from the lobby to the rooftop
poolside bar and restaurant. The Avani+ experience awaits riverside.
- 250 rooms and suites
- Uninterrupted views of the Chao Phraya River
- 4 dining outlets including SEEN Restaurant & Bar Bangkok
- Meeting facilities with and 4,500 sqm of multipurpose space
- AvaniFit facilities
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Aware Corporation Limited
25/1 Moo 2 Pabong Sarapee
Chiang Mai Thailand 50140
T: +66 53263350
E: info@aware.co.th
W: www.aware.co.th

Keng Hanwiriyaphan
Director

Aware Corporation Ltd. is a privately held global Technology Company focused on
Business-to-Business (B2B) applications that drive down costs by removing redundant
manual processes. Founded in Chiang Mai, Thailand in 2003, we have expanded operations
in Asia and South Africa so we can provide our clients with global best practices, and more
importantly, local know-how.This unique mix allows us to break down technology barriers
and provide intelligent and predictive solutions that optimize our client’s business results.
Our constantly growing staff of more than 900 professionals delivers solutions to clients around
the globe from our three offices in Chiang Mai and Bangkok, Thailand; and our international
office in Cape Town, South Africa. Aware Corporation now has over 300 clients for whom we
provide IT solutions and Managed IT services, custom software, and mobile application
development, outsourced IT staffing services, and business technology consulting services.

B-Concept Media Entertainment Group
9/F AIA Tower. 11/1 South Sathorn
Tower, South Sathorn Road Yannawa
Sathon, Bangkok Thailand 10120
T: +66 220558708
E: ceo@bconceptgroup.com
W: bconceptgroup.com

William Kuipers

Chief Executive Officer

B-Concept Media Entertainment Group Co,Ltd. is a Bangkok-based Media, Entertainment and
Events Company since 2005. We create, manage, produce and distribute live and digital content,
as well as platforms, on behalf of our customers, across multiple channels, including websites, social media, commerce, marketing promotions, activation and events. Visit bconceptgroup.com.
BCD Meetings & Events Thailand, is part of BCD’s global network with 53 offices worldwide
and accelerates business meetings & events for Pharma, Tech and Electronics clients on an
annual or project basis, bcdme.com.Thailand Event Guide is our listing website for upcoming
events and workshops, locations, deals and promotions in Thailand.
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B2K Advisory Co., Ltd.
55/145 Ladprao 88 Plubpla
Wangthonglang Bangkok
Thailand 10310
T: +66 25141444
E: kwanjit@b2k-advisory.com
W: www.b2k-advisory.com

Kwanjit Yenwatana
Partner

B2K ADVISORY CO., LTD has incorporated since 1995 by professionals from independent firms
collaborate to provide audit, consulting, financial advisory, and tax services. To sustain trust
and best serve member firm clients, integrity and quality are the foundation that defines the
approach to the operation of member firm business and the delivery of multidisciplinary professional services to clients.
We offer clients a broad range of audit, consulting, financ ial advisory and tax services.Whether
your company is just starting up or is on the verge of becoming a powerhouse, our services can
help you manage and sustain your company’s growth.
Financial statement audit: Our audit approach focuses on understanding the clients’ business
and control issues from the inside out. It combines a rigorous risk assessment, diagnostic processes, audit testing procedures as well as a continuous assessment of our clients’ service
performance.

Baker & McKenzie Ltd.
5th, 10th and 21st–25th Floors, 990
Abdulrahim Place Rama IV Road Silom
Bangrak Bangkok Thailand 10500
T: +66 26362000
E: panyavith.preechabhan@bakermckenzie.com
W: www.bakermckenzie.com

Panyavith Preechabhan
Partner

As the largest global law firm in Thailand, we help clients solve complex legal problems
across borders and practice areas. We provide full legal services in the following areas: Banking &
Finance including FinTech, Capital Markets, Corporate/M&A, Dispute Resolution, Employment,
Healthcare, Insurance, Intellectual Property, Projects & Energy, Real Estate, Hotel, Resort & Property
Development, Restructuring & Insolvency, Tax and Customs, Technology, Media and Telecommunications and Trade and Commerce.
Founded in 1949, Baker McKenzie is the original global law firm with a network of more than 6,000
locally qualified and internationally experienced lawyers in 77 locations across 46 countries. Our
Bangkok team of 61 partners and 250 legal professionals as well as 250 support staff work closely
with colleagues across our offices in Asia Pacific and the rest of the world to help our clients
overcome their business challenges in a complex environment and succeed in an increasingly
demanding market.
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B-Quik Co., Ltd.
256 2nd floor Moo 3 Nakorn-In Road
Bangkhunkong Bangkruai Nonthaburi
Thailand 11130
T: +66 20291000
E: hkiks@b-quik.com
W: www.b-quik.com

Henk J. Kiks

CEO

"Car service from people you can trust" captures B-Quik's business. B-Quik currently operates
115 car service centers of which 58 in greater Bangkok and the rest in all the major provinces of
Thailand and Cambodia. New stores are added continuously. B-Quik is the largest, independent
provider of automotive services in Thailand.
All regular required car maintenance is provided for all brands of cars and includes tires, oil
changes, suspension and air-conditioning. B-Quik's fleet business focuses on the corporate
vehicles and leasing companies.Transparency, low cost and administrative handling are key
factors for companies with multiple vehicles; B-Quik accommodates these customers with state
of the art reporting and tailored programs.
B-Quik employs 2000 people and runs in-house training programs. Three training centers
provide training to all B-Quik staff. B-Quik stores are open from 08.00 to 21.00 every day, 365
days a year.
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Badotherm Far East Co., Ltd.
254 Soi Onnuch 40 Sukhumvit 77 Suan Luang
Dr. AK Kala
Suan Luang Bangkok Thailand 10250
President / Managing Director
T: +66 27306500
E: kala@brasten.us
W: www.brasten.com
Badotherm – Your Global Industrial Partner since 1957. Founded in 1957 as a production company
in field instrumentation, the Dutch Badotherm group has grown multifold and become the leading
European manufacturers for Pressure gauges, Thermometers, Chemical seals, Instrument
accessories, valves, manifolds etc.,
Badotherm Far East – Your local partner in SE-Asia for diaphragm seal assemblies is a JV between Badotherm, Holland and Brasten Group Thailand (1990). A perfect blend of Dutch Quality
with Asian passion to support your plant needs in time. An ISO 9001 company, which is SEA’s
largest diaphragm seal assembling facility that provides complete point solution, irrespective
of the manufacturer’s make. We repair all types of diaphragm seals irrespective of the make.
Badotherm Far East recently got in to an agreement with Thermoelectric Instrumentation, Holland which is in the field of manufacturing, engineering and qualification of temperature sensors
for the most critical applications. Has a wide installed base globally and are approved by leading
engineering consultants. We provide solution to customer pain points and challenges and are
equipped with mandatory spares, consumables, 24x7 service back up and repairs. Team of
highly qualified and experienced professionals to address your needs in all industry verticals.

Bangkok Hospital
2 Soi Soonvijai 7, New Petchburi Rd
Natthaphatsorn Dulkul
Bang Kapi Huai Khwang Bangkok
International Marketing
Thailand 10310
Executive (Expat)
T: +66 23103100
E: info@bangkokhospital.com
W: www.bangkokhospital.com
Bangkok Hospital is a state-of-the-art medical campus providing comprehensive medical
care through multidisciplinary teams of highly trained specialists. Offering a broad range of
specialized clinics, with dedicated hospitals for cancer and heart disease, Bangkok Hospital
is a leading tertiary care facility providing award-winning, world-class healthcare services.
At Bangkok Hospital, we are committed to providing medical services of the highest international accepted standards, and constantly strive to improve the quality of our patient
care. More than 2,200 patients arrive at Bangkok Hospital each day, and though continuous
development and investment in breakthrough medical technologies and clinical expertise,
Bangkok Hospital has grown to become one of the most trusted healthcare providers worldwide.
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Bangkok Marriott Marquis Queen’s Park
199 Soi Sukhumvit 22 Sukhumvit Road
Klongton Klongtoey Bangkok
Thailand 10110
T: +66 20595555
E: mhrs.bkkqp.reservation@marriotthotels.com
W: bangkokmarriottmarquis.com

Simon Bell

General Manger

Inspired by the Thai Queen’s passion that “the cultural heritage of Thailand resides within its
people”, Bangkok Marriott Marquis Queen’s Park blends legendary Thai hospitality with the
“Travel Brilliantly” philosophy of the Marriott brand.Located along Sukhumvit Road in downtown Bangkok, surrounded by the city’s most vibrant shopping, business and entertainment
districts, the iconic Bangkok Marriott Marquis Queen’s Park boasts 1,388 rooms and suites.
Extensive conference and banqueting facilities, able to cater to large meetings and events of
over 1,000 people, and an array of diverse dining and recreational facilities ensure that this is
more than just a hotel - it is a destination in itself.
Modern design, intuitive technology and authentic experiences are aligned to challenge
the status quo and address the needs of today’s and tomorrow’s discerning travelers. Close
proximity to Phrom Phong’s BTS Skytrain Station, as well as the lifestyle malls of the EM District, provide easy access to some of the city’s most talked-about hot spots. Whether you visit
for business or leisure, Bangkok Marriott Marquis Queen’s Park will ensure that you Travel
Brilliantly.

Bangkok Patana School
643 Lasalle Road (Sukhumvit 105)		
Bangna Bangkok Thailand 10260
T: +66 27852200
E: admissions@patana.ac.th
W: www.patana.ac.th

Matthew Mills

Head of School

Bangkok Patana School is Thailand's first and largest British international school, established for
expat children from 2 to 18 years. Our not-for-profit school delivers a progressive, British-style
education with the IB Diploma in that last two years, and has remained one of the most
respected educational establishments in South East Asia.
The facilities on our green, 50-acre campus provide learning environments that allow children
the greatest scope to discover and pursue their passions.
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Bangkok Ranch PCL.
18/1 Moo 12 Lang Wat Bangplee Yai nai Road
Bangplee Yai Bangplee Samutprakarn
Thailand 10540
T: +66 21757200
E: info@br-bangkokranch.com
W: www.bangkokranch.com

Joseph Suchaovanich

Vice chairman & Managing
Director of Asia and Asia Pacific

Bangkok Ranch Public Co., Ltd., the producer of duckling meat under the trade name
"Dalee", is one of the leading integrated poultry companies in the world and is widely known
for its pioneering spirit and development of the worldwide duck industry. The growth and
expansion of Bangkok Ranch Public Co., Ltd. results from our serious commitment to the
company's motto: "The World’s Most Reputable Purveyor of Duck Products".

Banyan Thailand, Hua Hin
C/O Blue Lotus Hua Hin (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
68/35 Moon Bua Hua Na T. Nong Kae
A. Hua Hin Prachuabkirikhan Thailand 77110
T: +66 32538888
E: sales@banyanthailand.com
W: www.banyanthailand.com

Rob Pijper

Project Manager

Banyan was founded in 2006 by a group of investors from the Netherlands with a vision to develop an award winning golf, resort and lifestyle destination in Hua Hin, Thailand. That vision
has been achieved as Banyan nowadays consists of a premium villa resort, championship golf
course with many awards and high luxury private residences.
With all the services and facilities in one hand reach, guests and also residents of the estate can
use the Spa & Fitness, Splash kids pool playground and dine at the award winning restaurant
“the Lemongrass” serving international cuisine.
The spectacular sunset view of the Burmese mountains from the Golf clubhouse is the perfect
hero shot for the family photo album or a tweet to your friends on face book with a caption “wish
you were here!” NTCC Members Banyan Village, Resort & Golf warmly welcomes fellow NTCC
members at preferred rates. Contact sales@banyanthailand.com for further information.
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Beacon Sky Hospitality
2 Jasmine City Building, 25th Floor,
Sukhumvit 23 Sukhumvit Road Klongtoey Nua
Wattana Bangkok Thailand 10110
T: +66 848794105
E: mark@beaconskyhospitality.com
W: www.beaconskyhospitality.com

Mark van Ogtrop
Executive Director

Beacon Sky Hospitality is a consultancy firm specializing in the hospitality industry providing
qualified guidance and solutions to any objectives, problems or challenges its clients might
have.The company is founded by Michael Cowan and Mark van Ogtrop, both senior hotel
experts with each over 30 years of hands on operational and corporate experience in the hospitality
business. The company is able to work independently on assignments, or can be mobilized as a
team or task force to on assignments and achieve the best possible results for its clients.
Beacon Sky Hospitality specializes in resort and hotel consultancy services which include: Asset
Management & Owner Advisory Services Operation & Management Solutions, Development
Advisory, Finance Advisory. The company in addition to its own team of professional draws from
a pool of associates who are experts in their relevant fields, ranging from Architecture, Interior
Design, Project Management to Capital Planning and Financial solutions.

Best Global Logistics Co., Ltd.
77/141-142 Sinnsathorn Tower 33rd
Krungthon Road Klongtonsai Klongsan
Bangkok Thailand 10600
T: +66 24004999
E: ceo@bestgloballogistics.com
W: www.bestgloballogistics.com

Stefan van der Sluys
CEO

Best Global Logistics (Thailand) Ltd. is Dutch-Thai-Japanese managed International Freight Forwarding
company. We currently situated in 4 locations in Thailand being Bangkok Head office, Intl Airport Branch,
BGL Free Zone Distribution Centre in Bangplee and also of course at Thailand Deep-sea port Branch
Laem Chabang. The team is over 80 employees strong providing all types of logistics services such
as Air cargo, Ocean freight ( LCL & FCL mode) , In-house Custom Brokerage, Project cargo, Cross
Border trucking, Domestic Transport Management, BOI administration & support, +2000 SQM Free Zone
warehousing facility with Online WMS, Barcoding, Value added Services, 4PL services and Supply Chain
Consultancy services.
Our vision is that though our clear staff development policy, our customers and other stakeholders will
experience a service and cooperation that is up to date, knowledgeable, cost efficient, compliant with
all regulations related to International transport, customs and documents. Our Mission statement is to
develop our well-recognized brand in the Logistics industry that is always ahead in efficiency & quality.
All services are done with a lot of passion!
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Betagro
323 Betagro Tower (North Park) Vibhavadi
Rangsit Road Thoungsonghong Laksi
Bangkok Thailand 10210
T: +66 28338000
E: jakkrin@betagro.com
W: www.betagro.com/intro

Jakkrin Taepaisitpong
Senior Vice-President

Founded in 1967 with a registered capital of Baht 10 million, today, the Betagro Group is recognized
as being at the forefront of Thailand’s agro-industry and food business, engaged in animal feed production, livestock, and animal health products, and most importantly, high-quality, safe food products.
Distributed to local and overseas markets, these leading, branded products respond to the diverse needs of
consumers across the globe, reflecting Betagro’s guiding principle: "Quality for life.
Currently, launching 2 brands in both domestic and export market; S-Pure for our premium hygienicmeat
and Betagro brand for fresh and cooked products.Our Belief in the quality for life At Betagro we believe
that when people enjoy happy, healthy lives, the society they live in will be strong and healthy, too. Since a
nourishing diet is one of the essential requirements for healthy living, we are committed to producing safe,
hygienic food products of the highest quality to help create a better quality of life and to build a sustainable
society for all.

BMT Asia Co., Ltd.
Bang Poo Industrial Estate 967 Moo 4,
Soi 11B Sukhumvit Road Prakesa Muang
Samutprakarn Thailand 10280
T: +66 27096725
E: saravuth@bmt-mercury.com
W: www.bmt-mercury.com

Saravuth Rattanachongkiat
Managing Director

Contamination by mercury is a growing international issue. In order to avoid environmental
and health impacts, mercury contaminated waste must be handled with the greatest care.
For more than 25 years, Best Mercury Technology has been serving the oil and gas industry
throughout the world, as a leading service provider of mercury and NORM waste solutions.
Best Mercury Technology has three treatment facilities, strategically located in The Netherlands, Thailand and Australia.
BMT Asia Co., Ltd. Is the Thailand subsidiary of Best Mercury Technology that provides
mercury waste management services, treatment and disposal. BMT Asia Co., Ltd. Is fully
certified with ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and ISO 45001.
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Bonnet-Thukruea Holding
99/9 M 8 Nakonchum Banpong
Ratchaburi Thailand 70110
T: +66 924154944
E: richardbonnet007@hotmail.com

Richard Bonnet
Owner

Our organization is active in several industries for over 15 years, whereby the Thailand based
holding company is owned by Richard and Geeranuch Bonnet. The working companies are
based in Holland and Thailand, from where we export our products to every corner of the world.
We have dealers in every country in Europe, and other continents.		
- We are active within the retail market with its own production facility.
- We are active within the Skin-care branch with our own brand (Dutch Beauty skincare).
- We are active within the Food industry, with our own production of Fish-sauce and 		
curry-paste's.
- We are active within the Horti industry, whereby we export Dutch flower-bulbs and rootings,
from the Netherlands, to our Thai based import company, and from there further to the South
East Asia Countries (ASEAN).
We have our own greenhouse and cooling house at our Flower Company in the Ratchaburi
province in Thailand.

Brand New Day Diensten B.V.
29 Bangkok Business Center, 13th Floor
Unit 1304 Sukhumvit 63 Rd. Khlong Tan
Nuea Wattana Bangkok Thailand 10110
T: +66 21086776
E: fbouwes@brandnewday.nl
W: http://www.brandnewday.co.th

Feiko Aernout Bouwes

Branch Manager

Brand New Day was founded in 2010 by an experienced team of investment financials, marketing- and
IT experts, to become a leading provider in retirement solutions. The Brand New Day Group exists
of 4 different companies which each have a license in their own domain: a bank, an investment
fund, an insurer and a special company to be able to offer retirement group pension schemes.
Being a fintech company, the key for Brand New Day's success is simple: IT development.
Because IT is so critical for our success as a company our strategy is to hire talented .Net
developers globally. This is the reason why we expanded to Asia Pacific or Bangkok to be
precise.
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Bumrungrad International
33 Sukhumvit 3 (Soi Nana Nua)
Porntip Utsahaphan
Sukhumvit Road Klongteoy Nua
Associate Division Director,
Wattana Bangkok Thailand 10110
Channel Development
T: +66 668888
E: info@bumrungrad.com
W: www.bumrungrad.com
Bumrungrad International is an accredited, multi-specialty hospital located in the heart of Bangkok.
Founded in 1980, it serves more international patients than any other hospital in Southeast Asia.
Bumrungrad has 580 beds, 27 specialty centers, 1,300 medical specialists (over 200 have been
US board certified), and 900 nurses. Bumrungrad offers modern diagnostic, therapeutic and
intensive care facilities in a one-stop medical center.
Bumrungrad was the first hospital in Asia to undergo rigorous review and accreditation by the
Joint Commission International (JCI), part of the same organization that accredits American
hospitals. It was first accredited in 2002, and re-accredited at each period ever since. The
laboratory holds a certification from the College of American Pathologists (CAP), also a first for
Asia, certifying that its standards of disease pathology is at the same level as leading providers in
the USA. It is also the only hospital in Thailand with an internationally-certified lab (ISO 15189).
Bumrungrad serves a million patients annually. About 520,000 are international patients from over
190 countries. The hospital has a medical coordination office staffed by doctors and nurses who
serve the special needs of multinational patients.

Caldic Thailand Ltd.
Zuellig House, 4th Floor, Unit 401 1-7
Wilco Langschmidt
Silom Road Silom Bangrak Bangkok
Managing Director
Thailand 10500
T: +66 22348918 ext. 109
E: w.langschmidt@caldic.co.th
W: www.caldic.com
Caldic Thailand Ltd. is, since 1982, a subsidiary of the Caldic Group, with headquarters in
Rotterdam, the multinational organization in the field of distribution and production of organic
and inorganic chemicals. Our core business is the distribution, marketing, sales, storage,
handling and repacking of Industrial chemicals, Chemical specialties, Fine chemicals for multiple
applications and the production of Automotive Fluids.
In Thailand, we are active in the following segments: Automotive Fluids, Paint / Ink / Coating /
Resin, Rubber / Adhesive / Latex / Food / Feed / Textile / Detergent and Personal Care.
Through our lean organization structure, Caldic Thailand is a very flexible company with market
and marketing know-how for nearly 30 years. Together with the commitment of our dedicated
employees, we are a rapidly growing company which responds effectively to market circumstances. Supported by major chemical producers, we are continuously expanding our markets.
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CeTeau (Thailand) Ltd.
Sinn-Sathorn Tower 38th Floor 77/171-172
Krungthonburi Road Klongtonsai
Klongsarn Bangkok Thailand 10600
T: +66 28620960 ext. 7
E: zwart@ceteau.com
W: www.ceteau.com

Tijl Pieter de Zwart

Managing Director

CeTeau is an innovative contracting company active in geosynthetic manufacturing, trading and
construction. We can provide design and execute specialized ground improvement, environmental
and geosynthetic constructions ranging from the construction of the runways for Suvarnabhumi
Bangkok International Airport to landscaping and slope protection for 5 star resorts in Phuket.
Our main production facility located in Rayon is exporting its products according to the latest
standards worldwide.
Thanks to our extensive knowledge, combined with the most modern equipment and expert
technology, all activities are carried out with the utmost professionalism. Please visit our website
www.ceteau.com for more information.

Chiangmai&Co
10 Wiang Kaew Rd., Sri Phum Muang
Chiang Mai Thailand 50200		
E: contact@chiangmaiandco.org
W: chiangmaiandco.org

Kittichai Phiphatbunyarat

Managing Director

Chiangmai&Co is a startup hub cofounded by ARISTO Group and Thailand leading government
agency’s National Innovation Agency in collaboration with PUNSPACE, located in the heart of
city, to leverage Chiangmai tech startup, creative entrepreneur and tech entrepreneur where
we set the first core activities in 3 areas; Network, Knowledge, and Business Services. We
would love to partner up with companies, corporation in order to help our local community
and in return we’re curating Startups in Residence program and indexing them, so our partner
can join DemoDay or have more collaboration with local tech entrepreneurs.
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Chuchawal-Royal Haskoning Ltd.
219/25 Asoke Tower Sukhumvit
21 (Soi Asoke), Sukhumvit Road Klongtoey Nua
Wattana Bangkok Thailand 10110
T: +66 22591186 ext. 7
E: thiemo.b@chuchawalroyalhaskoning.com
W: www.chuchawalroyalhaskoning.com

Thiemo Brans
Project Director

Chuchawal Royal Haskoning, formerly known as Chuchawal–de Weger, was established and
incorporated in Thailand in 1974.
Chuchawal Royal Haskoning is an international and multidisplinary firm of consultants,
designers, and engineers. Our advisory services cover the board spectrum of deliverables from
feasibility studies design, tendering, to construction management and supervision.
Our professionals operate in specialist markets such as Retail & Warehouse, Logistics Warehouse,
Food & Beverage, Consumer Product, Oil & Gas and Chemicals, providing sustainable solutions
for the interaction between people and their environment.

Clearpack Thailand Co., Ltd.
454 Soi Chokechaijongjumroen Rama 3
Road Bangpongpang Yannawa Bangkok
Thailand 10120
T: +66 22953319
E: manu@th.clearpack.com

Harvinder Paul

Managing Director

Clearpack is a provider of packaging machinery solutions for Food, Beverage, Home and
Personal Care and Lube oil industries. Besides distributing equipment from its partners in
Europe, Clearpack also manufactures in its Asian factories, a full range of end of packaging
line automation solutions under license of its partners in Europe. This allows its customers
the benefit of lower capital costs without sacrificing the reliability of the machines.
The company has a pan-Asia foot print by way of factories in China, Malaysia and India and
sales offices in 11 countries in Asia, Middle East and Africa. Experienced packaging specialists
employed by Clearpack help to execute packaging automation projects throughout the
region.
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Coffee Group Asia Co., Ltd.
1000/161, 164 zone A, Liberty Plaza Building
Soi Thonglor (Sukhumvit 55), Sukhumvit Road
Klongton Nua Wattana Bangkok Thailand 10110
T: +66 27149596
E: jim@coffeegroupasia.com
W: www.coffeegroupasia.com

Jim Cromzigt
CEO

Coffee Group Asia Co., Ltd. is founded in January 2014 and officially launched in Asia in April
2014. We're the exclusive distributor in Asia for "Catunambu, Spanish Premium Coffee since
1897". The coffee has an unique balanced and round taste thanks to the use of at the minimum
10 different coffee bean origins from all over the world.
We also offer a full range of European coffee machines under our own private label La Venezia.
Besides our commercial activity we also exclusively represent in Asia GR Pack capsule filling
systems. We take not only care for the sales and installation but offer also OEM and private label
coffee capsule filling. Via our cooperation with a prominent coffee roaster OEM and Private Label
coffee supply is an additional service.

Conrad Bangkok
All Seasons Place 87/3 Wireless Road
Lumpini Pathumwan Bangkok
Thailand 10330
T: +66 26909999
E: herman.ehrlich@conradhotels.com
W: www.conradhotels.com

Herman Ehrlich

General Manager

Conrad Bangkok marries luxury with innovation and elegant design with intuitive service to ensure
our guests Stay Inspired. Located in the heart of Bangkok's commercial district, the hotel connects
distinguished guests with the incredible sights, shopping, and entertainment options of this vibrant,
bustling metropolis. Guests can easily access to Bangkok's BTS sktrain by complimentary shuttle bus.
Our 391 guest rooms and suites are beautifully decorated, complemented with exquisite dining
choices, Seasons Spa with 11 spa rooms, 2 outdoor tennis courts, Bodyworx gym, outdoor pool
and kid’s playground.
The hotel hosts a high-tech ballroom of 780 sq. m. The Ballroom has a 270-degree track with
modular LED panels, projecting images so all participants can view them. In addition, our 22
meeting venues offer high-speed internet, surround sound, and video-conferencing, with the
full space accommodating 1,200 guests. Integrated audio, visual, lighting, and retractable trusses
are part of this conference standard in hospitality.
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Contel Home Company Limited
177/1 BUI Building , Fl.21, Rm.3, Soi
Anumarnrajthon, Surawong Road, Suriyawong,
Bangrak, Bangkok Thailand 10500
T: +66 26349981
E: suchin@sylergroup.com
W: www.contelhome.com

Suchin Ratanasiriwilai
President

Contel Home is a house innovation company. Over the years, it has researched, tested, and
developed innovative ways to build houses called "Advanced System". This results in house of
higher quality, at a lower cost, with half of construction time when compared with conventional
house building. The house structure is made from precisely laser cut and drilled steel coated
with zinc- aluminum- magnesium alloy which provides significant coating protection to steel.
General life is expected to be over 120 years.
The structure is connected using our patented connection system for fast and strong assembly
with earthquake resistance property. Our patented solid wall system is defect free and designed for quick setup. The composite concrete floor provides high strength and load bearing
capability. With all the superior quality, yet it is more economical and consumes less time to
build. Our clients are among the largest property developers in Thailand.

Control Union (Thailand) Co.,Ltd.
20,22 Lasalle 77 Sukhumvit 105 Bangnatai
Bangna Bangkok Thailand 10260
T: +66 23611960
E: sritzema@controlunion.com
W: www.petersoncontrolunion.com

Steef Ritzema

Managing Director
Control Union Thailand

From our roots in agricultural inspections, we have been operating for 100 years in the field of
logistics, quality, certifications and risk management. Our in-depth knowledge and experience
covers all aspects of the supply chain in many industries including agriculture, energy, forestry,
sustainability and textiles. Upholding our integrity is paramount to Peterson and Control Union.
We act with honesty and respect in everything we do.
Control Union Thailand offers certifications, commodity inspections and collateral services. We
are mainly active in agriculture, textile, social accountability, aquaculture & fisheries, forestry &
biomass and feed. Peterson Thailand is focusing on sustainability and traceability consulting,
mainly in agriculture related supply chains.
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Cryotech Asia Co., Ltd.
60/12 Moo 2 Phaholyothin Road		
Klong Luang Pathumthani
Thailand 12120
T: +66 29013701 ext. 4
E: attapol@cryotech.co.th
W: www.cryotech-asia.com

Attapol Lohkittivanich

Managing Director

Cryotech Asia is a joint venture company between Cryotech Co., Ltd (Thailand) and the Rootselaar
Group (Nijkerk, The Netherlands). Emphasized by the strength of both companies, Cryotech
Asia is specialized in design, manufacture, repair and services of pressure vessel to all recognized
codes/regulation, including ASME, EN, PED/CE marking. Our quality system is certified according to ISO 9001:2008.
We also offer a complete range of cryogenic applications, including cryogenic storage vessel
for liquefied gases (e.g. Liquid Oxygen/Nitrogen/Argon/Ethylene/LNG/LPG), and vaporizer. The
equipment is manufactured for either in horizontal and vertical orientation (up to 150,000 liters),
and for transport purposes e.g. semi-trailers, UN T50/ IMO-5, UN T75/IMO-7 ISO tank containers
and skids.
Currently our company is catering the needs for storage tank and pressure related equipment
for Petroleum industries, food production companies, logistic companies, and leading gas production companies such as PTT, BOC/The Linde Group, Praxair, Air Products, Air Liquide, Thai
Japan Gases, and Thai Special gases.

CTS Tank (Thailand) Ltd.
719 KPN Tower, 11th Floor Rama 9 Road
Bangkapi Huaykwang Bangkok
Thailand 10310
T: +66 23190574 ext. 6
E: shaji@cts-tank.com
W: www.cts-tank.com

Shaji Jose

Managing Director

Design, manufacture and supply of systems and products for industrial Cargo Transfer and
Storage. (Cargo Transfer Systems) CTS BV, The Netherlands, was established in 2004, as a
result of a management buyout of the anti-vaporization products department of Econosto BV,
The Netherlands. CTS Tank (Thailand) Ltd, is established as a subsidiary of CTS BV, in Thailand
with 75% of preferred shares with CTS BV.
Products & Services: Aluminium geodesic domes, Internal floating roofs, Tank seals, Drain systems,
Floating suction units etc for Storage tanks and Industrial hoses, Loading arms etc. for liquid
cargo transfer.
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Dataconsult Ltd.
54 Soi Santipharp Nares Road
Chris Bruton
Siphya Bangrak Bangkok
Director for Thailand &
Thailand 10500
Indochina
T: +66 22362780
E: chris@dataconsult.co.th
w: www.dataconsult.co.th
Dataconsult is a 100 per cent Thai-owned company established in 1983. Executive Director
Christopher F. Bruton has lived and worked in ASEAN countries since 1966, and has been a
permanent resident of Thailand since 1970. Company activities include the following:
• Organisation of the Thailand Regional Forum (established 1987) with regular monthly
meetings and publications;
• Monthly publication of Thailand Corporate Alert, Business Indochina, Asia-Pacific Executive
Brief, and Quarterly Forecasts for ASEAN, Thailand and Vietnam;
• Member of IMA Asia Group of companies offering risk advisory services, with member
companies in ASEAN (Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand), East Asia (China, Hong
Kong, South Korea, Taiwan), South Asia (India, Pakistan) and Australasia (Sydney,
Melbourne and New Zealand);
• Real Estate ownership and management services through Chatsuwan Co., Ltd and Katalya
International Ltd (established 1981) and research services through Orient Research Ltd
(established 1970).

De Smit Food International Co., Ltd.
780/344 Charoenkrung Bang Kho Laem
Bangkok Thailand 10120
T: 662 2921058-9
E: erwin@smitfood.com
W: www.smitfood.com

Erwin de Smit
Director

De Smit Food International .Co.Ltd.,is a Dutch owned Thai company and established in April
2001, as a manufacturer of Chili Paste , Garlic Paste and Tamarind Paste in Bulk packaging
company in the Central Region of Thailand, Nakhon Sawan. The combination of Thai and Dutch
people makes it possible to select the best out of Eastern and Western thinking to provide High
Quality products for the European and lately for the Asian Market. The current production quantity
is 20,000 metric tons annually.We provide excellent product quality to achieve customer’s
satisfaction. Our raw materials come from our contracted farming to help create sustainably
jobs for Thai farmers. We assure our quality by base on the concepts outlined in the international
standard. To assure that the customers always obtain safe and uniform - quality products, world
recognized standards and quality management systems such GMP, HACCP, BRC, FSSC22000,
BSCI , HALAL , Fairtrade and Rainforest Alliance.
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D.A.T.T.
Take Me Home (Room 10-11)
208 Moo 4 Nong Hoy Muang Chiang Mai
Thailand 50000
T: +66 53105047
E: menno@datt.co.th
W: www.datt.co.th

Menno Keppel
CEO

D.A.T.T. (Dutch Agro Technology and Trade) is a company which focuses on developing Dutch
horticulture in Asia. Our goal and vision is to transmit knowledge to local farmers and train the
people to become high quality farmers, using the right methods and technology. We offer: Supply
of horticultural inputs; Marketing; and, Horticultural consultancy, training and advice. As a result
of our experience, knowledge and expertise, we offer growing recommendations for a variety of
crops including field crops, growing vegetables inside or outside greenhouses. We train starting
and running farmers how to start up, manage and develop growing in greenhouses. Within Asia
we have several Horticultural Production & Practical Training Centers, where farmers are trained
practical and theoretical how to grow and manage the farms. In these centers we train farmers
all practical things a farmer need to know, by letting him actually work practical in the production
facilities.
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Demo Power (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
33rd Floor, Vanit Building II, 1126/2
New Petchburi Road Makkasan Ratchathewi
Bangkok Thailand 10400
T: +66 22517100
E: dja@demopower.com
W: www.demopower.com

Dirk-Jan Arts

Managing Director

Demo Power is Asia's largest product demonstration and product sampling company employing thousands
of expert promoters to hundreds of brands. In Thailand we cover more than 1.000 locations nationwide,
from hypermarkets, to supermarkets and BTS stations. DemoPower Thailand is a joint venture between
Omni Marketing Global and VGI Global Media.
Facts & Figures Managing Director
Year Established: 1996
Registered Capital: THB 3,000,000
Annual Turnover: THB 500,000,000+
Total Employees: 341
Demo Power offers unique and exciting marketing solutions to engage with shoppers through product
demonstration, and highlight and explain product’s attributes and benefits. We create memorable interactions between shoppers and your brand, driving trial and conversion while forging an emotional connection
in the shopper’s mind by appealing to the human senses. Our marketing concepts maximize brand engagement and brand excitement, and in turn result in higher conversion.

DSM Nutritional Products (Thailand) Ltd.
1788 Singha Complex, 17th Floor, Room No.1701
New Petchburi Road Bangkapi HuaiKhwang
Bangkok Thailand 10310
T: +66 220095942
E: Mongkol.Kaewsutas@dsm.com
W: www.dsm.com

Mongkol Kaewsutas

General Manager Thailand & IndoChina

Royal DSM is a global, purpose-led, science-based company active in Nutrition, Health and Sustainable
Living. DSM’s purpose is to create brighter lives for all. DSM addresses with its products and solutions
some of the world’s biggest challenges while simultaneously creating economic, environmental and
societal value for all its stakeholders - customers, employees, shareholders, and society at large.
DSM Nutritional Products (Thailand) Ltd. began operations as Rovithai in Thailand in 1984 when it was
established as a subsidiary of F. Hoffmann-La Roche to manufacture, package and market Vitamins, Vitamin
premixes and nutritional supplements for the Animal feed, foodstuffs, pharmaceutical and cosmetics industries
both in Thailand and South East Asia. Their premix facility located at Amata Nakorn Industrial Estate since
2004. The plant has ISO 9001:2000, GMP, HACCP, FAMI QS, ISO 9001:2008 ISO 14001:2004 SMETA/SEDEX
and HALAL accreditations
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Eco Agri Distribution (Thailand) Ltd.
1168/57 Lumpini Towder 21st Floor
Rama 4 Road Thungmahamek
Satorn Bangkok Thailand 10120
T: +66 26798304
E: j.hus@ecoagri-gmbh.de
W: www.ecoagri-food.com

John Hus

Managing Partner

Started as exporter of native potato starch, established in Northern Germany, Eco Agri is active
in the sales and marketing of ingredients and additives for the food processing, pet food and
feed industries. With a sourcing- and sales-network that covers Europe, Asia-Pacific, Africa,
North and South America, Russia and the Middle East we can call ourselves truly a global player.
Our entity in Thailand, Eco Agri Distribution (Thailand) ltd, imports food ingredients and additives
for the noodle, snack, sauces, dressings, drinks, dairy and food service industries. Our products
find its way to the Thai consumers through a network of food processing companies who we
supply just in time from our warehouse in Bangna. Besides importing, Eco Agri is one of the
leading exporters of tapioca starch and pineapple juice concentrate which we supply to major
industrial clients in the Food and Non-Food industries.

Elephant Parade
180/9 Moo 7 Chiangmai-Hod Road
Sun Pee Sea Muang Chiang Mai
Thailand 50300
T: +66 53115266
E: jeannette@elephantparade.co.th
W: www.elephantparade.com

Jeannette Woelinga

General Manager Asia
& Middle East

Elephant Parade is a social enterprise with a unique combination of art, business and conservation.
ART Elephant Parade statues never go unnoticed by the wider public and media. Created by artists
and celebrities, each Elephant Parade statue is a unique art piece. Statues that are sold raise funds
for the benefit of elephant welfare and conservation programs.
BUSINESS We believe that a business can contribute to creating a happier world. 20% of Elephant
Parade net profits are donated to our distribution partner Elephant Family, a registered N.G.O., which
works to protect Asian elephants and their habitat. We pledge to donate a minimum of € 50,000 per
year.
CONSERVATION Elephant Parade provides a structural and ongoing source of income for elephant
welfare and conservation, making it possible to give elephants a fighting chance in the battle for
space, dignity and survival. Our aim is to raise public awareness of these issues and support projects,
which focus on: Health and well-being of elephants, Solutions for human – elephant conflict, Awareness
and education.
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Enza Zaden (Thailand) Limited
97/5 Home Place Story 2 Village, Moo 9,		
Banglane Bangyai Nonthaburi
Thailand 11140
T: +66 20845249
E: v.petwal@enzazaden.com
W: www.enzazaden.com

Vaibhav Petwal

Business Manager

Breeding to feed the world. Enza Zaden is an internationally leading vegetable-breeding company.
Our aim is to grant people anywhere in the world healthy, varied vegetables. As an independent
family company we develop new varieties of more than 30 international and local vegetable crops.
Among those crops are lettuce, tomatoes, sweet peppers, cucumber, radish and onion.The seeds
of these vegetable varieties are produced and sold all over the world.
By way of illustration: on a daily basis, 460 million people worldwide eat vegetables grown from
our seeds.

EZYHAUL (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
87/105 Modern Town Building, 12th Floor,
Soi Sukhumvit 63 Skuhumvit Klongtan Nua
Wattana Bangkok Thailand 10110
T: +66 20263291
E: r.gillon@ezyhaul.com
W: www.ezyhaul.com

Raymond Gillon

Co-founder &
CEO Ezyhaul

Ezyhaul is a rapidly growing technology company in South East Asia focused on transforming the
road freight industry. Our online, on-demand freight exchange platform connects shippers with
pre-qualified and reliable domestic carriers who have unutilized capacity on their trucks.
Ezyhaul's vision is to transform the world of transportation logistics by building an ecosystem around
shippers, transportation companies, authorities, and third party service partners. Connected through
the Internet of Things and driven by data analytics we will empower all our partners in the ecosystem.
Founded by a team of logistics veterans we understand the challenges in the industry. We apply the
latest technology to make shipping ezy and create a hassle free experience for shippers and carriers?
Headquartered in Singapore, Ezyhaul's launch market is Malaysia and we will be expanding
operations later this year to other countries in South East Asia.
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Faber Flags Asia Co., Ltd.
1 MD Tower 11th Fl. Unit F Soi Bangna Trad 25
Bangna Nuea Bangna
Bangkok Thailand 10260
T: +66 21864941
E: marc@faberflagsasia.com
W: www.faberflagsasia.com

Marc Dehertogh
Managing Director

Faber Flags Asia is a leading and innovative supplier of advertising flags and banners both in Thailand
and the broader ASEAN region. Printed on Eco-friendly strong polyester fabrics, our extensive
product range includes country flags, advertising flags, corporate flags, Aventos beach flags, indoor
and outdoor banners, parasols and branded event tents. Further expansion into interior decoration
with fabric frames is on the way.
Faber Flags products boast distinctive qualities, including higher color fastness and unparalleled
durability resulting in a significantly longer lifetime, thus reducing the frequency of flag changes
and the amount of waste fabric created. Recently flags and banners printed on fabric made from
recycled PET bottles were introduced, to further complete the circle of reduce - re-use - recycle in
our operations. Our mission is to offer our customers the concept of sustainability in their marketing
and branding activities.

Flora Capital Co., Ltd.
44/62 Moo 10 Khlong 2 Khlong Luang
Pathum Thani Thailand 12120
T: +66 925140974
E: samsolly2@gmail.com
W: www.namdharithaifresh.com

Gursev Singh Namdhari
Managing Director

Flora Capital Co., Ltd was established in 2010 based in Pathumthani, Thailand and today we
are recognized as one of the most dependable and professional fresh Thai fruits & vegetables
exporter. Our fruits and vegetables are procured from farm, checked for quality, then cleaned,
packed and shipped. We pack our products in various ways whether in box, punnet or any other
choices desired by our clients.
Every of our packed products will be labeled as Namdhari’s (our registered brand). We distribute all kinds of fruits and vegetables, that season provides and ensures 100 % quality in our
products, packaging, cold storage facilities and transportation service includes both air and sea
freight. Currently, we are dealing with countries like India, UAE, Qatar, Kuwait, Oman and Iran.
We assure that all our products are up to standard in the market level. By joining to our company
network, our clients will be assured of good handlings, excellent products and prompt services.
We look forward to serve all your necessities.
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Franklin Asia Co. Ltd.
333/9 Tip 8, Moo 9 Bangpla
Bangplee Samutprakarn
Thailand 10540
T: +66 880443300
E: d.kuiper@franklin-asia.com
W: www.franklin-asia.com

Daniel Kuiper

Managing Director

Producer of animal feed additives that promote animal health.

Fresh Partners Fruit & Vegetables Co., Ltd.
CS Tower 10th Floor 230 Ratchadapisek Road
Huaykwang Huaykwang Bangkok
Thailand 10320
T: +66 22740225
E: fonsarents@freshpartners.com
W: www.freshpartners.com

Fons H.J.M. Arents
President

Fresh Partners, Thailand, deals with all aspects of the supply chain (production, post harvest, logistic,
export) in order to deliver high quality, fresh fruits & vegetables under the brand name ""Asiafresh""
and is one of the largest exporters to the European Market.
The mission of Fresh Partners is to satisfy the consumers' needs for safe and fresh fruits & vegetables of the highest quality, produced and supplied in a sustainable way and giving fair incomes to all
partners in the supply chain.
The products, sourcing from several centers in Thailand, are transported by airfreight, operating by the
major airlines on direct flights. Ginger, coconuts, tamarind, longan and others are shipped by sea
freight.
In Ratchaburi Province, Fresh Partners operates a demonstration farm of 10.000 m2 to show the
latest varieties and cropping technology, and to training the Fresh Partners contract farmers. Fresh
Partners Fruit & Veg Co Ltd, Thailand FP Exotic Fruits Sdn Bhd, Malaysia PT Fresh Partners, Indonesia
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Funeral Products B.V.
Industrieweg 10-12 North Brabant		
The Netherlands 5627 BS
T: +31 402485060
E: info@funeralproducts.nl
W: www.funeralproducts.eu

Peter Biemans
CEO/ Owner

Funeral Products delivers High quality remembrance items and software solutions throughout Europe
for the funeral industry.
By investing in new ideas and processes, we are able to develop our products and services. In addition to fashioning premium-quality products and new items, we advise our colleagues and partners
on displaying their collections and all related services.
Together with our partners, we protect the local manufacturing environments. Because all our memorial products are manufactured under prime conditions, Funeral Products guarantees not only
premium quality but a sustainable production as well.
The aspects of responsible management can be found in different levels of our company. Creating and consolidating long-term relationships means that we can keep our promises and therefore
create added value for all parties involved.

GEA (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
No. 152 Kian Gwan Building III, 7th floor
Wireless Road Lumpini Pathumwan
Bangkok Thailand 10330
T: +66 20118150
E: Paul.Maanen@gea.com

Paul van Maanen

Country Managing Director

GEA Group is a leading supplier of sustainable processing solutions for food and a wide range of
other industries. In Thailand GEA is well represented with a large team of the country’s
most innovative and solid sales and service engineers to ensure that the leading Thai
industry can be supported to be among the most reliable and advanced in the world.
We are proud that all the Thai public companies listed on the DJSI and also many of the leading
family owned enterprises, which together are the foundation for the strong Thai role in the
regional economy, are among our most loyal and long-term partners. The significance of Thailand
as a leading market is underpinned by the decision of GEA in 2020 to establish their Asian hub
for Food and Healthcare Technology in Bangkok.
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FrieslandCampina (Thailand) PCL
S.P. Building, 6th Floor 388 Phaholyothin Road
Samsennai Phayathai Bangkok
Thailand 10400
T: +66 26201900
E: vipas.paovarojkit@frieslandcampina.com
W: www.foremostthailand.com

Vipas Paovarojkit

Managing Director

FrieslandCampina (Thailand) PCL. is a wholly owned affiliate of Dutch Dairy Cooperative
FrieslandCampina in the Netherlands.
The company has been operating in Thailand for more than sixty years. Today the company is
one of the largest manufacturers and marketeers of dairy products in the country, under the
leading dairy brand of Foremost. It operates in both long and short life dairy milk.
FrieslandCampina (Thailand) PCL. is a public company and employs 1,300 people with a turnover
well of US$500 million.
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Geonoise Thailand Co., Ltd.
6/54-56 Thanon Poemsin Soi 42 Ongern
Sai Mai Bangkok Thailand 10220
T : 66 20035904
E: mrosmolen@geonoise.asia
W: www.geonoise.com

Michel Rosmolen
Director

Geonoise Thailand Co., Ltd. offers the best serviced solutions in noise and vibration hardware
and software available in Thailand. We have over 25 years of experience with sound and vibration measurements, calculations and consulting in the fields of noise- and vibration control.
Our company provides professional acoustic consulting and we are the official main distributor of
Norsonic,SoundPLAN,Spektra,m+pandmanymoreleadingbrandsforThailandandothercountriesin
Asia.Geonoise hasoffices in Bangkok, KualaLumpur, HoChi Minh,Jakarta,Singaporeand HongKong.
Our vision is to create awareness in Asia for sound and vibration issues (dangers of noise!) and
provide serviced solutions to address such issues. Our mission is to become a reliable retailer
of quality brands and our USP is our unique service package standing for quality, expertise and
accessibility. We also develop our own products such as NoiseQC (quality control for manufacturing by noise/vibration) and NoiseAlarm (easy instrument with 'traffic light' to create
awareness of sound levels).

GG BizSolutions Asia Pte Ltd.
PM Riverside, Unit 6B 984/2 Rama III Road
Bangpongpang Yannawa
Bangkok Thailand 10120
T: +66 26826775
E: ggbizsolutions.asia@gmail.com

Gerard Geraets
Owner and CEO

GG BizSolutions Asia is a boutique consulting firm, focused in the areas of marketing and sales
strategy, brand building and cultural change management.
The founder and CEO has for more than 25 years worked in regional and local general management and marketing positions with multinational consumer goods companies in Asia and is passionate to share his ample experience in Asian markets in an advisory role with his customers.
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Global - C Nederland BV.
138/32 Sanambinnam Road Tasai
Muang Nonthaburi Thailand 11000
T: +66 29671339
E: wayne.costigan@global-c.nl
W: www.global-c.nl

Wayne Costigan

Director Asia & Pacific

Global-C supplies tailor made inflight service products and solutions to its customers. Our
expertise in product development, production/sourcing and logistics, combined with our low
overheads, enables us to design, develop and deliver these products and solutions competitively.
Our offices and people are well positioned to serve our customers and manage your supply
chain. We understand your business, and we know ours.

Glue Up
10/F, YF Life Tower, 33 Lockhart Road,
Unit 7114, Wanchai Hong Kong
T: +852 39052030
E: sales@glueup.com
W: www.glueup.com

Eric L. Schmidt
Co-founder

Glue Up, previously EventBank, was founded in 2013, started with the idea on how to bridge the
gap that event organizers had in managing events with technology. Two years later,
we’ve built membership management tools and a few years later, EventBank was more
than just "events". The brand grew up to become an all-in-one engagement platform.
Fast forward to 2020, Glue Up expanded its portfolio to bring communities and engagement
to the center of attention, making clients' success our mission. Today, Glue Up empowers
organisations, revolutionizing relationships, delivering long-term business value, and making
modern engagement more purposeful.
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Grant Thornton
11th Floor, Capital Tower, All Seasons Place
87/1 Wireless Road Lumpini Pathumwan
Bangkok Thailand 10330
T: +66 22058222
E: gideon.moolenburgh@th.gt.com
W: www.grantthornton.co.th

Gideon Otto Moolenburgh
Regional Finance Director

Grant Thornton is a network of independent assurance, tax and advisory firms, made up of
56,000 people in over 143 countries. Whether you are privately owned, publicly listed or public-sector
organisations, we can help you achieve your business objectives. In Thailand, we have over 260
professionals helping clients in a broad range of industries and providing services in:
• Audit and assurance
• Business process solutions and outsourcing
• Financial advisory
• Tax & legal
• Human capital consulting
• Japanese business practice
With our international reach and expertise combined with the personal attention, added value and
relationship-based approach, we are the leading service provider for growth-based organisations.

Green Wood Travel Co., Ltd.
24 Soi Punnawithi 31Sukhumvit 101 Road
Bangchak Phra Khanong
Bangkok Thailand 10260
T: +66 26284384
E: info@greenwoodtravel.nl
W: www.greenwoodtravel.nl

Ernst-Otto Smit

General Manager

Green Wood Travel Co., Ltd. is a Bangkok based tour operator with over 27 years of experience
in the tourism industry. We focus on inbound tourism from The Netherlands and Belgium offering
unique community based experiences in Southeast Asia.
Green Wood Travel prides itself on the dedicated individual approach from our specialists by
tailoring each itinerary to meet the customer’s needs. Green Wood Travel listens to their customers and advises accordingly.
Besides offering valuable travel experiences for our customers, we believe it is important to give
back to the community. That is why Green Wood Travel has founded the ‘Trees for the Future
Project’ where we plant trees to battle against the danger of deforestation of mangrove forests
in Thailand.
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Greenstay Co., Ltd.
129 Rama 9 Huai Khwaeng
Khet Huai Khwaeng
Bangkok Thailand 10310
T: +66 863698957
E: amarit@thegreenlion.net
W: www.greenwaythailand.org

Amarit Franssen
Co-CEO

"Greenstay Co. Ltd. operates under the international brand names The Green Lion and Greenway
for its associates (www.thegreenlion.net). Currently operating in over 15 countries such as;
Thailand, China, Vietnam, India, Cambodia, Fiji, Australia, Peru, Sri Lanka, Nepal and Indonesia.
We have been trend setters in developing exciting and meaningful youth programs in the fields
of culture, travel, education and volunteer projects for participants worldwide.
Our participants typically stay for 4 weeks or longer in our own centers and customized programs that cover different destinations and type of work and activities according to their
liking. We handle participants from all continents but the largest contingents are from the
northern European countries and Eastern Asia. Greenstay Co. Ltd. also funds the Pitaya Suwan
Foundation in which it takes care of over 100 scholarships for upcountry children. We also operate
a budget eco-resort in Wang Nam Khiao (www.greenwayforestview.com)."

GROUND Asia
33/2 Tiwanon Soi 28, Tiwanon road
Bangkasor Mueng Nonthaburi
Thailand 11000
T: +66 25917051
E: lauren@groundasia.com
W: www.groundasia.com

Lauren Groves

General Manager

Founded in 2015 in Bangkok, with operations across Southeast Asia, GROUND Asia was
created to deliver experiential learning journeys for groups of young people that meet local
community needs in Thailand, Indonesia, Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos and Sri Lanka. GROUND
Asia is committed to creating the best environment for sustainable community development
through responsible educational travel programmes. We believe that putting the needs of host
communities at the center of our journeys leads to more meaningful and authentic experiences for
students, ultimately benefiting everyone.
Our journeys are all customised based on the desired learning outcomes for students, and are
suitable for groups of young people from middle school through to university-level faculty-led
programmes. For every trip we match the visiting student group’s skills and experience levels
with the needs of one of our partner communities and our experiential learning programmes
are designed to strengthen student’s leadership skills, build resilience and improve young
people's cross-cultural understanding.
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Hanky Panky Toys (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
30 Moo 3 Huayyai Banglamung
Jack H. Monshouwer
Chonburi Thailand 20150
President and CEO
T: +66 38239531
E: jack@hankypanky-toys.com
W: www.hankypanky-toys.com
Hanky Panky Toys (Thailand) Co., Ltd. is the largest Manufacturer of Magic Boxes in the World.
Founded in 1961 and moved to Thailand at the end of last century. Located in Eastern Seaboard,
about 30 km. south of Thailand’s main seaport Laem Chabang. The company remains as a family
business, with founder Jack Monshouwer and next generation of the family running the business
the same way as he started. Business based upon: Trust, Loyalty and Honesty.
Because everything is done in-house, the manufacturer can supply first-class quality, on-time
delivery and total flexibility in developing specific products to suit the needs of the nowadays
quick moving markets. Beside of many Multinational customers, Hanky Panky Toys also
cooperates with well-known magicians like recently the Dutch magician of Mindf*ck. All
customers require high-quality products which are sold in over 40 countries and close to
30 languages.

Hellmann Worldwide Logistics Co., Ltd.
193/54 - 56 Lake Rajada Office Complex
Building, 14th Floor Ratchadapisek Road
Klongtoey Klongtoey Bangkok Thailand 10110
T: +66 26619638
E: hkvanass@th.hellmann.net
W: http://www.hellmann.net

Henk van Asselt

Managing Director

Background Hellmann founded in 1871, transitioning from a one-man company to one of the
world’s leading logistics providers. Today we operate a truly global organization with an active
network in 157 countries 443 branches 16,500 people. Whilst remembering our humble beginnings, we continue to value every customer and understand that each project requires
a unique solution. This powerful combination of an individual approach within an international framework ensures that we deliver top-quality customized logistics solutions,
every time.
Locations: Head Office - Bangkok, Airport Office - Suvarnabhumi, Laem Chabang.
Product & Services Hellmann Worldwide Logistics provides services for both Freight
Management and Contract Logistics to customers worldwide including but not limited to
Airfreight, Sea Freight, Sea - Air Services, Customs Brokerage, Warehouse, Inland Transport,
Cross-border Transport, Industry Solutions, Consulting & Recycling.
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Hexa Ceram Co., Ltd.
213 moo 5 Sanpraned Sansai
Chiang Mai Thailand50210
T: +66 53350801
E: anucha@hexadentallab.com
W: www.hexadentallab.com

Anucha Meekiatichaikun
Managing Director

HEXA CERAM is the largest and full service dental laboratory in Thailand with high international
standard, which supplies from Removable denture, Crown and Bridges, Orthodontics appliance
and anti-snoring devices. We provide high quality products and durability from our world class
manufacturing facilities.
Our experience allows us to understand and anticipate on the varied needs of our global
customers. Currently, we also produced by CAD/CAM advance technology which accept all
intra oral scanning files.
Curaeos is the company in the Netherlands that has become our new partner. The company
has a fast-growing platform of dental clinics with activities in the Netherlands, Belgium, Denmark,
Germany and Italy.

Hotel Indigo Bangkok Wireless Road
81 Wireless Road Lumpini Pathumwan
Bangkok Thailand 10330
T: +66 22074999
E: michiel.dekleer@ihg.com
W: www.hotelindigo.com/bangkok

Michiel de Kleer
General Manager

Hotel Indigo Bangkok Wireless Road is the 5-star branded boutique hotel on the crossroad of
heritage and modernity. Here, a unique locally refreshing experience awaits your discovery
and inspiring stories are just at your doorsteps. Located right in the heart of the cosmopolitan
yet very local area of Wireless Road, perfect base for your visit to explore more of the exciting
metropolis of Bangkok.
With our 192 modern and vibrant guestrooms featuring locally-inspired artwork, plush bedding, hard-wood floors, spa-inspired bathrooms, complimentary high-speed Wi-Fi
throughout the hotel, 24-hour access gym and open-air, infinity-edge pool, Hotel Indigo
Bangkok Wireless Road will be your home away from home.
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Hyva Thailand Ltd.
18/8 Moo 7 Bangna - Trad Road
Bangchalong Bangplee Samutprakarn
Thailand 10540
T: +66 27508547
E: cok@hyva.co.th
W: www.hyva.com

Cornelis Arensman
Managing Director

Hyva is a global multinational company founded in the Netherlands in 1979. The company is committed to the development, production, marketing and distribution of components for the commercial
vehicle industry. The company has well equipped manufacturing facilities in Brazil, China, Germany,
India, Italy and the Netherlands. Hyva markets and distributes components that are developed and
produced by manufacturing facilities across the world. These products include:
• Telescopic front cylinders for trucks and trailers for tipping applications;
• A wide range of under body three way cylinders;
• Fixed mounted and rolling truck cranes;
• Container lifting systems such as hookloaders and skiploaders;
• Mobile and static compactors and other garbage collecting units.
Hyva Group has a global sales and after sales network, operating across more than 130 countries
with over 25,000 customers and more than 2,000 employees, encompassing 38 subsidiaries and
13 production facilities.

IAC Acoustics (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
6/54-56 Poemsin Soi 42 Ongern
Sai Mai Bangkok Thailand 10220
T: +66 21012827
E: info@iac-acoustics.co.th
W: www.iac-acoustics.co.th

Michel Rosmolen
Director

IAC Acoustics (Thailand) Co., Ltd is an noise control and industrial acoustics company. We
provide total custom-made solutions from the primary stage of design to the final stage of
site installation.
IAC Acoustics can help you with any acoustic project. From specialist anechoic chambers,
through to architecturally finished acoustic doors and windows. From diesel generator
installations through to haul truck attenuation. From residences to auditoria.
Website: www.iac-acoustics.co.th / www.iac-acousticsthailand.com
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/iac-acoustics-thailand
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/IACAcousticsThai
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IIB (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
105 Wireless Road Lumphini Pathumwan
Bangkok Thailand 10330
T: +66 20512217
E: danai@iib-thailand.com
W: www.iib-thailand.com

Danai Chandrangam
Managing Director

IIB's philosophy is centered around client service, long-term relationships and advice. Hence, IIB
wants to support clients' needs to facilitate their choice for insurance protection.
Currently, IIB focuses on health insurance for the international community including their
families, although other solutions can be offered as well. In addition the IIB team did take steps
to make insurance products available to Thai citizens and their families.

Informa Markets
428 Ari Hills Building 18th Floor
Phahonyothin 10, Phahonyothin Road
Samsennai Phayathai Bangkok Thailand 10400
T: +66 20360500
E: info-th@informa.com
W: www.informamarkets.com/en/regions/asia/
Thailand.html

Sanchai Noombunnam
Deputy Managing
Director- Thailand

Informa Markets creates platforms for industries and specialist markets to trade, innovate
and grow. Our portfolio is comprised of more than 550 international B2B events and brands in
markets including Healthcare & Pharmaceuticals, Infrastructure, Construction & Real Estate,
Fashion & Apparel, Hospitality, Food & Beverage, and Health & Nutrition, among others.
We provide customers and partners around the globe with opportunities to engage,
experience and do business through face-to-face exhibitions, specialist digital content
and actionable data solutions. As the world’s leading exhibitions organiser, we bring a diverse
range of specialist markets to life, unlocking opportunities and helping them to thrive 365
days of the year.
For more information, please visit www.informamarkets.com.
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Industrial Marketing Co., Ltd.
88/4 Nang Linchi Road Chong Nonsi
Sean Bierdrager
Yannawa Bangkok Thailand 10120
Managing Director
T: +66 22854656 ext. 9
E: sean@imcl.co.th
W: www.imcl.co.th
Industrial Marketing Company Ltd. (IMCL) is a private, medium-sized trading company that was
established in 1983 as an importer of good quality hand tools and power-tool accessories from
Australia. Since that time, IMCL has acquired top quality levels, lasers, and measuring tools from
Kapro (Israel); oSa-certified bonded and coated abrasives from Rhodius (Germany) and Comet
(Slovenia); HSS drill bits from P&N (Australia); SDS-Plus and straight shank masonry drills from
Rex (the Netherlands); an assortment of drills and chisels from Diager (France); HSS and titanium
drill bits and circular saw blades from Starcraft (China); a broad range of powertool accessories
from Vermont American (USA); engineers files from Vallorbe (Switzerland); Klinger tape (plumbing,
gas, oxygen from Australia); grinding wheels from Toyo (Tyrolit Olympus Co. Ltd., Thailand); and
industrial glue sticks (Supacut).
Furthermore, IMCL branched out to include Electronic Anti-theft Systems to the portfolio, starting
with Dialoc ID from the Netherlands for EM (Electromagnetic), RF (Radio Frequency) and RFID
(Radio Frequency Identification) technologies for both logistics and security in both retail and
government sectors.

Indorama Ventures PCL
75/102-103 Ocean Tower-2, 37th Floor
Richard William Jones
Soi Sukhumvit 19 (Wattana) Asoke Road
Senior Vice President and
Klongtoey Nua Wattana
Head
of
Corporate
Communications
Bangkok Thailand 10110
T: +66 26616661
E: richard.j@indorama.net
W: www.indoramaventures.com
Indorama Ventures Public Company Limited (IVL) is a world-class chemical company, headquartered in Bangkok, Thailand. The Company grew phenomenally from a small listed company
in Thailand to become a leading integrated chemical company with consolidated revenue
of US$ 7 billion in 2015, driven by the excellence of its people, processes and technologies.
We hold a leading position in key markets globally and organize our core business in three
complementary segments; Feedstock; PET and Fibers.
Our global manufacturing footprint and diversified range of products are unmatched in the
industry; enabling us to deliver innovative and unique value-added solutions to our customers.
We have 14,000 passionate employees worldwide who are committed to driving the business
in a responsible way by aligning profitable growth with social and environmental responsibility
while creating value for our stakeholders.
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A Pathway towards Sustainability with ‘Recycling’ and a ‘Circular Economy’
Practices of Indorama Ventures
Recycling is key to a sustainable economy for the world in the future. At IVL, we believe
that it is a crucial innovation for economic growth. IVL was able to rapidly step forward,
becoming a leader in recycling as we have been creating recycling infrastructures that the
world needs in order to establish a truly circular economy for PET packing.
That was the opening statement of a conversation with Mr. Yash Lohia, Chief Sustainability
Officer of Indorama Ventures PCL (IVL), the world’s largest PET producer, at the GCNT
Forum 2020: Thailand Business Leadership for SDGs. Hosted by Global Compact Network
Thailand (GCNT), the forum discussed sustainability goals of Thai businesses, each playing
their part and collaborating to achieve Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) by 2030.
This offered us the opportunity to gain insight from one of the world’s leading companies
that has been expanding on sustainability pathways in practical manners.
Mr. Yash said “Indorama Ventures entered the petrochemical industry in Thailand 30 years
ago and has now become the world’s leading PET and polyester producer. At present, we
have 120 operating sites in 33 countries across every region in the world. There are three
business verticals including Integrated Oxides and Derivatives, Fibers, and Combined PET,
which has the recycling business as a vital factor for growth. IVL started its first recycling
business in 2011 with a challenging goal to manage post-consumer plastic and conduct
business to build a circular economy. This is also in line with our corporate direction to embed
sustainable development in operations, leading to continuous environmental developments
reacting to the issue of climate change, as well as respect to humanity, people and culture.
Sustainability also drives business efficiency through effective governance, catering to our
long-term success”
“IVL focuses on ‘recycling’ and a ‘circular economy’. We believe that recycling is a sustainable
solution for plastic waste problems, as PET is 100% recyclable. Since IVL started its recycling
business nine years ago until now, we have already recycled more than 50 billion PET bottles
and is expanding our recycling capacities continuously,” Mr. Yash added.
At the forum at the United Nations Conference Centre in Thailand, Indorama Ventures,
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along with GCNT and other leading organizations, announced the commitment to invest
US$1.5 billion to increase global recycling capacities to 750,000 tons by 2025, or within the
next 5 years from now. The company also set challenging ambitions to reduce its carbon
footprint by 1.25 million tons, reduce Green House Gas emissions by 10%, reduce water
intensity by 10%, reduce energy intensity by 5% and increase renewable electricity
consumption from 7% to 25% by 2030.
“Globally as well as in Thailand, we have witnessed increasing use of PET. The use of PET
for non-alcohol beverage increased from 40% to 50% because it is a plastic that fits the
new normal lifestyle. It is light weight, break resistant and has a lower carbon footprint. Its
life cycle enables maximum utilization of resources compared to that of an aluminum can
and glass bottle. Since post-consumer PET bottles can be fully recycled, we are able to
operate a truly circular economy which we call a Closed-loop Circular Economy,” Mr. Yash
explained.
Mr. Yash added “The COVID-19 pandemic that spread across the globe has undeniably
proven the value of plastics, especially PET. People have turned back to plastic packaging
for hygiene and safety. Additionally, supermarkets also select plastic packaging for foods
to avoid direct contact. This does not only keep the product sanitized but also extends its
shelf life as well.”
Even through Thailand is one of the few ASEAN countries that still does not allow the use
of recycled PET for food and beverage packaging, it is believed that recycled materials will
become increasingly accepted here, as with the rest of the world. PET will continue to be
the beverage packaging that creates least environmental impact for the next 10-20 years,
at least. This is how we operate a sustainable economy the IVL way.” Mr. Yash concluded.
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InterContinental Phuket Resort
333, 333/3 Moo 3 Kamala
Kathu Phuket Thailand 83150
T: +66 76629999
E: icphuket.rsvn@ihg.com
W: phuket.intercontinental.com

Bjorn Courage
General Manager

Nestled on the powder-soft sands of Kamala Beach, InterContinental Phuket Resort is a
stunning five-star beach resort in Phuket. Sleek, sophisticated and elegant, this beachside
hideaway is cocooned by jungle-covered hills and offers heavenly views of the Andaman Sea.
Our 221 rooms, suites and villas are heavenly havens of modern luxury. Each abode is decorated
with rich hues and warm woods, creating elegantly chic spaces brought to life by inspirational
touches of the locale.

International School Bangkok
39/7 Soi Nichada Thani Samakee Road		
Pakkret Nonthaburi Thailand 11120
T: +66 29635800
E: robertt@isb.ac.th
W: www.isb.ac.th

Robert Tyler

Director of Partnerships

Widely recognized as one of the premier international schools in the world, International School Bangkok
(ISB) has been providing quality education to expatriates representing more than 60 countries since 1951.
Conveniently located just outside the heart of the city, ISB's 15 hectare campus is nestled in a beautiful
community where children can walk or ride their bicycle to school.
ISB serves students from PreK to Grade 12 with an educational philosophy and curriculum enriched with
international best practices, as well as offering the full International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma Program.
The facilities include a 750-seat Chevron theater, an additional 280-seat theater housed in ISB's
Cultural Center - the first building in Thailand to have received LEED Gold Certification awarded by
the U.S. Green Building Council - 2 libraries, 12 tennis courts, 3 playgrounds, 2 swimming pools, rugby &
soccer fields, 6 gymnasiums, a fitness center, 3 baseball fields, dance & drama studios, an international
standard running track and more.
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ING Bank N.V. Thailand
Representative Office
130 - 132, 9th Floor, Sindhorn Tower 2
Wireless Road Lumpini Pathumwan
Bangkok Thailand 10330
T: +66 22633200
E: stephen.briones@asia.ing.com
W: www.ing.com

Stephen Briones

Managing Director &
Country Manager Thailand

ING Bank N.V., Thailand Representative Office - established in March 2006.
ING is a global financial institution with a strong European base, offering banking services
through its operating company ING Bank. The purpose of ING Bank is empowering people to
stay a step ahead in life and in business. ING Bank's more than 52,000 employees offer retail and
wholesale banking services to customers in over 40 countries.
ING Wholesale Banking Asia In Asia Pacific, ING offers wholesale banking across 14 markets,
namely Australia, China, Hong Kong SAR, India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Mongolia, the Philippines,
Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand and Vietnam.
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Italasia Trading (Thailand) Co.,Ltd.
253, 30 Floor Sukhumvit 21 (Asoke)
Klongtoeynua Wattana Bangkok
Thailand 10110
T: +66 22617990
E: Jean@italasiagroup.com
W: www.italasiagroup.com

Jean Marie Vallee

Director Food and Beverage

It has been over 57 years since the founder Mr. Othello Benedetti registered ITALA-SIA Thailand in 1962.
The gateway from Italian imports has been opened. During the years ITALASIA has extended the services and product imported in Thailand until it has specialized in F&B and hotel supply.
ITALASIA ELECTRO supplies equipment imports for hotel & restaurant industry, commercial equipment for
catering industry, installation and after sales services. With well-recognition as one of the best supply
companies; we keep up our standard by working with each client right from product selection and
maintain the best service for our clients.
ITALASIA TRADING supplies beverages imports for hospitality industry, B2B, private clients, events,
wedding with exclusive selection of wines imported around the world, premium spirits, mixers, mineral water, coffee.
ITALASIA TRADING SERVICES is not only limited to import and distribution but also act as a solution provider through the team of expert in the various sub sector.
ITALASIA has inspired hundreds of dealers with passion to fulfill each client’s requirements and elevate product and service standard of international hotel & restaurant industry. You are more than
welcome to visit our showroom in All Season Place, Park24, Silom Complex, River Side, Crystal Design,
Mega Bangna, Asoke in Bangkok, Phuket, Samui Island, Chiang Mai, Hua Hin. Krabi and Pattaya branches.

Jacobs Douwe Egberts TH Ltd.
Cyberworld Tower A Building, 34th Floor
90 Ratchadapisek Road Huay Kwang
Huay Kwang Bangkok Thailand 10310
T: +66 26886700
E: pisan.taraphat@jdecoffee.com
W: www.jdecoffee.com

Pisan Taraphat

Country Manager

Moccona (Thailand) Ltd. is part of D.E MASTER BLENDERS 1753, a pure-play international coffee
and tea company, headquartered in the Netherlands. Our coffee and tea products are available
in more than 45 countries. Over 70 percent of our sales come from markets where we hold the
number one or the number two position. With €2.7 billion in sales, we are the third largest
company in the coffee and tea industry.
Our famous brand, Moccona, in Thailand is built on consumer needs and expectations, offering
exceptional quality and value. Our Thailand company currently employs over 200 people.
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Kamthorn Surachet & Somsak Ltd.
31st Floor,No. 77/131-132
Sinn Sathorn Tower Krungthonburi Road Klongsai
Klongsarn Bangkok 10600
T: +66 24400288
E: kamthorn@kss.co.th
W: www.kss.co.th

Anuchai Autchayawat

Joint Managing Partner

Established in 1984 Kamthorn Surachet & Somsak (KSS) is a full service legal firm with diverse expertise
and an extensive network of international partners to assist their clients.
KSS’s experienced and sophisticated professionals assist companies and entrepreneurs with their needs
for highly specialized and personalized business related legal services in the areas of corporate, contract,
banking, finance, investment, tax, real estate, immigration, employment, intellectual property and commercial legal matters, as well as providing individuals with private client services. The firm’s strengths are
reinforced with a robust litigation practice covering commercial disputes, contract claims, arbitration, tax
controversies, prosecution and the enforcing of intellectual property rights.
The firm is a member of the Asian Patent Attorneys Association (APAA), Asean Intellectual Property
Association (ASEAN IPA), the International Chamber of Commerce Thailand (ICC Thailand), the American
Chamber of Commerce in Thailand (AMCHAM), Danish-Thai Chamber of Commerce and the Norwegian-Thai
Chamber of Commerce (DTCC), Eurojuris, and Asiajuris.

Kirloskar Brothers (Thailand) Ltd.
GMM Grammy Place Office, Building,
18 FL., Unit 1805 50 Sukhumvit
21 Road (Asoke) Klongtoey-nua
Wattana Bangkok Thailand 10110
T: +66 26618272
E: remko.d@kirloskar.co.th
W: www.kirloskarpumps.com

Remko Vleesch Dubois
CEO

Pumping Excellence Kirloskar Brothers (Thailand) Limited (KBTL) is a 100% foreign owned subsidiary of Kirloskar Brothers Limited (KBL), India. KBL provides complete fluid management solutions for large infrastructure projects in the areas of water supply, power plants, irrigation, oil & gas, chemical, firefighting,
industry and marine & defense. We engineer and manufacture industrial, agriculture & domestic pumps,
valves and hydro turbines. KBL is progressing to expand global reach of its business and in this regard
has set up a subsidiary in Thailand to cater to customer requirements in Thailand and all ASEAN countries
with world class engineering, manufacturing and service facilities.
KBL acquired and established over the recent years highly recognized brands SPP pumps UK & USA, Rodelta Pumps in the Netherlands and Braybar Pumps in South Africa.
KBL has joint venture cooperation with Ebara, Japan since 1988 producing in India under the KEPL brand
high quality API pump solutions.
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KIS International School
999/123-124 Prachautit Road Samsennok
Huaykwang Bangkok Thailand 10310
T: +66 22743444
E: sorrakrit.la@kis.ac.th
W: www.kis.ac.th

Sorrakrit Lathitham
Marketing Director

Inspiring Individuals The atmosphere at KIS is one of the school’s great strengths. Students and parents quickly feel at home and develop a sense of pride in their school. KIS’s excellent staffing ratio
guarantees individual attention for each student and openness to creative and progressive ideas. KIS
is a full IB World school offering the International Baccalaureate (IB) PYP, IB MYP and the IB Diploma.
The 800 students from 55 countries at KIS have a positive attitude to learning, as they are encouraged
and nurtured by vibrant, highly qualified, IB trained, and, above all, exceptional educators. Academic
results are strong, with consistent high Diploma pass rates and high average scores, which pave
the way for KIS graduates to enter top universities around the world. The green, spacious campus
with excellent facilities is located near the city centre. Come and visit KIS to discover the Knowledge,
Inspiration and Spirit!

KNAAP (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
99 Moo 7 Tha- U- Thae Kanchanadit
Surattani Thailand 84160
T: +66 957985365
E: rattacha@knaapthailand.com
W: www.knaapthailand.com

Rattacha Dechanuphap
CEO

"Knaap (Thailand) Co., Ltd. is registered with Department of Business Development, Ministry of
Commerce since January 31st, 2008 and also is supported by BOI. Our company was established
by cooperation of the agricultural business experts from 3 countries; Thailand, Netherlands and Sri
Lanka. We are one of affiliate companies of Van der Knaap group of company in Netherlands which
is certified quality system from RHP and ISO 9001:2000. Our company manufactures the rooting
and growing products from coco husk. These substrates will be the beginning of plant which effect
to rooting, germination and plant health.
Our products are high quality coco peat which is suitable for both sowing and growing cutting. We
accomplish high quality products by controlling the whole production chain from raw material to
end-user. Moreover, our products are from 100% recyclable and therefore environmental friendly.
We have good knowledge from the experts of substrates manufacturer and high quality machinery
is used in production line. For more information, please check at Van der Knaap website, www.
vanderknaap.info or the affiliate company in Sri Lanka at www.eurosubstrates.com"
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KPMG Phoomchai Audit Ltd.
50th-51st Floor, Empire Tower 1
South Sathorn Road Yannawa Sathorn
Bangkok Thailand 10120
T: +66 26772000
E: pflipse1@kpmg.co.th
W: www.kpmg.co.th

Paul Flipse
Partner

KPMG is a global network of professional firms providing audit, tax, and advisory services. We
operate in more than 156 countries and have 155,000 people working in member firms around
the world. KPMG in Thailand and its predecessor firms have contributed towards Thailand’s
economic development for almost half a century.
We pride ourselves on the broad and expansive thinking of our professionals. As a result
of this, we have been able to provide sound and valuable business advice to help clients
manage their business risks, as well as to grow and succeed in Thailand’s competitive and rapidly-evolving business arena. KPMG in Thailand has a wealth of local knowledge and skills, which
are enhanced by international links to the pool of technical and industry skill resources. This
helps us to get even better results as we consistently strive to achieve the highest standards
and quality of service.

KROV B.V.
81/2 Moo.3 Tambon Tepparat
Amphur Banpo Chachoengsao
Thailand 24140		
E: c.deboer@krov.nl
W: www.krov.nl

Chris de Boer
Manager

KROV BV and CAST-FORM® are strongly connected. In Varsseveld, the Netherlands, KROV BV
was founded in 1988 and always processed polyurethane based on its patented CAST-FORM®
technique. The CAST-FORM® technique gives the possibility to work with any design and all RAL
and NCS colors can be processed even in fire resistant applications as train interior and aircraft
interior.
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Kubik Thailand
1106 Summer Hill, Floor 3 Sukhumvit Road
Prakanong Klongtoey Bangkok
Thailand 10110
T: +66 624286614
E: erna.geerligs@thinkubik.com
w: thinkubik.com

Erna Geerligs

Account Director

Kubik creates the environments where real connections are made, producing the experiences where a message and a community emotionally converge. We are a team of creative, experienced, strategic, collaborative, solution finders shaping brand stories into
custom-made, three-dimensional and virtual experiences. With world-wide capabilities,
kubik has been producing experiences and environments for events, corporate, retail and
trade show programs, for Fortune 500 companies and global brands for almost 40 years.
For more information visit thinkubik.com

Larive (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
208 Wireless Road Building, 14 th Floor,
Unit No. 12. Wireless Road Lumpini
Pathumwan Bangkok Thailand 10330
T: +66 22528752
E: jim@larive.co.th
W: www.larive.co.th

Jim Fralick

Director

Larive (Thailand) is a member of the Larive Group, with headquarters in Zeist, the Netherlands. Larive is all about business development in emerging markets. We deploy 40 years of
knowledge and on-the-ground experience to assist clients in entering and expanding their
activities in Asia, Eastern Europe and East Africa.
Larive has been active in Thailand since 1983 and is one of the founders of the NTCC. Larive
Thailand represents the Larive Group in Thailand and also acts as regional headquarters for
Asia. The team consists of Thai and Dutch nationals.
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Lasermed Co., Ltd.
447, Sukhumvit Soi 50 (Soi Sam Thahan)		
Phra Khanong Klong Toey
Bangkok Thailand 10260
T: +66 27427100
E: marcel@lasermed.co.th
W: www.lasermed.co.th

Marcel Canters
CEO

In 2019 Lasermed Co., Ltd. has celebrated it’s 15th anniversary. Active in the medical and
aesthetic business, Lasermed sells medical equipment with the focus on medical lasers.
Through the years, we have grown into one of the biggest players in the market, with specialized
departments for surgical (urology, ENT, gynecology), aesthetics (Dermatology, plastic surgery,
aesthetics) and in 2020 we will start with our wellness branch as well.
Focused on products made in Europe (Italy, Germany and the Netherlands), we import, sell,
service and train Thai doctors, clinics and hospitals from our offices in Bangkok and Chiang Mai.
Through the years, we have achieved a strong and reliable reputation in this specialized market,
with customers all over the country.

Lighthouse Navigation
87/2 All Season Place , Unit 4403 CRC
Tower 44/F Wireless Road Lumpini
Pathumwan Bangkok Thailand 10330
T: +66 26543100
E: operations@lighthousenavigation.com
W: www.lighthousenavigation.com
Managed from Bangkok this established company offers customized transportation services for
dry bulk charterers in the Handy-size and Supramax market The name Lighthouse Navigation
is inspired by the lighthouses around the world, build on strong foundations to withstand even
extremely harsh conditions and guiding vessels for safe navigation. With a conservative market
approach guided by in-depth market information, and a balanced risk profile, the company
offers customized transportation services for various dry cargo commodities such as steel,
fertilizers, agricultural products and other break bulk cargoes.
The trading area will not be limited to Asia only; Lighthouse Navigation intends to serve its
customers on a worldwide basis, drawing on the vast working experience of the three managing
partners on different continents.
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Local Alike Co., Ltd.
2044/23 Petchburi-tudmai Bangkapi
Huaykwang Bangkok Thailand 10310
T: +66 811395593
E: info@localalike.com
W: www.localalike.com

Somsak Boonkam

Founder and CEO

Local Alike works hand in hand with local people to promote ‘community-based tourism’ to
provide travelers with an authentic and meaningful experience to travelers and contribute to
the preservation of culture and nature while bringing economic opportunities for decent and
sustainable livelihoods to local communities.

Lorenz & Partners Co., Ltd.
27th Floor, Bangkok City Tower 179 South
Sathorn Road Thungmahamek
Sathorn Bangkok Thailand 10120
T: +66 22871882
E: till.morstadt@lorenz.co.th
W: www.lorenz.co.th

Till Morstadt
Partner

Lorenz & Partners is an international firm of business lawyers and consultants headquartered
in Bangkok since 1995. The firm specializes in legal, tax and business consultation for foreign
companies investing in Southeast Asia. Further to Bangkok we maintain offices in Hong Kong,
Ho Chi Minh City and Frankfurt. In addition, we are successfully cooperating with other Legal
500 firms throughout Europe and Asia. Our Lead Partners are also Registered Foreign Lawyers
in Hong Kong and Vietnam.
Our clients are mostly large European enterprises investing or doing business in Southeast
Asia. As a "One-Stop-Coordinator", we provide integrated consulting services. Our concept is
of particular interest to companies that, for reasons of efficiency, prefer to mandate only one
consultant for the complete planning, handling and supervision of their entire engagement
in Asia. Due to our long-time cooperation with partners, authorities and local companies in
the region, our company established a network that enables us to handle our clients' projects
in an efficient and target-oriented way.
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Mazars (Thailand) Ltd.
Rob Hurenkamp

1 Empire Tower, 12th Floor Unit 1201-6,
1209-12, South Sathorn Road Yannawa
Sathorn Bangkok Thailand 10120
T: +66 26701100
E: rob.hurenkamp@mazars.co.th
W: www.mazars.co.th

Managing Partner

Mazars in Thailand is a leading audit, accounting, legal, tax and financial advisory practice, combining
the benefits of an integrated global partnership with the entrepreneurial drive of the partners. It has
enjoyed strong growth and has achieved a top 10 position in its market as well as No. 1 position
in the accounting outsourcing area.
Mazars in Thailand currently has over 280 professional staff. One of the main advantages we offer
our clients is the multinational composition of our staff. Our practice has Thai, British, Dutch,
German, Korean, Indian, Japanese and Australian nationals among its senior advisors.
Mazars is an internationally integrated partnership, specialising in audit, accountancy, advisory,
tax and legal services. Operating in over 90 countries and territories around the world, we draw
on the expertise of 40,400 professionals – 24,400 in Mazars’integrated partnership and 16,000
via the Mazars North America Alliance – to assist clients of all sizes at every stage in their development.

MBMO Asia Co. Ltd.
48 N.T. Apartment Building 1, Room No. 1104
Kanchanapisek Road Bangkae
Bangkae Bangkok Thailand 10160
T: +66 988303060
E: richard.vader@mbmo.eu
W: www.mbmo.asia

Richard Vader

Country Head Thailand

MBMO Asia is part of the MBMO Group in The Netherlands and is a recognized partner in international
trade. We support organizations in international entrepreneurship and development in the ASEAN
region. We have a diverse team with multilingual professionals with over 30 combined years in the
Thai consumer market. We support companies in logistics and distribution, bureaucracy, and taking
care of the marketing strategy and building efficient sales channels.
Expanding abroad could be highly profitable, but comes with many challenges. A reliable business
partner with in-depth knowledge and experience is key. Giving you a glimpse of what's possible; we
partnered with Zippo® USA to expand their market in Thailand. In 3 years, we have spread the brand
awareness of Zippo® in Thailand by opening up a flagship store, selecting reliable resellers, and setting up online sales channels by entering the biggest e-commerce markets in Asia, including growing
an online community with over 50,000 highly targeted followers.
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Milestone Logistics (Thai) Co., Ltd.
Juri Falandt

126/26 Soi Sukhumvit 63 (Ekamai)
Klongton-Nua Wattana
Bangkok Thailand 10110
T : +66 23917562
E: operations@milestonethai.co.th
W: www.milestonethai.co.th

CEO

Milestone Group is an independent logistics service provider with its headquarters in The
Netherlands and subsidiaries in Thailand, China, Costa Rica, Guatemala and Honduras. The
group provides services in the field of freight management and facilitating a “total supply
chain” solution for global logistics. Milestone provides effective solutions through a global
network with a focus on local customer requirements.
The specialized business units of the Milestone Group are:
• Milestone Logistics: Forwarder for sea freight and air freight
• Milestone Fresh: Forwarder for temperature-controlled transport
• Milestone Warehousing: Warehousing and distribution

Mind Tools Co., Ltd.
29/1 Moo 14 Suthep Road Suthep
Muang Chiang Mai Thailand 50200
T: +66 979451989
E: niels@mindtools.co.th
W: www.mindtools.co.th

Niels Ammerlaan
Consultant

Established in 2016, Mind Tools Co., Ltd. is one of Thailand’s most popular Personal
Development and Corporate Training company. Located in Chiang Mai, Mind Tools offers unique solutions accompanied with a high quality standard and a broad local network.
Mind Tools is specialized in Neuro Linguistic Programming, Corporate Language Training
Human Resources Development, Professional Development Training and Team Building.
Many top Thai and International organizations use our resources to increase productivity,
improve management and leadership skills, and support inter-organizational development
initiatives. We are always looking to excel in every area of our business and to deliver our
products to you above expectation. Mind Tools is able to deliver your training both online and
on-site. Visit us online: https://www.mindtools.co.th"
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Mitr Phol Sugar Corporation., Ltd.
2 Ploenchit Center Building, 3rd Floor
Sukhumvit Road Klongtoey Klongtoey
Bangkok Thailand 10110
T: 66 27941000ext.701
E: pravitp@mitrphol.com
W: www.mitrphol.com/home.php

Pravit Prakitsri

Chief Operating Officer New Business and Fertilizer
Business Group

Mitr Phol Sugar Group has been distinguished as one of Thailand’s largest and most
progressive producers and exporters of sugar for more than 60 years, during which time it has
played a leading role in developing Thailand’s domestic sugar industry. In addition Mitr Phol has
taken significant steps into the international marketplace including investments in China, ASEAN
and Australia.
In Thailand, the group’s seven large mills and refineries are located in the countries sugar belt,
ranging from the central provinces of Thailand to the northeast provinces. Total production
capacity is about 2.2 million tons per annum. Over 70% of the sugar produced is exported to
customers throughout the World. Mitr Phol has established Thailand’s largest private sugarcane research center and has large investments in value added products including ethanol,
Bio-mass power co-generation, and fiber board. Ethanol production of Mitr Phol Bio-fuel is
1,200,000 liters per day representing 40% market share and major customers are PTT, Chevron, ESSO, Shell, Bangchak, and IRPC. Presently about 20% of ethanol production is exported.
Co-generation electricity sales to the national grid are approximately 200 MW.

Movaci Company Limited
420/11-13 Changklan Rd. Changklan
Muang Chiang Mai Thailand 50100
T: +66 53920555
E: darryl@movaci.com
W: www.movaci.com

Darryl Crist

Business Director, COO

Movaci is a global company providing first-class Managed IT and IT Security Services to small
and medium-sized businesses and organizations. As an extension of your IT department or
your sole provider, Movaci takes the headache out of IT to free you to what you do best – run
your business.
Website: www.movaci.com
Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/company/movaci
Facebook: www.fb.com/movaci
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Movenpick BDMS Wellness
Resort Bangkok

2 Wireless Road Lumpini Pathumwan
Bangkok Thailand 10330
T: +66 26663333
E: bruno.huber@movenpick.com
W: www.movenpick.com/en/asia/thailand/bangkok/
bdms-wellness-resort-bangkok/overview/

Bruno Huber

General Manager

Mövenpick BDMS Wellness Resort Bangkok is a classically elegant retreat in the buzzing centre
of Bangkok. With a holistic concept of healthy living, the resort refine decor hosts every modern
convenience to take stress away, reflecting Mövenpick renowned commitment to genuine
comforts delivered exceptionally well. The resort offers a variety of dining venues serving healthy
options, from fresh organic smoothies at Sala Pool Bar to gluten – free pastries at Rim Klong.
Mövenpick BDMS Wellness Resort Bangkok offer 14 spacious meeting rooms covering1303
sqm. For corporate groups, wedding , and Social events. The resort is directly connected to
BDMS Wellness Clinic and located only 45 minutes by car from Suvarnabhumi and Don Muang
International Airport and just few minutes walk from Thailand’s most prestigious shopping center
, and BTS sky train Ploenchit station.

Nederland Distributieland / Holland
International Distribution Council (NDL/HIDC)
Louis Pasteurlaan 6 Zoetermeer
The Netherlands 2719 EE
T: +31 793438111
E: s.deklein@hidc.nl
W: www.hollandinternationaldistributioncouncil.com

Sjaak de Klein

Sr. Manager Supply Chain
Solutions Asia

Holland International Distribution Council (HIDC) – is a private, non-profit organization providing
matchmaking services for logistics partnerships in Europe.
HIDC represents the Dutch logistics sector, and helps international companies make a smooth
entry into the European market through the region’s leading gateway, the Netherlands.
HIDC provides the answers to European supply chain challenges.Regulatory compliance is an
essential component of international trade.With that in mind, HIDC helps companies use their
own strengths to maximize their benefits.A solid and transparent supply chain ensures hassle-free operations within the EU.
All advisory services are free of charge, totally confidential and without any obligation.
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NLinBusiness
Malietoren, Kamer 11.11 Bezuidenhoutseweg 12
The Hague The Netherlands 2594 AV
T: +31 612992344
E: jeroen@nlinbusiness.com
W: www.nlinbusiness.com

Jeroen Haver

International Business Manager

NLinBusiness is the one-stop-shop platform for Dutch entrepreneurs with international ambition.
We help to make your entrepreneurial journey run smoothly, by showing the opportunities for
your specific business and by linking you to the right contacts and partners.
We can help you through the services on our platform, and by organising local support through
our network of NL Business Hubs in our globally selected Cities of Opportunity. These hubs are
of great added value for anyone who needs a reliable international network to gain a foothold in a
specific market. The hubs support you in a variety of issues: from legal issues to opening a bank
account to finding qualified staff.
Are you looking for practical, local support? Then please know that you can reach out to us 24/7
on our platform or at one of the NL Business Hubs in our selected Cities of Opportunity.

Novotel Bangkok Ploenchit Sukhumvit
566 Ploenchit Road Lumpini Patumwan
Bangkok Thailand 10330
T: +66 23056000
E: h7176@accor.com
W: www.novotelbangkokploenchit.com

Patrick Janssen

General Manager

Novotel Bangkok Ploenchit Sukhumvit is ideally located in the heart of Bangkok, next to BTS
SkyTrain Ploenchit station. Offering easy access to the city’s business districts and several
embassies, Bangkok’s attractions and shopping malls including Siam, Silom, and Sukhumvit.
Take time to enjoy the moments at Novotel, with 370 modern guest rooms with daylight, free
WI-FI, executive lounge with 29th-floor sky terrace, all-day-dining restaurant, and combined
indoor lounge/outdoor beer garden.
Leisure facilities include a swimming pool, gym and sauna. Meet with success at Novotel. We
offer a perfect space totaling up to 12 meeting rooms with a capacity ranging up to 240 guests.
Our team of dedicated service professionals are always ready to serve your event’s need.
The hotel is easy to access by major roads, expressway and it is only a 35 minutes’ drive from
the hotel to Suvarnabhumi Airport.
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NXP Manufacturing (Thailand) Ltd.
303 Moo 3 Chaengwattana Road		
Laksi Bangkok Thailand 10210
T: +66 27975032
E: bill.miller@nxp.com
W: www.nxp.com

Bill Miller

General Manager

NXP is a Dutch based company, developing and producing semiconductors for the global market, with leading positions in Automotive, Identification/Security and a wide range of other IC’s.
The company focuses its R&D efforts on the four mega trends that drive the growth in the semiconductor industry: Energy Efficiency, Connected Devices, Security and Health. NXP is listed
at the NASDAQ (NXPI) and posted a revenue of 9.5 Billion USD in 2016. With 3800 employees
and 55000 sqm of floor space, NXP Thailand is the largest Assembly & Test Site of NXP. With a
presence of over 40 years in Thailand the Site developed into a key competence center for I.C.
Package Development, Assembly and Test of Automotive and Security Products. Next to this
NXP Thailand provides Test Product Engineering, Failure Analysis and IT Services to the rest of
the company.

OMP Company Limited
942/49-50 Charn Issara Tower1,
G Floor Rama 4 Suriyawong
Bangrak Bangkok Thailand 10500
T: +66 26112575
E: oranuj@ompcompany.com
W: www.ompcompany.com

Oranuj Saengthong
Managing Director

The Furnishing & Flooring Product Specialist. To simplify and enhance the process of furnishing
through a range of high quality services and supporting technology.
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ORFFA
Vierlinghstraat 51 4251 LC Werkendam		
The Netherlands
T: +31 183447766
E: tricht@orffa.com
W: www.orffa.com

Hans van Tricht

Chief Financial Officer

Orffa International Holding B.V. ‘Engineering your feed solutions’ Orffa is a marketing and sales
company of additives and specialties for use in animal feeding. We hold a leading position in Europe,
and have branches all over the world. Right now, our main priority is to expand our business in Asia,
hence our decision to set up a regional hub in Thailand.
Orffa started as a distribution company, and since a few years we are developing a proprietary range
of specialty products, branded as Excentials. This product range is developed in partnership with
leading Universities. Our research focuses on gastrointestinal health and antibiotic replacement,
stress alleviation and improved availability of essential nutrients for livestock. Our products meet the
constraints on modern animal production in terms of efficiency, quality, welfare, health and environment.
Orffa also has a branded range of vitamins -Elovitals- with which we hold a leading position in Europe.
Orffa is a fast growing organisation, specialist in marketing and sales, in product development and
providing an overall service second to none. All our products are EU-approved, and are produced
according to European quality standards. Our strategy is based on four cornerstones: partnerships,
innovation, geographic expansion and service.Please visit our website: www.orffa.com

Oriental Residence Bangkok
110 Wireless Road Lumpini
Christoph Leonhard
Pathumwan Bangkok Thailand 10330
General Manager
T: +66 21259000
E: christoph.leonhard@oriental-residence.com
W: www.oriental-residence.com/
Situated in the heart of Bangkok’s business and embassy district, Oriental Residence Bangkok is
the ultimate sanctuary offering 145 luxury residences. Surrounded by the lush trees of Wireless
Road and nearby diplomatic residences, it is within walking distance to Bangkok Mass Transit
System (BTS) Phloen Chit station and a short distance away from a selection of world-class
shopping centres. Food & Beverage options include the all-day dining Cafe Claire, serving
locally-sourced French bistro fare and renowned afternoon tea, 24 hour In-Residence dining
and the poolside Playdeck.
Facilities offered include multiple meeting rooms with natural daylight, outdoor swimming pool
with separate children’s pool and a fitness centre. 46 units of private ownership are located on
the upper floors of the building.
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Origin Organic Co., Ltd.
255/2 Moo 10 Hin Lek Fai Hin Lek Fai
Prachuap Khirikhan Thailand 77110
T: +66 822662014
E: info@originorganic.asia
W: www.originorganic.asia

Onno Stienen

Managing Director

Origin Organic specializes in the production, import and export of organic food and raw materials.
We have years of expertise and are based in Hua Hin, Thailand. We make organic food products
and take care of the logistical side of the export to Europe. Origin Organic is pre-eminently your
partner if you are looking for raw materials, producers or suppliers of organic food products in
Thailand.

Oryx Stainless (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
92/8-9 Moo 1 Homsin Bangpakong
Chacheongsao Thailand 24130
T: +66 38571960
E: smit@oryx.com
W: www.oryx.com

Marthijn Smit

Chief Executive Officer

Oryx Stainless (Thailand) Co., Ltd. is the hub in South East Asia for the Oryx Stainless Group,
who is an international leading business group for trading and processing scrap metal as a
raw material for stainless steel production. Our methods for efficient processing of stainless
steel scrap transform supposed waste materials into new basic commodities. This creates a
cycle which not only saves costs but also reduces the impact on the environment. In comparison to using alternative primary raw materials, more than 4.5 MT of CO2 emissions are
saved for each MT of stainless steel scrap that is used.
Oryx Stainless (Thailand) Co., Ltd. with its operation in Bangkok, Thailand supplies the leading global stainless steel manufacturers with high quality scrap metal. Our location and operation are ideal for the international container business. In particular our state-of-the-art
machinery, laboratory equipment and our proven quality standard and process guarantees an
optimum service and quality for our global partners.
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Panyapiwat Institute of Management
Parichart Buakao

85/1 Moo 2 Chaengwattana Bang Talad
Pakkred Nonthaburi Thailand 11120
T : +66 28320200
E: parichartbua@pim.ac.th
W: www.pim.ac.th

Assistant to President

Panyapiwat Institute of Management or PIM is an institution of higher education under Charoen
Pokphand Group (C.P. Group). With the certification of academic standing by the Ministry of
Education under recommendation of the Higher Education committee, PIM has offered fully
accredited bachelor’s and master’s degree programs since 2007, as well as doctoral degree
program since 2012. PIM currently offer 26 different programs which cover most of the
requirements from the industry.
PIM’s learning management focus on Work-based Education, in which students are encouraged
to learn from workplace. As a Corporate University with excellence academic outstanding, PIM
provides students the opportunity to learn from work with C.P. Group and business alliances in
Thailand and around the world in order to ensure students’ professional experience. Consequently,
PIM graduates are fully equipped with academic excellence and professional skills after graduation.

Paques (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
Sathorn Square Office Tower, 28th Fl.
98 North Sathorn Road Silom
Bangrak Bangkok Thailand 10500
T: +66 20248935
E: rj.vanas@paquesglobal.com
W: www.en.paques.nl
•
•
•
•

Robert Jan van As
Managing Director

Design and supply anaerobic system of Waste Water Treatment Plants.
All services and consultant of Waste Water Treatment Plant and relevant system
Supply biomass for the anaerobic system
Installation work of the anaerobic system and relevant parts
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Park Hyatt Bangkok
Central Embassy, 88 Wireless Road
Lumpini Pathumwan Bangkok Thailand 10330
T: +66 20121234
E: ruben.schrijver@hyatt.com
W: www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/thailand/park-hyatt-bangkok/bkkph

Ruben Schrijver

Hotel Manager

Retreat to a Tranquil Oasis above Bustling Bangkok Embracing its enviable location in the
world’s most popular tourist destination (according to MasterCard’s 2018 Global Destination
Cities Index), Park Hyatt Bangkok promises to offer a refined and uniquely Thai experience,
reflecting the country’s rich culture and legendary gracious hospitality.
A devoted team of hosts dedicates themselves to providing Park Hyatt’s world-class discreet
and sincere service. Iconic architecture, sophisticated interiors, spacious guest rooms, and
exceptional drinking and dining venues all provide a level of service and hospitality that is
unparalleled in the market.

Parthos (Thailand) Company Limited
19/50 Moo 10 Klong Nueng
Klong Luang Pathumthani
Thailand 12120
T: +66 25291446
E: e.vd.wildenberg@parthos.com

Eric van den Wildenberg
Director

Parthos (Thailand) Company Limited, supplier of movable walls and glass partitions, has started
as a production and sales office in 2007 and is certified for ISO 9001:2000. Parthos (Thailand)
Company Limited has made some beautiful projects: SCG Training Center (Bangkok), King Power-Duty
Free shop (Bangkok), Shell office (Bangkok), Heineken office (Yangon Myanmar) and Hospital World
Medical Center (Bangkok). Nowadays Parthos installs many mobile walls in hospitals/hotels/offices
all over Thailand. Last year Parthos (Thailand) Company Limited moved to a bigger production and
assembly facility, for supplying all other customers in South Asian countries, such as Vietnam,
Indonesia, Philippines and India.
Our greatest strength is our ability to deliver customer-made work! Parthos goes for Green: 98 % of
our material is recyclable. Parthos (Thailand) Company Limited is part of the concern Parthos, with
the head-office (and manufacturing) in the Netherlands, manufacturing and sales office in China and
sales offices in Europe.		
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Philips (Thailand) Ltd.
1768, 28th Floor, Thai Summit Tower,
New Petchburi Road Bangkapi Huaykwang
Bangkok Thailand 10310
T: +66 26143333
E: viroj.vithayaveroj@philips.com
W: www.philips.co.th

Viroj Vithayaveroj

Managing Director

Royal Philips of the Netherlands established a branch of Philips in Thailand since 1952 focusing on delivering meaningful innovation in healthcare, energy-efficient lighting as well as consumer health and well-being. As a world leader in healthcare, lifestyle and lighting, Philips integrates technologies and design into
people-centric solutions, based on fundamental customer insights.
Until 2016, the Royal Philips announced to split into two companies: one focused on “HealthTech”, and the
other on lighting solutions. Since then, Philips Thailand has been founded in February 1st, 2016, comprising
of Health System business unit and Personal Health business unit with approximately 180 employees. The
company has primary focus on health technologies in order to improve people’s health and to enable better
outcomes across the health continuum from healthy living and prevention, to diagnosis, treatment and
home care.
Philips Thailand is a leader in diagnostic imaging, image-guided therapy, patient monitoring and health
informatics, as well as in consumer health and home care. A number of Philips’ health technology portfolios is
ranked number 1 brand in Thailand including; Philips PerfectCare Elite, Philips AirFryer, Philips Blender, 3.0T
MRI, Cardiac Ultrasound and CV X-Ray etc.

Plymovent Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
58 Moo 15 Makhueajae
Muang Lamphun Thailand 51000
T: +66 52039505
E: fernando.iturbe@plymovent.com
W: www.plymovent.com

Fernando Iturbe
Managing Director

Plymovent is a global, leading supplier of products, systems and services for the extraction and filtration
of polluted indoor air. We provide high-quality solutions that remove welding and cutting fumes, grinding
dust and oil mist in the metalworking industry. Additionally, we offer solutions for the capturing and
removal of vehicle exhaust gases. Our products contribute significantly to a cleaner, safer and healthier
workplace – anywhere in the world.
Since 2014 Plymovent has his own production facilities in Thailand. In February 2016 Plymovent opened
a complete new production facility in Lamphun near the city of Chiang Mai. This production facility
contains two big factory halls with a total of 8.750 m2 (94.000 ft2). At this moment the metal work of the
Plymovent products are currently produced in this plant. Besides this also complete products. This site will
become the major production site of the Plymovent Group. With having this facility Plymovent executes the
next strategic step to further improve its operations by insourcing production and streamlining the supply
chain. It also underlines the engagement to growth in Asia; a strong local presence will gives Plymovent the
opportunity to better service the local market needs.
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Port of Rotterdam International
Erasmus Huis Jalan H.R. Rasuna Said, Kav S-3
Kuningan Jakarta Indonesia 12950
T: +62 215241078
E: ww.dedden@portofrotterdam.com

Willem Dedden

President Director PT
Pelabuhan Rotterdam
Indonesia (a Port of
Rotterdam Company)

The objective of the Port of Rotterdam Authority is to enhance the Port of Rotterdam’s competitive position as a logistics hub and a world-class industrial complex. The Port of Rotterdam
Authority manages, operates and develops the port and industrial area of Rotterdam. The Port
Authority is responsible for maintaining the safe and smooth handling of all shipping. The Port
of Rotterdam Authority is an autonomous company with two shareholders: the Municipality of
Rotterdam and the Dutch State. It has been established to develop the port of Rotterdam.
Port of Rotterdam International is actively pursuing the expansion of its World Port Network.
Through this we facilitate trade and generate new opportunities for business around the globe.
Being the first Port Authority with a track record in international port development and management, Port of Rotterdam brings world-class port management expertise to markets of strategic
interest (such as India, Indonesia, Brazil and Oman).		

Priva
Zijlweg 3 Zuid-Holland 2678 LC
The Netherlands		
T: +31 174522600
E: manuel.madani@priva.com
W: www.priva.com

Manuel Madani

Business Development Manager

We create a climate for growth Priva is a high-tech company that develops hardware, software
and services in the field of climate control, energy saving and optimal reuse of water. We do that
for horticulture, indoor and city farming, and utility buildings such as offices, retail, hotels and
hospitals. With 450 colleagues, 15 local offices in 12 countries and over 400 international installation partners, we deliver our sustainable solutions and services in more than 100 countries.
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Promenada Chiang Mai
192-193 Moo 2 Tumbon Tasala Amphur Muang
Chiang Mai Thailand 50000
T: +66 53107888
E: martin@promenadachiangmai.com
W: www.promenadachiangmai.com

Martin van Lieburg
CEO

Promenada Chiangmai is located in a prominent residential and educational area in Chiangmai.
Serving local families, expats and tourists with a variety of retail stores and entertainment from
local, national and international brands like Toys R Us, SF Cinema, Rimping Supermarket,
Gymboree, Kumon, Fuji Restaurant, KFC and more.
Promenada is known for their family-oriented events focused on education and entertainment.
The building consists of two separate structures complimented by gorgeous gardens including
a fishpond and rice paddy.

Purac (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
3 Moo 2 Asia Industrial Estate Banchang
Banchang Rayong Thailand 21130
T: +66 38698800
E: sander.van.der.linden@corbion.com
W: www.purac.com

Sander van der Linden
President

Corbion is a provider of biobased ingredients for food and biochemical. The company delivers high performance products made from renewable resources and applied in global markets such as bakery, meat,
pharmaceuticals and medical devices, home and personal care, packaging, automotive and coating
resins. Its products have a differentiating functionality in all kinds of consumer products worldwide.
Corbion is the global market leader in lactic acid, lactic acid derivatives and lactides, and a leading company in functional blends containing enzymes, emulsifiers, minerals and vitamins. Corbion has the global
workforce of 2,080 as of July 2019, of which 199 in Thailand.
Purac (Thailand) Ltd., is a subsidiary of Corbion (former CSM), commercial registered in Thailand in
2004, under BOI promotion. It's operating since 2007 a state of the art in Thailand with capacity of 125,000
tons per annum and a liquid derivative plant. Our Products are Lactic acid, Lactic acid derivatives for
Biobased Food ingredients and Biochemical.
Growth strategy: in November 2016, Total and Corbion joined to develop bioplastics by creating a 50/50
joint venture to produce and market polylactic polymers (PLA) at Corbion site (Purac Thailand). The
world-class PLA production with capacity of 75 Kton per annum, stated up and delivered its product to
the market in 2018. Purac (Thailand) Limited will continue to supply Lactic acid to support the production of the Polylactic Acid (PLA) for the joint venture -Total Corbion PLA (Thailand) Limited accordingly.
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Pure Eight Co., Ltd.
207 Moo 7 Nong Hieng Hin Lek Fai
Hua Hin Prachuabkirikhan Thailand 77110
T: +66 890390966
E: peter.stonehead@gmail.com
W: www.pure8developments.com

Peter Ton

Founder and Managing Director

There is nothing quite as satisfying as a beautiful home. If we have helped you to create it, then that makes
us proud and happy.
“I love the creative process. To work with someone who has a vision of a dream home, and then to bring
that dream to reality, is to be in a privileged position. Quality is also important to me and I am in a position
where I’m working with customers who share the same ideals, and wish to build a home that reflects their
tastes and the position they have reached in life.
Our underlying belief is that if we communicate with our customers in a transparent and practical way, if we
show them what we can do, and then go ahead and do it to a quality and style beyond their expectations,
together we can create wonderful homes.We all have dreams. Together, we can turn yours into reality.

QAD (Thailand) Limited
Unit 2301, 23rd Floor, C W Tower A
Stefan de Haar
90 Ratchadapisek Road Huaykwang
Senior Vice President
Huaykwang Bangkok Thailand 10310
Asia Pacific
T: +66 22029300
E: s7d@qad.com
W: www.qad.com
What your products are to you, Cloud ERP is to us.QAD Cloud ERP provides you the freedom to
focus on your products and customers without the distraction of administering your ERP. Let us
manage your hardware and systems.
Think about the possibilities of putting your valuable resources to work on more strategic
projects, accelerating your journey toward the Effective Enterprise.Whether you’re looking to
move your on premise solution to the cloud, want to keep some sites on premise and some in
the cloud, or are in the market for a new ERP platform — we’ve got you covered. Our full-featured,
vertical-focused, cloud and on premise solutions work as well together as they do independently.
Deploy QAD ERP the way it works best for you. Regardless of your deployment choice, you will
benefit from QAD Cloud ERP through best of breed software, support, and tools.
Through QAD Cloud ERP, we work with you to build your Effective Enterprise where all your
business processes are running at peak efficiency and are perfectly aligned to your company’s
strategic goals. For more information about QAD please visit www.qad.com.
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Qualy and Co B.V.
Thosaphol Suppametheekulwat

131 Soi Charoenrat 7 Yaek 7
Bangklo Bangkolaem
Bangkok Thailand 10120
T: +66 6898591
E: thos@qualyandco.com
W: www.qualydesign.com

Marketing Director

We design for a Sustainable World. Qualy Design is an eco-focused design brand which produces
innovative designs, inspiring people to be more eco-conscious. With a philosophy of minimizing
waste and promoting a circular economy, we manufacture our products from plastic recycled
from various single-use sources, including PET bottles and PE bags.
Website: www.qualydesign.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/qualydesign

Rabobank Singapore
38 Beach Road #31-11 South Beach Tower
Singapore Singapore 189767
T: +65 62306767
E: rijn.van.lynden@rabobank.com
W: www.rabobank.com

Rijn van Lynden

Head of International Desk

Rabobank is an international full-range financial services provider founded on cooperative
principles nearly 120 years ago. Headquartered in the Netherlands, the Group’s operations
include banking, asset management, leasing, insurance and real estate services, serving 8.7
million clients in 40 countries. Internationally the Group's focus is providing financial solutions
to food and agribusiness companies and commodity traders. In the Netherlands, Rabobank is
a market leader in financial services, catering to all industries.
Rabobank has a long-term presence in Asia, with its first office set up in Singapore in 1986,
serving customers in the ASEAN region. Rabobank is furthermore present in Hong Kong,
China, India, Indonesia and Malaysia.
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Ramada Plaza by Wyndham
Bangkok Menam Riverside
2074 Charoenkrung Road Wat Prayakrai
Bangkorlaem Bangkok Thailand 10120
T: +66 26881000
E: gm@ramadaplazamenamriverside.com
W: www.ramadaplazamenamriverside.com

Willem Pentermann

General Manager

Ramada Plaza by Wyndham Bangkok Menam Riverside, an iconic oasis in the heart of the city and
a smoke-free venue on the banks of the mighty Chao Phraya River; the famed “River of Kings.”
The hotel features 501 luxurious guest rooms and suites offering a choice of 8 bars, lounges and
restaurants, able to facilitate anything from a simple meeting to a fairytale wedding! 17 function rooms
and various outdoor settings cater for parties of up to 500 with superb facilities and flexible spaces.
A frequent complimentary shuttle boat service to central Sathorn Pier allows guests the
convenience of taking the Chao Phraya public express boats up and downstream to visit many
popular attractions. At the same pier, they can catch the BTS Skytrain and other transport
systems, including that of the Suvarnabhumi International Airport express line as well as the
expressway.

RE/MAX – Town & Country
414/16 Jomtien Complex Condotel (Lobby)
M12 Thappraya Road Nongprue
Banglamung Chonburi Thailand 20150
T: +66 38251481
E: kc@towncountryproperty.com
W: www.towncountryproperty.com

Cees Cuijpers

Managing Director - Partner

Town & Country Property is one of Pattaya's most respected real estate professionals.
Specialized and focused on the Eastern Seaboard of Thailand (with its main focus on
Pattaya-City and its suburbs). The Eastern Seaboard offers the best in: Location, quality,
convenience, luxury, infrastructure and security for all types of investors and end-users.
At Town & Country Property, a dedicated team of real estate professionals specialize in providing
high quality and value added services to international and domestic buyers and sellers of
Thailand properties. Not only a reputable agent but with a strong arm in developments as well.
The T&S property-support team, which consists of both Thai and foreign experts, provides
the finest in quality services to meet your needs, 7 days a week. Committed to quality and
reliability and to their goal of reaching the highest, professional, standards in the industry.
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Recreational Bangkok Biking Co., Ltd.
Baan Sri Kung, 350/151 Soi 71, Rama III Road		
Yannawa Bangkok Thailand 10120
T: +66 21072500
E: breuer@bangkokbiking.com
W: www.bangkokbiking.com

Andre Breuer
Founder

“If you haven’t done one of our cycling tours in Bangkok, you haven’t experienced Bangkok yet”
With this thought Recreational Bangkok Biking Co., Ltd. was founded in the beginning of 2004.
Today, more than a decade further, ten’s of thousands tourists, expats and even locals joined
one or more of our tours and confirmed our very first thoughts.
With 5 branches in Thailand (Ayutthaya, Bangkok, Chiang Mai, Hua Hin and Pattaya) we are
able to serve almost everybody that plans to visit and looking for a relaxed way to learn and see
something of the surroundings. Every by RBB developed tour has it’s unique and local sights, so
you don’t have to be afraid you’ll see the same things in other cities/tours.
Next to our daily-operated tours we offer custom make trips for incentive groups and company
outings. Have a look at our website bangkokbiking.com or contact me directly for more information.

Regus Management (Thailand) Limited
87 M Thai Tower, All Season Place,
23rd Floor Wireless Road Lumpini
Pathumwan Bangkok Thailand 10330		
E: thitiwat.t@regus.com
W: www.iwgplc.com

Thitiwat Thanapornnithinan
Sales Director

IWG plc is the world’s largest provider of flexible workspace solutions, with customers including
some of the most successful entrepreneurs, individuals and multi-billion dollar corporations.
Our network includes almost 3300 business centers, spanning almost 1000 cities across 110
countries. Through our range of office formats, as well as our growing mobile, virtual office, and
workplace recovery businesses, we enable people and businesses to work where they want,
when they want, how they want, and at a range of price points.
Founded in 1989, we have been helping people to work more productively for almost 30 years.
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Rhenus Logistics Co. Ltd.
28th Floor, CTI Tower, 191/14 Ratchadapisek Road		
Klongtoey Bangkok Thailand 10110
T: +66 22615380
E: tim.burger@th.rhenus.com
W: www.rhenus.com/en/th

Tim Burger
Director

The Rhenus Group is a leading logistics service provider with global business operations and
an annual turnover of EUR 5.5 billion. Rhenus has business sites at 750 locations worldwide
and employs 33,000 people. The Rhenus Group provides solutions for a wide variety of different
sectors along the complete supply chain; they include multimodal transport operations,
warehousing, customs clearance as well as innovative value-added services.
Website: www.rhenus.com/en/th
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/rhenus-logistics/mycompany
Facebook: www.facebook.com/rhenus.global

RIS Swiss Section
6/1 Ramkhamhaeng 184 Rd.,
Ramkhamhaeng Minburi Minburi
Bangkok Thailand 10510
T: +66 25180340
E: admin@ris-swiss-section.org
W: www.ris-swiss-section.org

Simon Dorig
··

Principal

We are the only school in Asia offering all school levels from pre-Kindergarten to the Swiss
Matura. With the bilingual Matura (German and English) our students will get access to Swiss
and many other universities around the world without having to take any other exams. We are
also a certified German international school. Therefore, apart from Matura “Gymnasium”),
our students can also graduate after 9th grade (“MAVO-Niveau”) and after 10th grade
(“HAVO-Niveau”).
We impart solid European education in a cross-cultural, respectful and homely environment
where the cultivation of languages plays an important role. Our school employs modern, student-centered teaching methods. Therefore, our students are in a position to develop their
potential to the fullest. Our small class sizes enable our teachers to take care of each child
individually. In order to ensure a continued high quality of education, the school is regularly
evaluated by the German and Swiss educational authorities.
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Safecoms Network Security
Consulting Co., Ltd.

36/31 P.S.Tower, 11th Flr., Sukhumvit 21 Road
Klongtoey Nua Wattana Bangkok Thailand 10110
T: +66 21054520
E: bernard.collin@safecoms.com
W: www.safecoms.com

Bernard Collin
CEO

SafeComs is an international IT-services company, specialized in ERP solutions and remote
IT-support. We find ourselves contacted when an SME its current supplier has failed and we
pride ourselves on that reputation for excellence. Our deep understanding of SMEs operational
complexities allows us to truly understand how to best implement an ERP solution at your
organization.
As for our IT-support, it leverages a unique monthly subscription model, so you know you can
trust us. We charge for preventive work and anything that slips through is on us. We welcome
you to have a coffee and croissant at our office to learn more; no hard selling will ever occur.
Giving you information is our pleasure. Feel free to give us a call and let us build a relationship.

Safran Cabin Bangkok Ltd.
122/27 Moo 6, Latwai Road Bangphriang
Bangbo Samutprakarn Thailand 10560
T: +66 23303002
E: Klaus.Hofmann@safrangroup.com
W: www.safran-cabin.com

Klaus Hofmann

General Manager

Safran Cabin Bangkok Ltd., located in the Bangplee Industrial Estate of Samutprakarn is a manufacturing company of the Safran Group in Paris, France. Safran Group is a multinational aircraft engine,
aerospace components company with more than 95,000 employees in 30 countries and sales of
21 billion euros.
Safran Group has been manufacturing in Thailand since 1987, currently operating in 2 locations
and employing in total more than 2,100 people. Safran Cabin Lamphun Ltd., located in the Northern
Region Industrial Estate of Lamphun. Safran Cabin Bangkok Ltd., in Bangplee produces cargo pallets
and cargo containers in aluminum and composite materials.
Our Thailand based business units supply airlines globally. We have integrated product engineering,
logistics and customer support functions into each location for one-stop service to our customers.
Safran places its teams at the heart of its business strategy by enhancing and developing a real
team spirit and a pioneering, enterprising and open attitude to understand and anticipate market
expectations, to react and innovate.
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Safran Cabin Lamphun Ltd.
Northern Region Industrial Estate 68/2-3,
Moo 4 Ban Klang Muang Lamphun Thailand 51000
T: +66 53569300
E: jerry.vanvive@safrangroup.com
W: www.safran-cabin.com

Jerry van Vive
Business Unit CEO

SAFRAN CABIN LAMPHUN LTD, located in the Northern Region Industrial Estate of Lamphun is a manufacturing company of
the Safran Group in Paris, France. Safran Group is a multinational aircraft engine, aerospace components company with more
than €20bn annual revenues and 91,000 employees in 60 countries. Safran Group has been manufacturing in Thailand since
1987, currently operating in 2 locations and employing in total more than 2,100 people. Safran Cabin Bangkok Ltd. produces
cargo containers and pallets. On the Safran Cabin Lamphun Ltd. site the following manufacturing activities are managed:
• Aircatering Equipment - Trolleys, Food containers, Drawers and other Galley inserts
• Manufacturing Asia – Parts Making Operation (Extrusions, Milling, Sheet Metal & Surface treatments)
• Electrical Inserts Thailand – Beverage makers, Coffee makers, Ovens, Trash compactors & Water boilers
Our Thailand based business units supply airlines globally. We have integrated product engineering, logistics and
customer support functions into each location for one-stop service to our customers. Safran places its teams at the
heart of its business strategy by enhancing and developing a real team spirit and a pioneering, enterprising and open
attitude to understand and anticipate market expectations, to react and innovate.

Samitivej PCL
133 Sukhumvit 49 Sukhumvit Road
Klongtan Nua Vadhana
Bangkok Thailand 10110
T: +66 27118181
E: kitima.si@samitivej.co.th
W: www.samitivejhospitals.com

Kitima Sirichai

Assistant Division Manager
(Special Project)

Samitivej Sukhumvit Hospital, established in 1979, offers full tertiary and multidisciplinary
medical care. Providing the latest in medical technology with full specialties and sub-specialties for both adults and children, JCI-accredited Samitivej is recognized as the healthcare
""provider of choice"" for both Bangkok's local residents and expatriate community. Samitivej
has been named Thailand's best corporate medical healthcare provider, Asia's best hospital
for medical tourism, and is building partnerships with leading hospitals in Japan and the U.S.
Samitivej Hospital Group counts 1,900 doctors, 750 beds and treats more than 1.8 million
patients per year. Samitivej is a member of BDMS.
For more information, please visit www.samitivejhospitals.com"
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Sanae Beach Club (Boutique hotel)
69/19 Soi Moo Baan Kao Tao Nong Kae
Hua Hin Prachuap Khirikhan Thailand 77110
T: +66 90372757
E: fnb-manager@sanaebeachclub.com
W: www.sanaebeachclub.com

Jacqueline van der Laan
F&B Manager

Sanae Beach Club is a small boutique resort right at the idyllic Hat Sai Noi Beach in Khao Tao
Sanae Beach Club is a professional, pet friendly with a personal touch. Whether you are looking
for a perfect location to getaway, plan a wedding, romantic dinner or any other event/celebration
location, Sanae can offer the complete package. Our restaurant offers a mainly Mediterranean
Cuisine, all a la minute freshly prepared with only the best ingredients.
Website: www.sanaebeachclub.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/sanaebeachclub

Savelberg Thailand Co., Ltd.
c/o Oriental Residence, 110
Wireless Road Lumpini Pathumwan
Bangkok Thailand 10330
T: +66 22528001
E: info@savelbergth.com
W: www.savelbergth.com

Henk Savelberg
Patron - Cuisinier

Renowned Dutch Chef Henk Savelberg has the distinction of being awarded a Michelin star
in four different restaurants across the Netherlands. Having delighted VIPs and celebrities
with his exquisite culinary creations as a visiting chef to the Kingdom, he then decided
to open a restaurant in Bangkok, his first restaurant outside his home country.Restaurant
Savelberg Thailand is a gourmet, modern French restaurant, with a Dutch touch, striving to
serve up absolute quality in dining with focus on luxury in details.
A delightful destination for culinary experience. Savelberg also offers many opportunities
for the Netherlands-Thai Business community. A separate area for groups up to 25 people
and a meeting room for up to 20 people provide enough opportunities to invite business relations to Savelberg. In addition Savelberg offers a three course business lunch to impress
a business partner during a busy working day.
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Schuf Valves
Marius Mulder

290/10 Moobaan Summerland Hinlekfai
Managing Director
Hua Hin Prachuabkirikhan Thailand 77110
T: +66 878873755
E: marius@schuf.nl
The SchuF Group is an international valve design and manufacturing company with production
sites in Brazil, Germany, India, Ireland, Italy, the United Kingdom, the United States, and sales
offices and representatives in over 65 locations worldwide. With over 100 years of valve experience
SchuF manufactures a range of industrial valves for the chemical, petrochemical, polymer,
mineral processing, oil, gas and offshore industries and achieves a turnover of 100 million euros p.a..
The SchuF Group product range includes line blinding systems, diverter valves, automatic recirculation valves, control valves, isolation valves, bottom outlet drain valves, safety related valves
and many customer specific designs. SchuF is a specialist for severe or critical service applications such as hydro cracking, gasification, liquefaction, urea production and delayed coking.
Other fields in which SchuF has built a world leading reputation include PTA, batch polymers
(e.g. PVC, PU, adhesives & dyes) and continuous polymers (e.g. PET, PBT, PP).

Sentinel Solution (Thailand) Co.,Ltd.
The Trendy Office Building
Chin Seng (Sean) Too
10/164 (2003C) 20 th Floor
Managing Director
Sukhumvit Soi 13, Sukhumvit Road
Klongtoey Nua Wattana Bangkok 10110
T: +66 22580665
E: ceo.bkk.sentinel@gmail.com
W: www.eatdgrease.com
If you are looking for Cost Saving, Effective & yet Sustainable way to:
1. Reduce Utilities Bills on Water & Energy Cost
2. Reduce operating cost relating the waste management on Food Waste, WWTP, Odor & FOG
3. Reduce carbon footprint, chemical consumption & be environmentally friendly.
We are the one you should be talking to. We have been in the Thailand market for the past 8
years, and we only focused on green & sustainable solutions for businesses.
With more than 1,000 hotels, resorts, F&B outlets, hospitals, shopping malls, condos & office
buildings customers throughout Thailand we know what it takes to help businesses solving
waste problems, save money & be sustainable.
Key Products:
EAT THE GREASE - Kitchen Hygiene & Grease Trap Solution
HYDRO CARE - WWTP, Septic Tanks, Polluted Lake & River Treatment
ALTERED - Swedish Water Saving Nozzle that helps reduce up to 98% of faucets water
MAEKO - The only Food Waste Composter that produces dry compost in 24 hours
YOUR WASTE • OUR PASSION
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Septillion Co., Ltd.
388/13-14 B-Avenue (Ratchaphruek-Charan13)
Ratchaphruek Road Bangwaek Phasicharoen
Bangkok Thailand 10160
T: +66 28652688
E: b2b@septillion.co.th
W: www.septillion.co.th

Vorawat Vadhanakovint

Managing Director

We build off our history as a one-stop solutions provider for 3D Printing Ecosystems and provide
a wide range of 3D printers, equipment, consumables and accessories serving the needs of the
Professional, the Consumer and the Prosumer.

Sheraton Grande Sukhumvit,
a Luxury Collection Hotel
250 Sukhumvit Road Klongtoey
Klongtoey Bangkok Thailand 10110
T: +66 26498888
E: robert.wittebrood@luxurycollection.com
W: www.sheratongrandesukhumvit.com

Robert Wittebrood

Hotel Manager

Sheraton Grande Sukhumvit, a Luxury Collection Hotel, Bangkok is an award-winning 5-star
luxury business hotel located in the heart of the city's business and entertainment district.
With a direct link to the BTS Asok SkyTrain station and a few steps from the MRT Sukhumvit
subway station, guests enjoy convenient access to fascinating cultural sites and attractions
and fabulous shopping malls such as Terminal 21, The EM District, Central Embassy, Siam
Paragon, CentralWorld and the Bangkok International Trade & Exhibition Centre (BITEC).
The hotel offers discerning guests a choice of luxurious rooms and suites. Dining and entertainment includes Rossini's, a Michelin Plate awarded Italian restaurant, BarSu, a chic gastro lounge,
The Living Room, Bangkok's premier live jazz venue, Orchid Cafe, offering one of the finest
buffets in the city, Le Petit Chef and Digital Delicious, the happening experience of digital art
cuisine. Exceptional business and function facilities, personalized service, and an outstanding
location make Sheraton Grande Sukhumvit the perfect choice for business travelers.
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Siam Agri Supply Co., Ltd.
779/90 Moo 3 Phraeksa Muang
Samutprakarn Thailand 10280
T: +66 21836137
E: kittipat.sas@gmail.com

Kittipat Oer-areemitr

Managing Director

We are supplier for raw materials for animal feed since 2005. Our aim is to search for the
agricultural goods from both domestic manufacturer and import, not only for the possibly and
reasonably fair price, but also to screen for highest quality and provide them to the end-users.
Therefore, it is also our task to approach the maximum pleasantness of our customers with our
goods in their hands. For the AEC, Siam Agri Supply along with our group and alliances based
currently in Thailand, Myanmar, Laos, Vietnam and Singapore, are looking forward to be your
reliable partner for your marketing in the AEC, since we’re searching for new friendship as well
as the best quality raw material goods from all over the world, mainly to maintain the reliable
trading partnership in the long term.		

Siam Kempinski Hotel Bangkok
991/9 Rama I Road Pathumwan
Pathumwan Bangkok 10330
T: +66 21629000
E: richard.schestak@kempinski.com
W: www.kempinski.com/bangkok

Richard Schestak

Managing Director

Kempinski Hotels, Europe’s oldest luxury hotel group, opened its first property in Thailand’s
capital city of Bangkok in 2010. Located at the heart of the city, the 5-star Siam Kempinski
Hotel Bangkok is the perfect destination for business and leisure travellers. This luxury hotel,
linked by a covered walkway to the famous Siam Paragon shopping mall, sits within easy
walking distance of the BTS SkyTrain station at Siam for convenient travel to business meetings
and leisure attractions.
Each of the hotel’s 397 luxurious rooms and suites is decorated with traditional Thai accents.
Most rooms include private balconies overlooking the hotel’s lush green gardens and freeform swimming pool.There are 3 restaurants and bars including the award-winning Michelin
one star Sra Bua by Kiin Kiin. The luxury spa and health club is a haven for guests seeking
total rest and relaxation. Ten state-of-the-art meeting rooms host business and social events
perfectly.
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Siam Makro Public Co., Ltd.
Suchada Ithijarukul

1468 Phatthanakan Road Suan Luang
Suan Luang Bangkok Thailand 10250
T:+66 20678999
E: suchada@siammakro.co.th
W: www.siammakro.co.th

Group Chief Executive
Officer

Siam Makro PCL is operation of membership based Cash and Carry Trade Centers, registered
under the name of “Makro” . Makro is the first wholesale center selling quality food and nonfood products to registered members with primary focus on professional customers including
small retailers, HoReCa (Hotel, Restaurant, and Catering), institutions and service sectors. The
company vision is to become “Number 1 Food Solution Provider for Professional Customers”.
With every crisis comes, there is always an opportunity as many people say. But with the current
global situation, opportunity will arise only if we prepare ourselves to new things, be patient,
and have strong will. Makro will stand side by side and encourage our customers, business
operators, business partners, including Thai people across the country to overcome obstacles
together.

Sino-Pacific Trading (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
122/2-3 Nonsi Rd Chongnonsi
Yannawa Bangkok Thailand 10120
T: +66 26815081
E: ekachai@sino.co.th
W: www.sino.co.th

Ekachai Savetsomphob
Managing Director

Sino-Pacific is a family-owned and one of leading distributors of fast moving consumer goods
in Thailand for over 49 years with more than 100 brands representation in the region covering
Myanmar, Singapore and Cambodia.
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Smartweld BV.
Hogerwerf 11 4704 rv Roosendaal
The Netherlands 4704 rv
T: +31 165 568273
E: kees.vanderdonk@smartweld.com
W: www.smartweld.com

Kees van der Donk
CEO

Dutch production company for plastic fittings. Worldwide sales, Production located in
Thailand and Germany. Clients are HVAC and sanitary heat and cold plastic piping system
owners.

Sonac B.V.
175 Sathorn City Tower, 26/1 Floor,
South Sathorn Road Thungmahamek
Sathorn Bangkok Thailand 10120
E: info@donnaint.demon.nl

Sandor van Oudheusden
Sales Manager

Sonac processes animal-based raw materials that are released during the meat production
process, and which originate from animals that have been approved for human consumption.
We use these materials to produce high-quality ingredients such as proteins, fats, gelatines,
binding agents, ceramic semi-manufactured products, and calcium phosphates.
These products are subjected to strict quality controls. Moreover, our ingredients are
inspected by veterinarian authorities, and it is only then that we supply our products to global
industries. Sonac has a customer base throughout the European Union as well as Asia and
the United States of America.
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Managing Director of
St. Andrews International School
and Head of S107
and Green Valley campuses

Stamex Technology Co., Ltd.
329 Moo 6 Nongraviang Muang
Nakhorn Ratchasima Thailand 30000
T: +66 44212771
E: schuur@stamex.co.th
W: www.stamex.co.th

Mark Schuur

Managing Director

Founded in 2005, Stamex Technology Co.,Ltd. has become a key player in the global starch
equipment industry. As a Dutch owned and managed company, with its head office and
manufacturing plant in Thailand, Stamex has successfully bridged the gap between
expensive European- and poorer quality locally produced equipment. Stamex stands for 35
years of combined experience in the starch business; machinery of greater durability and
reliability, required for rural operating conditions; innovative, highly efficient, fully automated process design that remains simple to operate and easy to maintain; turnkey solutions
due to strategic partnerships with other suppliers; and state of the art engineering services.
In Thailand, Stamex has become the main supplier for equipment and spare parts to the major
tapioca starch producers. Worldwide, Stamex has succeeded in overcoming reservations about
quality and reliability issues related to Thai manufactured products. The global starch producers
now profit from being able to buy premium quality products for more affordable prices.

Starwork
1st Floor, 87/9 Tunghotel Road Wat Ket
Muang Chiang Mai Thailand 50000
T: +66 53307008
E: sam_savarat@yahoo.com
W: starworkchiangmai.com/en/starwork-chiang-mai

Savarat Srimanothip
CEO

StarWork is a workspace for people who are changing the world. We provide our members with
the tools they need to accelerate their success and amplify their impact.
StarWork was designed to create positive impact on productivity, collaboration and inspiration
of all the companies and the happiness of the people in it. And also great for networking as your
potential partners or deals could come from other small business owners in the same space.
Just bring your team, your devices and start working.
Our products: Serviced office - 24 hours access of private all-inclusive ready to move in 24 rooms
service offices. Meeting room - 3 sizes of meeting rooms, Hi-Fi systems, Led TV, projectors and
multi-user high-speed internet. Coworking space - luxury and vibrant Coworking space.
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Stenden Thailand
Panyapiwat Institute of Management (PIM)
5th Floor, CP ALL Academy Building, 85/1
Moo 2, Cheangwattana Road Bang-Talad
Pakkret Nonthaburi Thailand 11120
T: +66 869051400
E: jens.dallmann@nhlstenden.com
W: www.nhlstenden.com/en

Jens Dallmann
Executive Dean

Stenden Thailand is part of the global network of campus locations of NHL Stenden University
of Applied Sciences and is based at the campus of Panyapiwat Institute of Management (PIM).
The multi-campus university is firmly rooted in the northern part of the Netherlands in Leeuwarden, while at the same time maintaining a strong international focus. NHL Stenden offers
programmes across various locations in the Netherlands (with its main campus in Leeuwarden),
South Africa, Thailand, Qatar and Bali, Indonesia. At all our Dutch and international branches,
we are always looking for new ways to successfully integrate education, research and the
latest developments in the professional world.
Our local partner, PIM is Thailand’s first and largest Corporate University. It was established
in 2007, under the flagship of CP ALL Public Company Limited, a member of the Charoen
Pokphand Group. Annually 300 to 400 NHL Stenden students join the programmes offered at
Stenden Thailand, which currently are: International Relations, Event Management, Business
Innovation & Marketing, Wellness Economy, Mindful Leadership, Community Based Tourism
and Integrated Digital Marketing. Each of these programmes closely integrates the respective
professional sector through project work where we invite industry representatives to take on
the role as clients and mentors for students.

SweetChew by MN Co., Ltd.
29/526 Soi 5 Moo 9 Pak Kred
Nonthaburi Thailand 11120
T: +66 635626656
E: sales@sweetchew.com
W: www.sweetchew.com

Phattanooch Saikwan
Owner/Founder

SweetChew imports Dutch bakery products in Thailand and is SPECIALIZED IN TRADITIONAL
DUTCH STROOPWAFELS. Share a sweet moment with your beloved family and friends. Share
products you can’tget everywhere. Share quality Dutch treats. We believe Thailand and the rest
ofSoutheast Asia is ready.
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Synova Power
Synova Advanced Power Services Co.,Ltd.,
Level 20, #2002-03 The Millennia Tower 62 Soi
Langsuan Lumpini Pathumwan
Bangkok Thailand 10330
T: +66 26519100
E: jfr@synovapower.com
W: synovapower.com

Jean Francois Redon

Executive Vice-President Projects

Synova is an international developer of waste-to-energy projects. The company’s unique
proposition uses a proprietary technology, developed by the Energy Research Center of the
Netherlands (ECN), to gasify and strip waste of its contaminants, creating a stable, green
alternative to natural gas which is suitable for chemical production or use in combined cycle
gas turbines, the most efficient form of power production.
Synova complements recycling: it addresses the residual after recyclables are removed. The
net effect reduces greenhouse gas, forever precludes collected waste from entering our fresh
water or oceans, and substantially reduces the need to boost tipping fees. Next to its office
in The Netherlands, Synova has established its international headquarters in Bangkok, from
where projects in Thailand and the ASEAN region are developed.

tabtourasia
Pro Team Building Asia Co.,Ltd. 99/190
Reinier Jansen
Moobaan J.C garden Moo.12 San na meng
Owner
Sansai Chiangmai Thailand 50210
T:+66 827452154
E: reinier@tabtourthailand.com
W: tabtourasia.com
With over 15 years of experience tabtourasia (under Pro Team Building Asia Co.,Ltd) provides
interactive, fun and effective team building events to world leading companies with the objective
to create higher performing teams.
All our events are unique and customizable conform to your corporate targets and learning
objectives. Our flag-ship activities are guided with GPS or QR check-ins via tablet, and include
amazing race city treasure hunts, hands-on project based challenges, performance and brain
based affairs, and corporate social responsibility based team building.
In addition to team building, we also offer services to bring your conferences or seminars to
life, resulting in better engagement, and knowledge transfer and retention. For more in depth
training, we offer day or multi-day soft skills training enhancement with our symbiosis sessions
programs. Focusing on interpersonal relationships in the work place, and understanding self in
order to gain higher performance in the company.
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TalentSquare
B-5-8 Plaza Mont Kiara, Mont Kiara
Kuala Lumpur Malaysia 50480
T: +60 327262998
E: koen@talentsquare-rpo.com
W: www.talentsquare-rpo.com

Koen van Gurp
Director

TalentSquare is a regional Executive Search Firm with a track record in Management level
placements across all industries in the region.
We have successfully recruited talented managers for established multinationals as well as
ambitious start-ups.
With our passion for people and organizations we aim to offer both our clients and candidates
the best possible service. We value people and always maintain the highest professional integrity with respect to both clients and candidates.

Thai Asia Pacific Brewery Co., Ltd.
Thai Life Insurance Building, 23rd Floor,
Michael Lim
123 Ratchadapisek Road Dindaeng
MD
Dindaeng Bangkok Thailand 10400
T: +66 22469734 ext. 3036
E: michael.lim@tapb.co.th
W: www.tapb.co.th
Thai Asia Pacific Brewery (TAPB), Thailand's leading brewer and importer of premium quality
beers, was established in Thailand in 1993 and began its operation in 1995. Currently, with an
annual production capacity of 200 million liters, it employs over 300 people at its Bangkok
offices and world-class brewery in Nonthaburi. TAPB has been brewing and marketing Heineken
in Thailand since 1995. In 2004, it started producing Tiger Beer, Asia's most award-winning beer
with over 40 international awards. In 2005, TAPB launched Cheers beer, a high quality local beer
with a full flavor and smooth taste. TAPB later added Tiger Crystal Light and Cheers X-Tra to its
portfolio.
In August 2010, TAPB was appointed the authorized importer and distributor for Guinness and
Kilkenny. TAPB is not only committed to producing the highest quality beers but is an active industry member that supports and participates in various social and environmentally-responsible
activities.
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Thai Tank Terminal Ltd.
19 I-1 Road Map Ta Phut Muang Rayong
Rayong Thailand 21150
T: +66 38673500
E: theo.o@thaitank.com
W: www.thaitank.com

Theo Oostinjen

Deputy Managing Director

Thai Tank Terminal Ltd. (TTT) is a joint venture between PTT Global Chemical Public Company
Limited (51%) and Royal Vopak (49%). TTT operates a tank terminal for chemical and petrochemical products in the industrial port of Map Ta Phut. The terminal has reached a storage
capacity of more than 700,000 cbm and a yearly throughput exceeding 5.6 million tons. Due to
its high safety standards and performance as well as its competitive and efficient operations,
TTT has become the leading independent tank storage operator in Thailand.
Next to tank storage, TTT’s services range includes truckloading, blending, heating, chilling
and nitrogen blanketing. The storage terminal is accessible by sea and road and connected
to various customers by pipeline. With its marine infrastructure consisting of 4 jetties, TTT is
able to handle vessels up to 80,000 dwt, 260 m LOA and a maximum draft of 12.5 m.

Thaivivat Insurance PCL
71 Thaivivat Insurance Building Dindaeng Road
Samsen Nai Phayathai Bangkok Thailand 10400
T: +66 26446400
E: helmut@thaivivat.co.th
W: www.thaivivat.co.th

Helmut Beste

Advisor to President

THAIVIVAT INSURANCE PCL, established in 1951, is an independent, non-life insurer, with
Head-office in Bangkok and 23 branches countrywide. With 700 dedicated staff, Thaivivat
proudly serves more than 2.1 million customers annually in Thailand and abroad. Listed on the
SET (Stock Exchange of Thailand) since 1991, the company is financially strong and compliant
with all financial and insurance regulations.
All products are serviced by experienced and professional 24/7 call centers, each servicing their
specific line of business, such as Motor (with a Countrywide network of over 1.000 garages), and
Health & Travel (with a Global network of more than 50,000 providers).
With our products and services, we aim to deliver truly Service Oriented Solutions to our customers, both individuals and corporate clients.
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Thanaphat Physical Therapy
Co., Ltd.
91 Ladprao 124 Alley Plub Pla
Wang Thonglang District
Bangkok Thailand 10310
T: +66 20417704
E: passorn@enraf.co.th
W: www.thanaphatclinic.com

Passorn Charoenjit

Board of Directors

Founded in 2018, Thanaphat Physical Therapy Clinic in Bangkok, Thailand has provided the
whole range of physiotherapy and rehabilitation from the consultation, assessment,
rehabilitation and preventive program in order to enable people to transform their health,
well-being and quality of life. We treat patients of all ages, from teenagers to seniors and a big
part of what we treat are orthopaedic and neurologic patients.
What make us different from others is we are a partnership with a leader physiotherapy and
rehabilitation equipment provider, therefore this can bring our clinic with a variety of the most
advanced rehabilitation facilities. We are open at 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. everyday, except Monday.

The Hangover Bangkok
103, 103/1 Sukhumvit 22 Klongtan
Klongtoey Bangkok Thailand 10110
T: +66 936545052
E: pietervanroon@gmail.com
W: www.thehangoverbangkok.com

Piet van Roon

Managing Director

The Hangover. Bangkok’s latest sports and live music bar. Located in the heart of Bangkok,
Sukhumvit 22, The Hangover is the best spot in town to watch all major sport events live on big
screens, enjoy live music and grab an ice cold drink.
Already over one year, we are The one and only Dutch owned and managed bar where you will
always find some great company for a good conversation whilst enjoying your drinks and typical
Dutch, Western or Thai food. Also for outside catering for buffets and/or snacks, we can offer a
wide range of items and delivery service within Bangkok downtown.
Are you considering a private party at our venue? Please note we can arrange all sorts of
themes and live music, a guarantee for a great celebration time with friends & family members!
Looking forward welcoming you soon.
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The Landmark Bangkok
138 Sukhumvit Road Klongtoey
Klongtoey Bangkok Thailand 10110
T: +66 22540404
E: francis.z@landmarkbangkok.com
W: www.landmarkbangkok.com

Francis Zimmerman

General Manager

Following major guest room renovations, The Landmark has reaffirmed its position as one of
Bangkok’s most enduringly popular hotels. Part of that success is due to its convenient location
on lower Sukhumvit Road in central Bangkok, close to Nana station of Bangkok’s skytrain system,
and from where it also enjoys easy access to all the important expressways. Our central
location in the main business, shopping and entertainment areas gives convenient access to
the Bangkok International Trade Exhibition Center (BITEC), Queen Sirikit National Convention
Centre, and IMPACT Convention Centre.
The impressive hotel offers 31 storeys of elegant and spacious accommodation with 399 guest
rooms including suites. Our accommodation is of the highest standards, as are our restaurants,
and our service is, of course, sublimely Thai. Our facilities include a business center with private
meeting rooms, 25 renovated meeting rooms with capacities from 10 -1000 delegates, WiFi, a
2,500 square metre Fitness First Platinum Landmark, an outdoor swimming pool, VIVA JIVA
Spa, a choice of 7 gourmet restaurants including the renowned RR&B Steakhouse with 2
international bars and a shopping plaza.

The Okura Prestige Bangkok
57/1 Wireless Road Lumpini
Pathumwan Bangkok Thailand 10330
T: +66 26879000
E: niek.hammer@okurabangkok.com
W: www.okurabangkok.com

Niek Hammer

General Manager

The Okura Prestige Bangkok is the perfect choice for leisure and business travellers. It is located in
a prime city centre, close to major shopping malls with direct access to the city’s BTS skytrain
network at Phloen Chit station. All 240 rooms and suites offer impressive views across a dynamic
city skyline through triple-glazed e-coated panoramic windows.
The rooms combine comfort and luxury with the very latest technological developments - from
fine Egyptian cotton sheets to environmentally-friendly bathroom amenities, digital bedside
control panels and flat-screen internet TVs.
Guests love the fine dining choices at Up & Above, Elements and the award winning Japanese
restaurant Yamazato, which has received an award from Thailand’s best restaurants for 4 consecutive years. The hotel also features a cantilevered infinity pool on the 25th floor and The Okura Spa provides the perfect escape from the hustle and bustle of Bangkok city life.
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Thermaflex Insulation Asia Co., Ltd.
10 Moo 12 Chaiyapornvithee 7 Nong-Prue
Banglamung Chonburi Thailand 20260
T: +66 38249000 ext. 2
E: p.broecke@thermaflex.com
W: www.thermaflex.com

Peter van den Broecke

Team Leader

"Thermaflex was founded in The Netherlands in 1976 with new ideas to produce thermoplastic
foams for insulation and has developed into an international group with global presence,
providing highly qualified products and services all over the world for over 30 years now. In
Thailand we started in the 90’s and our Insulation solutions comply with Class 1 and Class 0
Fire Rating (BS476) and are distributed all over SEA from our factory in Chonburi. in 2015 we
celebrated our 25 year of operation. Thermaflex mission /vision is to minimize the waste of
Energy through the use of renewables guarantees energy saving, environmental friendliness
and cost efficient solutions that are often the reference for the market. This isn’t unnoticed
referring to a recent article of Forbes where Thermaflex, a B company, features in the top 14
best environmental companies and in the top 10% of the 1200 listed B corps companies."

Committed to offer
sustainable recyclable
polyolefin foam and
prefabricated tube and
sheet solutions....
Thermaflex Insulation Asia Co., Ltd.
10 Moo 12 Chaiyapornvithee 7, Nong-Prue,
Banglamung, Chonburi 20150 Thailand
Tel: +66-038 249000-2
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Tilleke & Gibbins International Ltd.
Supalai Grand Tower, 20th-26th Floor 1011
Derik Schmidt
Rama 3 Road Chongnonsi Yannawa
Consultant, Marketing &
Bangkok Thailand 10120
Business Development
T=+66 20565555
E: derik.s@tilleke.com
W: www.tilleke.com
Tilleke & Gibbins is a leading law firm with over 195 lawyers and consultants providing a full range
of legal services for doing business across Southeast Asia. Established in 1890, we have grown
into the largest independent law firm in Thailand and a leading international practice in Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Myanmar, and Vietnam.
We represent the top investors and high-growth companies that drive economic expansion in
Southeast Asia in the key areas of corporate/M&A, dispute resolution, and intellectual property.
We are committed to helping our clients achieve sustainable success, working with them to
provide unparalleled legal expertise rooted in practical commerciality. We proudly help global
companies excel in the region by assisting in overcoming language barriers and appreciating
the historical and cultural factors that impact doing business. Due to our expertise and client service, Tilleke & Gibbins’ offices across Southeast Asia received 15 firm of the year awards in 2020.
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/tilleke-gibbins
Facebook: www.facebook.com/tillekegibbins

TMB Bank Public Company Limited
3000 Phahonyothin Road Chomphon
Hans Grisel
Chatuchak Bangkok Thailand 10900
Chief Risk Officer
T: +66 22423964
E: hans.grisel@tmbbank.com
W: www.tmbbank.com
TMB Bank | Make THE Difference TMB bank is Thailand’s leading financial service provider
with excellence in universal banking capabilities. TMB creates a positive difference that
enables us to produce financial solutions which empower our retail, SME and corporate
customers and provide them with real, tangible benefits.
Our goal is not only to provide good services and better products, but also to make thing
possible for our customers. We believe each challenge requires a tailor-made approach
that results in unique offers and market breakthroughs exceeding customer expectations.
We provide a wide range of business solutions throughout the Supply Chain such as Cash
Management, Trade Finance, Corporate Loans.
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TMF (Thailand) Ltd.
Unit 1604-6, 16th Floor, Capital Tower,
All Seasons Place, 87/1 Wireless Road
Lumpini Pathumwan Bangkok Thailand 10330
T: +66 26134900
E: achin.malik@tmf-group.com
W: www.tmf-group.com

Achin Malik

Managing Director

As business becomes increasingly international, the challenges of retaining full oversight of
diverse operations and investments intensify. Understanding and managing the local
administration and reporting requirements in numerous territories is complex and distracts you
from your key focus: managing your business. TMF Group is here to help.
Global reach - ONE firm Our presence spanning over 120 offices in 80 plus jurisdictions enables
us to offer a truly dedicated international service for growth businesses.
Single point of contact from wherever you are doing business This simplify the day-to-day
management of communications, and reduces the time you spend to ensure full compliance
across multiple territories.
One stop shop for all your compliance and regulatory needs TMF support you from the very
beginning of your investment to the end through the following services: - Company registration
and incorporation - VAT registration, bank account set up - Visas& Work Permits - Bookkeeping&
Reporting, Tax filing – Payroll

Tom Sorensen Recruitment
(Thailand) Co., Ltd.
Bhiraj Tower @ BITEC, 23rd floor
4345 Sukhumvit Road Bangna
Bangna Bangkok 10260
T: +66 20175122
E: tom.s@tomsorensen.in.th
W: www.tomsorensen.in.th

Tom Sorensen
Managing Partner

Executive Recruitment for multi-national and local organisations looking to fill management
positions in Thailand.
Tom Sorensen is a partner in NPAworldwide, the largest recruitment network in the world with
570 offices.
World-class assessment tools from Predictive Index
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Total Corbion PLA (Thailand) Ltd.
3 Moo 2 Asia Industrial Estate Banchang
Rayong Thailand 21130
T: +66 38698800
E: simon.goldney@total-corbion.com
W: www.total-corbion.com

Simon Goldney
Plant Director

Total Corbion PLA is a global technology leader in Poly Lactic Acid (PLA) and lactide monomers.
PLA is a biobased and biodegradable polymer made from annually renewable resources, offering
a reduced carbon footprint versus many traditional plastics. The Luminy® PLA portfolio, which
includes both high heat and standard PLA grades, is an innovative material that is used in a wide
range of markets from packaging to consumer goods, fibers and automotive.
Total Corbion PLA, headquartered in the Netherlands, will start up a new production plant in
Thailand in the second half of 2018. The company is a 50/50 joint venture between Total and
Corbion.

Tropfin (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
138/89 Jewellery Centre Building,
Fl. 11 - J 11 Nares Road Siphaya
Bangrak Bangkok Thailand 10500
T: +66 22676713
E: martin@tropfin.co.th

Martin de Vries
Managing Director

Tropfin (Thailand) Co., Ltd. was set up in 1998 to source processed tropical fruits from South
East Asia for retail, food service and industrial use for customers worldwide. The company
works as buying agent and exporter, providing overseas importers with all the benefits of its
contacts, local expertise, quality control and logistical services organization.
Tropfin is particularly active in the following product groups:		
Canned: Pineapple, Tropical Fruit Cocktail, Coconut milk, Baby Corn, Mango
Juice/Puree: Pineapple, Lychee, Passionfruit, Coconut, Tamarind, Soursop
Dehydrated: Pineapple, Papaya, Mango, Guava, Ginger, Cantaloupe, Banana, Jackfruit
Frozen: Pineapple, Papaya, Mango, Lychee.
Tropfin is also supplying fruit based raw materials (for juice, drink, ice cream, bakery and
babyfood applications) from outside Asia to customers in Thailand and other South East Asian
countries. In the Netherlands Tropfin is operating as importer / distributor of tropical purees
and juice concentrates, mainly to beverage companies.
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Trouw Nutrition (Thailand)
Company Limited (Nutreco)

Jurrien Zandbergen

Managing Director
8 T-One Building, 19th Floor, Unit 3-5
Soi Sukumvit 40, Sukhumvit Rd Phra Khanong
Klong Toei Bangkok Thailand 10110
T: +66 21084014 ext. 16
E: jurrien.zandbergen@trouwnutrition.com
W: www.nutreco.com
Nutreco is a global leader in animal nutrition and aquafeed. Our advanced feed solutions are at
the origin of food for millions of consumers worldwide. Quality, innovation and sustainability are
guiding principles, embedded in the Nutreco culture from research and raw material procurement
to products and services for agriculture and aquaculture. Experience across 100 years brings
Nutreco a rich heritage of knowledge and experience for building its future.Nutreco employs
approximately 11,000 people in 30 countries, with sales in 80 countries.
Nutreco has two main company brands: Trouw Nutrition and Skretting. These brands sell a broad
variety of products under the company brand name and/or under a product brand name. Besides
this, Nutreco invests in start-ups and scale-ups in new technologies, ingredients or formulations.
But also in joint-ventures and partnerships to create ‘moonshot projects’ that address major
bottlenecks in the feed and food value chain. The regional headquarter of Nutreco Asia is located
in Bangkok.

Unilever Thai Trading Ltd.
161 Rama 9 Road Huai Khwang
Huai Khwang Bangkok Thailand 10310
T: +66 25542000
E: robert.candelino@unilever.com
W: www.unilever.co.th

Robert Candelino
CEO

Unilever Thailand works to create a better future every day. The Company is one of the
leading suppliers of FMCG in the country with around 4,000 employees and an annual sales
turnover of over Baht 40,000 million (2014). Unilever Thailand’s roots go back 83 years and
its products are used by over 99% of Thai consumers. In addition the Company’s product
portfolio includes major brand icons such as: Breeze, Sunlight, Comfort, Lux, Sunsilk, Clear,
Toni&Guy, Tresemme’, Dove, Rexona, Knorr, Wall’s and Lipton.
In line with its parent Company, Unilever Thailand’s mission is to double the size of its business
by 2020, whilst reducing its environmental footprint and increasing its positive social impact.
This will be achieved by the Company winning shares and building markets everywhere,
while taking the lead for responsible growth and inspiring people to take small everyday actions that will add up to a big difference. For more information please visit www.
unilever.co.th
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UPBEAT Co.,Ltd.
95 Moo 10 Tambol Baanrakart, Amphur Bang Bo,
Samutprakarn Thailand 10560
T: +66 21307575
E: matthe@upbeat.co.th
W: www.upbeat.co.th

Matthe van Dam

Business Development Manager

Over 15 years Thailand’s leading manufacturer of car trailers and two hitches. Since the
beginning 45 different models and sizes in 8 families of trailers have been developed for both
professional and for leisure use. UPBEAT mainly serves the Thai market and also exports
to European and Australia. Endorsed by Thailand’s Land Transportation Department en the
Royal Thai Police. We are very happy to present ourselves as the solution to ever increasing
logic costs and providing freedom to those hauling toys like motor bikes, jetski’s, boats and
All Terrain Vehicles. UPBEAT provides possibilities to under-privileged youngsters interested
to develop themselves to work in and learn from the professional world of manufacturing.

UpTBB Ltd.
176 Moo 17 Bangplee Industrial Estate
Bangsaothong Bangsaothong
Samutprakarn Thailand 10540
T: +66 27052745
E: harrys@uptbb.com
W: www.uptbb.com

Harry Sprangers

Managing Director

The Signage Factory Ltd. Established in 2004, TSF is a Dutch owned Thai-registered company and manufactures WholeSale custom made Architectural Signage products for the global
market. Our 4500 square meter factory, located 10 km South East of Bangkok's International
Airport in the Industrial Estate of Bangplee, is equipped with the most modern technology
such as laser cutting and CNC processing machines. Our biggest asset however are our one
hundred highly skilled craftsmen working within the ISO-certified standards. Manufacturing of
custom made signage products is our forte. To safe cost on the installation we also provide
signs mounted on a bar or frame, which upon request can be certified with UL labels. The
combination of both makes The Signage Factory the ideal partner for Sign-makers around the
world. Having European Management in our Thailand facility has our customers experience a
Western-style treat when it comes to quality and delivery reliability against Asian pricing. With
a little over 100 Signage Masters at your service, equipped with: Laser cutters, CNC routers,
CNC folding machines, Eccentric and hydraulic presses, CNC robot welding, MIG and TIG
welding and much more we welcome you and become our next partner in making the world
more beautiful.
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Van Leeuwen Pipe and Tube
(Thailand) Ltd.

Thijs van Dulm
Alma Link Building 10th Fl. 25 Soi Chidlom
General Manager
Ploenchit Road Lumpini Patumwan
Bangkok Thailand 10330
T: +66 26551022
E: tvandulm@vanleeuwen.com.sg
W: www.vanleeuwen.com
The Van Leeuwen Pipe and Tube Group is a globally operating trading company and specialist in
steel pipes, tubes as well as other steel piping components like flanges, fittings or valves. Besides our core products we offer a variety of customized services to numerous customers in
the field of energy and industry. Each day our employees apply their specialist knowledge of
sourcing, project management, logistics processes and stock planning on behalf of our customers.
Since the company has been founded as a one-man company in Zwijndrecht, the Netherlands in
1924 we have evolved into one of the biggest global players in piping materials. Nowadays Van
Leeuwen operates with around fifty mostly stock keeping branches in 23 countries in Europe,
the Middle East, Australia, Asia and North America.
Over the years Van Leeuwen has developed into a service oriented business, directed at specific
markets and customers on the one hand, and on large projects with partnerships and customization on the other hand. We reinforce our leading market position through organic growth and
acquisitions, as well as through continually strengthening and broadening our product portfolio, service delivery and international organization.

Virtue Technology Co., Ltd.
327 Ladkrabang Industrial Estate,
Marco Belonje
EPZ 3 Chalongkrung Road Lamplatiew
Ladkrabang Bangkok Thailand 10520
Managing Director
T: +66 27396235
E: marco@virtue-technology.com
W: www.virtue-technology.com
Virtue Technology is a precision CNC Machine shop, manufacturing metal, aluminum extrusions
and engineering plastic parts according to customers’ drawing and specifications.
Products & Services:Virtue offers a wide variety of products ranging from easy CNC milling parts
to highly accurate EDM/grinding tooling parts including assemblies and sub-assemblies. Virtue can
handle low volume (1-20 pieces) as well as high volume (>1000 pieces) production.
Virtue currently has a product mix of 35% Aerospace, 20% Medical, 15% Semiconductor, and 30%
other business.
Management:
Mr. Marco Belonje
Mr. Joery Vaessen
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VNU Exhibitions Asia Pacific
Co.,Ltd.

88 The PARQ, 4th FL, Ratchadaphisek Rd.
Khlong Toei Khlong Toei
BangkokThailand 10110
T: +66 21116611
E: heiko@vnuexhibitionsap.com

Heiko M Stutzinger
Managing Director

VNU Exhibitions Asia Pacific Profile. After more than a decade of cooperation in various trade
exhibitions in Thailand, Vietnam and India, VNU Exhibitions Europe from the Netherlands and
TCC Exhibition and Convention Center from Thailand have entered into a company joint venture.
The new company is named VNU Exhibitions Asia Pacific Co., Ltd. (VNUEAP) and will be based
in Bangkok, Thailand. VNU Exhibitions Asia Pacific will focus on the development of business
to business exhibitions in the fast growing South East Asian region, in particular in the sectors
agri-food, water energy, sustainable building met construction and laboratory equipment. The
company will look for growth through new launches, project cooperation with third partners and
acquisitions in the ASEAN-region.
The current partnership between TCC Exhibition and Convention Center and VNU Exhibitions Europe for the leading Asian trade show in the animal husbandry industry, VIV Asia, will continue.
VNUEAP will take over the role of TCC. The same applies to the livestock trade exhibitions ILDEX
Vietnam, ILDEX Myanmar, ILDEX Indonesia and VIV India.

Wellington College
International School Bangkok
18 Krungthep Kreetha Road
Thab Chang Saphan Sung
Bangkok Thailand 10240
T: +66 20878888
E: info@wellingtoncollege.ac.th
W: www.wellingtoncollege.ac.th

Christopher Nicholls
Headmaster

Wellington College International School Bangkok is a selective, co-educational international
school delivering the English National Curriculum to students from Pre-Nursery to Year 13
(age 2-18), adhering to the extremely high standards and progressive educational philosophy
of the prestigious Wellington College, Berkshire, UK. WCIB International Co., Ltd is the franchise
owner of Wellington College for the Greater Mekong Subregion. The school opened in August
2018 for Pre-Nursery to Year 6 (age 2-11) and is expanding year by year towards a capacity
of 1500 students.
It occupies beautiful and expansive greenfield site in the eastern suburbs of Bangkok and is
the first school in the world to have attained full COBIS Patron's Accreditation within the first
year of operation.
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Wissen & Co Ltd.
Wichien Harnpraween
253 Asoke, Level 17, Suite 1701 Sukhumvit
Managing Director
21 Road Klongtoey Nua Wattana
Bangkok Thailand 10110
T: +66 22592627 ext. 9
E: wissen@csloxinfo.com
W: www.wissenandco.com
Wissen & Co Limited was founded in Bangkok, Thailand in the Year 2006 by a group of lawyers
having their own experience and technical skills in various fields of legal backgrounds both in
domestic and international for over 30 years.
Our office provides quality general commercial law services such as corporate matter, commercial contract, taxation, banking and finance, labour, dispute resolution, mergers and acquisitions, real estate, securities, intellectual property, custom, foreign investment and litigation
together with company secretarial services i.e. visa and work permit and translation of legal
related documents.
Currently, the firm has a number of experts and associate lawyers. Most of our professionals
have graduated from the United States, United Kingdom, and Asia in which each professional
will be appointed to manage a legal matter in particular area. Kindly visit our website at www.
wissenandco.com to see our represented clients.

YAANA Ventures
Willem Niemeijer
226/9 Soi Tiwanon 24 Tiwanon Road
CEO
Bangkrasor Muang Nonthaburi
Thailand 11000
T: +66 25915420
E: willem@yaana-ventures.com
W: www.yaana-ventures.com
YAANA Ventures is an owner, partner and operator of entrepreneurial travel and hospitality
ventures in Asia. Founded in 1993 by Willem Niemeijer, YAANA Ventures distinguishes itself by
sharing real experiences that are grounded in the cultural richness of Asia. We are champions
of the triple bottom-line: we empower our ventures with the values to nurture the people with
whom we work, to sustain the planet we all share, and to pursue profits to expand our mission.
Each of our brands have a passion for conducting business in a sustainable manner while
focusing on authentic-cultural journeys.
Today, our list of brands includes: destination management company, Khiri Travel; ecolodges
Anurak Community Lodge, Cardamom Tented Camp and Visama Lodges; educational travel
company, GROUND Asia; hotel management platform, HMP Master; and corporate leadership
training provider, NARUNA Retreats.
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Wouter Banning

Skypoint Hospitality and Technology Co., Ltd
Owner and Managing Director
T: +66 620038353
E: wouter@aq-o3.com

Joost Beijers

TopTravelFoods
Co-Founder
T: +66 648321043
E: joost.beijers@toptravelfoods.com

Gregory Benjamins
Dotyeti
Co-Founder & COO
T: +66 887521510
E: g_benjamins@live.nl

Rutger Bergmans

Alliance for Leather & Consulting Co., Ltd.
T: +66 819143979
E: rb@alliance-leather.com

Frans Betgem

Green Trails
Owner/General Manager
T: +66 811735454
E: frans@green-trails.com
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Hans Bodewes

Triple EEE, Kuala Lumpur
Managing Consultant Downstream Oil
T: +66 843884216
E: hansbodewes@live.com

Roeland Bos

FlowPro Asia Pacific Ltd.
Managing Director
T: +66 890713161
E: roeland.bos@dampers.com

Geuko Bosker

NTT DATA Business Solutions (p.a. ISS Consulting Thailand Ltd.)
Director Innovation & Technology
T: +66 22370553
E: geuko.bosker@nttdata.com

Steven Brader
T: +66 806016871
E: sjh.brader@gmail.com

Marcel van Brakel
Consultant
T: +66 818816366
E: marcel@dammart.eu
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Ronald Theodoor van Biene
SuperSOSO Co., Ltd. Owner
Managing Director
T: +66 814397260
E: ron@supersoso.com

Tim Broekhuizen

City Mart Holding Co., Ltd.
Supply Chain Director
T: +66 917739377
E: tim.broekhuizen@icloud.com

Jos Campman
Typisch Thailand

T: +66 870745645
E: jcampman@hotmail.com

Lucien Crombach
T: +66 922759077
E: luciencrombach@gmail.com

Marnix Dankelman

FWD Life Insurance Public Company Limit
Senior Vice President - Financial Management
T: +66 26326332
E: marnixd@fwd.co.th
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Marcel Dubbelman

Yaxa Mosquito Netting Co., Ltd.
Textiles Professional
T: +66 818460113
E: marcel@bed-net.com

Tom van Duin
Agoda
Associate Director

E: thomasvanduin@gmail.com

Erik Duits
T:+66 880080474
E: erik.nut@gmail.com

Alwin van Es
T: +66 971303402
E: alwin1966@gmail.com

Wim N.M. Fagel

Centara Hotels & Resorts
Area General Manager
T: +66 819610088
E: wimfagel@yahoo.com
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Diederik de Gee

Cloud Hosting Co., Ltd.
Managing Director
T: +31 655556366
E: diederik@cloudhosting.co.th

Anton de Grauw
FeekiSoft Investment B.V
Managing Director

T: +31 631593150
E: adegrauw@feekisoft.nl

Maarten Groeneveld

30 SecondsToFly (Thailand) Co., Ltd
Managing Director
T: +66 818361952
E: Maarten.Groeneveld@amexgbt.com

Gerard van Hal

GEVAH INVEST b.v.
Director/Owner
T: +66 812729507
E: gerardvanhal@gmail.com

Dennis van Heezik
CEO & Chief Digital Officer
T: +66 632734988
E: heezik@gmail.com
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Lucien Havermans

Architectuurproducties B.V.
General Manager
T: +31 402908171
E: lucien@architectuurproducties.com

Pieter Hoek
T: +66 802042221
E: pieterhoek@casema.nl

Frank Holling

Spirit Cinevideo Thailand
Director-Producer
T: +66 890980696
E: spiritcinvid@hotmail.com

Edwin Horsman

Liebherr Thailand Co., Ltd.
Director
T: +66 819263022
E: edwin@cscoms.com

Per Kerssens
Robotics Automation Engineer
E: perkerssens@gmail.com
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Alexandre Klinkenberg

Datawise Limited Partnership
Managing Director
T: +66 800342474
E: alexandre.klinkenberg@datawise.co.th

Joost Koedooder
T: +66 53552162
E: joostkoedooder@yahoo.com

Friso Koopmans

DailyPass.com
CMO
T: +66 895100953
E: friso.koopmans@gmail.com

Johan van Leersum

Gunnebo Singapore Pte Limited
Chief Representative
T: +66 909258869
E: johan.vanleersum@gunnebo.com

Andre van der Marck

Travel Exclusive Asia
Founder & Managing Director
T: +66 864029121
E: andre@travelexclusiveasia.com
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Umi Meder

Hy Digital Founder
Managing Director
T: +66 626167161
E: umi@hy-digital.com

Ed Meijer

Green Eye Solutions B.V.
Founder & CEO
T: +31 621459570
E: ed@greeneyesolutions.nl

Etienne Mostertman
Namino Co., Ltd.
Managing Director
T: +66 917970400
E: etienne@naminotrade.com

Pim van Melick

Thai Road Assist Co., Ltd.
CEO
T: +66 624978482
E: pim.van.melick@hotmail.co.th

Gerton van den Oetelaar
Chromalloy (Thailand) Ltd.
Engineering Director
T: +66 818453488
E: gvandenoetelaar@chromalloy.com
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Paul Overdijk
T: +66 867749286
E: paul.overdijk@upcmail.nl

Jan-Willem Paijens
T: +66 812569162
E: jwp.holland@yahoo.com

Alko Plas

Tangerine Consulting
Managing Director
T: +66 805899595
E: alko@tangerineconsulting.asia

Sallo Polak

Philanthropy Connections Foundation
Executive Director & Founder
T: +66 858492384
E: sallo@philanthropyconnections.org

Jeff Amrish Ritoe
Bangchak Corp.
VP Business Development
T: amrishritoe@gmail.com
E: +66 614173108
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Joost Rokx

Buzzy Bee Bike Co., Ltd
Managing Director
T: +66 994408459
E: joost@buzzybeebike.com

Eric Rosenbaum
T: +66 859026877
E: ericalexrosen@gmail.com

Ruben Sander

ARBURG (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
Director Operations ASEAN
T: +66 953753737
E: ruben_sander@arburg.com

Bastiaan Stor

Bastiaan Co., Ltd.
Director/Owner
T: +66 26782790 ext. 93
E: bastiaan@kizwa.com

Bas van Straten
HMS Thailand

E: bas@hmsthailand.com
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Hein Swinkels

Swinkels Advisory
Advisor
T: +66 898120758
E: hein.swinkels@gmail.com

Robert Teulings

CX Quality management APAC
Chief Executive Officer
T: +66 631679969
E: robert@cxqualitymanagement.com

Lodewijk Veldhuijzen
Anything App
CEO / Co-founder
T: +66 947309243
E: mlaveldhuijzen@outlook.com

Rob Waardenburg

Rowaco (Thailand) Ltd.
Managing Director
T: +66 818814673
E: rob.waardenburg@rowacoasiatravel.com

Dr Bert van Walbeek
The Winning Edge
Managing Director
T: +66 819062463
E: bert@twe-winningedge.com
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Rik van Westendrop
Ellarik & Partners
Partner
T: +66 991019669
E: rik@ellarik.com

Henk van Westerveld

Thaitraveldreams (Isaan Discovery Travel Co. Ltd.)
Managing Director
T: +66 818725670
E: info@thaitraveldreams.com

Robert Wigman

International Wine Importers Co., Ltd.
Senior Partner & Director
T: +66 872818006
E: robertwigman@gmail.com

Edwin Willems

Asian-Artisan
Founder
T: +66 859228946
E: edwin@asian-artisan.com

Hans Woltman

Waterfront Marine Co., Ltd.
Co-founder & Managing Director
T: +66 817233859
E: hans@waterfront.co.th
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John Verzijden
Chokdee online
DGA/Owner
T: +66 656612634
E: john@verzijden.eu
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BYLAWS OF THE NETHERLANDS-THAI
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE (Amended)
The Bylaws of the Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce are issued according
to Section 13 of the Chamber of Commerce Act of 1966.
The operations of the Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce shall be in
accordance with Section 28 of the Chamber of Commerce Act of 1966.
The Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce shall not take any actions provided
for in Section 29 of the Chamber of Commerce Act of 1996.
CHAPTER 1
Name, Address and Objectives
Article 1¹: This Chamber of Commerce
shall be named “Netherlands-Thai
Chamber of Commerce”. Its office
is situated at the Royal Netherlands
Embassy at 15 Soi Tonson, Ploenchit
Road, Lumpini Sub-district, Pathumwan
District, Bangkok 10330, Thailand.
Article 2: The objectives of the Chamber
shall be as follows:
A. to promote the development of
commerce and business between
Thailand and the Kingdom of the
Netherlands;
B. to promote amity and good-will
between Thai and Dutch businessmen;
C. to cooperate with the Government authorities of both countries with the aim of supporting
commerce;
D. to provide assistance in the

E.

F.

G.

H.

matters relating to commerce,
industry, finance and investment to benefit and protect the
interests of members;
to provide assistance and services
to members and to other business
organizations in Thailand and in the
Kingdom of the Netherlands which
are engaged in trade, industry,
finance and investment;
to support cooperation of members with Government authorities
and organizations in the matters
relating to commerce, industry,
finance and investment;
to publicize products and promote
the sale of Thai and Dutch goods,
and to provide information
concerning commerce, industry,
finance and investment;
to collect trade statistics and information concerning commerce,
industry, finance and investment
with the intent of communicating
such information to members;
and

¹As amended by the resolutions of the Annual General Meeting of the Chamber No. 1/1999 dated
23 February 1999.
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I.

to perform activities and provide
broad range of services with
efficiency under the duties and
objectives of the Chamber.
In the performance of duties of the
Chamber under the objectives as
aforementioned, the Chamber shall not
involve in any political matter.
CHAPTER 2
Members and Membership
Article 3: The Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce consists of members
of Thai nationality,Dutch nationality or
non-Thai nationality who have domicile
in Bangkok Metropolis, provided that
the majority of members are natural
persons of Dutch or other non-Thai
nationality, or juristic persons of which
partners or shareholders holding more
than one-half of its capital inclusive
of that of branches registered only in
Thailand, are of Dutch or other non-Thai
nationality, and are persons engaged in
trading, industrial, agricultural, financial,
economic or investment enterprises.
There shall be four categories of
members:
A. Ordinary Members
B. Honorary Members
C. Associated Members
D. Extraordinary Member

A. Ordinary Members are “juristic persons” engaged in trade, industry,
agriculture, finance, economics or
investment, domiciled or maintaining a permanent office in Bangkok
Metropolis.
B. Honorary Members are persons
of high standing or patrons of

the Chamber, who could bring
high prestige to the Chamber
and/or have made benefits to
the Chamber.
C. Associated Members are representatives of international organization having office or place of
business in Thailand, or natural or
juristic persons of good reputation
but lacking qualifications required
for becoming as Ordinary Member,
who have been accepted by the
Board of Directors to become Associated Members.
D. Extraordinary Members are “natural persons” of good reputation
and acceptable to the Chamber
who engage in trade, industry,
agriculture, finance, economics or
investment, domiciled in Bangkok
Metropolis.
Honorary Members, AssociatedMembers and Extraordinary Members shall
be entitled to all the privileges of Ordinary Members but they shall have
no vote and they are not eligible to be
elected to the Board of Directors.
Article 4: Only Ordinary Members shall
have the right to vote and shall be
eligible to serve on the Chamber’s
Board of Directors.
Article 5: Application for ordinary membership shall be made in writing in a
form provided by the Chamber. This
application shall be submitted to the
Board of Directors for consideration.
The Board of Directors shall decide
and inform its decision to the applicant
whether he has been admitted as a
member or not. If the Board of Directors
approves an applicant for membership,
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such applicant shall become a member
only when payment of membership
dues for the 12-month period in advance
has been duly made under Article 39.
Article 6: A list showing the names of
members will be prepared and distributed to the members at least once
a year.
Article 7: The Chamber will maintain
a Register of Members which will be kept
at the Chamber’s office. The Register of
Members shall contain the following
particulars:
A. Name and nationality of each
member;
B. Names of enterprises operated
by members, the type of business
activity, registered capital, list of
shareholders and names of directors;.
C. Addresses of residence and
place of business of members;
D. Dates when members were admitted to the Chamber.
Article 8: Membership in the Chamber
shall terminate:
A. Name and nationality of each
member;
B. Names of enterprises operated by
members, the type of business
activity, registered capital, list of
shareholders and names of directors;.
C. Addresses of residence and
place of business of members;

D. Dates when members were admitted to the Chamber.
CHAPTER 3
Rights and Duties of Members
Article 9: All members have the right
to ask the Chamber for advice and assistance in matters concerning trade,
industry, finance, economics and investment, and are entitled to receive
circulars, annual reports and other
documents, as provided by the Chamber. When a member requires specialized and detailed information, or
requests the Chamber’s office to undertake special research, the Chamber
shall be ready to provide such services.
Article 10: All members have the right
to put forward comments and to give
recommendations to the Board of
Directors on matters concerning the
operations and the improvement of
the Chamber.
CHAPTER 4
General Meeting
Article 11²: Ordinary General Meetings
shall be held annually within April of
each year. Such meetings shall be
called by the President to consider the
results of the Chamber’s operations,
to adopt the balance sheet, to elect
the Board of Directors and to nominate
an auditor. Other General Meetings
shall be called the Extraordinary General
Meeting.

² As amended by the resolutions of the Annual General Meeting of the Chamber No. 1/1999
dated 23 February 1999.
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Article 12: An Extraordinary General
Meeting can be called by the Board of
Directors whenever it deems appropriate, or by the written request jointly
signed by Ordinary Members of not less
than one-fifth of the total numbers of
Ordinary Members which must be submitted to the President. When receiving
such a request. the President shall convene an Extraordinary General Meeting
within 30 days.
Article 13: Notices for convening an
Ordinary General Meeting or an Extraordinary General Meeting shall be
given at least 7 days in advance. At
least 20 percent of all Ordinary Members whose names appeared in the
Register of Members shall be present.
whether in person or by proxy pursuant
to the second paragraph of this Article,
at an Ordinary General Meeting or at an
Extraordinary General Meeting in order
to constitute a quorum. Resolution
shall be carried by a vote in favour by a
majority of Members present in person
or by proxy at the meeting.
At an Ordinary General Meeting or an
Extraordinary General Meeting, an Ordinary Member may appoint the another Ordinary Member as his proxy
to attend the meeting and vote on his
behalf, but no person may hold more
than one proxy from a member. The
representative of the Ordinary Member
shall sign the proxy. The proxy shall be
in the form prescribed by the Board of
Directors and shall be deposited with
the President or his designated person
at or before the commencement of the
meeting.

Article 14: In case the number of
members attending a meeting are
insufficient to form a quorum, such
meeting shall be postponed, and the
Board of Directors shall convene a
new meeting to be held within 15 days
thereafter. When there is at such a
second meeting again no quorum, the
meeting shall proceed as if a quorum
were constituted.
Article 15: All Ordinary Members must
register at the Chamber’s office, two
authorised representatives, namely:
one Permanent Representative and
one Alternate Representative. Alternate
Representatives are not eligible to be
elected to the Board of Directors. Representative of an Ordinary Member shall
be entitled to attend a General Meeting,
but only one Representative per an Ordinary Member, namely, the Permanent
Representative, or in his absence, the
Alternate Representative. In this connection, such Alternate Representative
shall be entitled to vote at the General
Meeting on behalf of the Ordinary
Member. The names of such authorised
Representatives so appointed cannot
be changed by such Ordinary Member
during the period of 30 days preceding
the General Meeting.
Article 16: The Chamber shall have a
Board of Directors elected at the Annual
Ordinary General Meetings for a term of
two years by secret ballots as provided
for in Articles 18 through 22. The Board
of Directors shall consist of at least 8 but
not more than 13 Directors, including
a President, Vice-President, Honorary
Secretary and Treasurer, all of whom
must be Permanent Representatives
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of Ordinary Members of the Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce.
CHAPTER 5
Election Procedures
Article 17: Members shall be entitled
to nominate names of candidates to
be elected to the new Board of Directors. Such nomination shall be made in
writing and submitted to the Executive
Director at least three weeks prior to
the date of the General Meeting. Such
list of candidates will be published and
distributed at the meeting after it has
been ascertained that the proposed
candidates accept such nomination.
Every person who stands for election
to the Board of Directors must be willing
to accept any position in the Board to
enable the Chamber to perform its
operations efficiently.
Article 18: Election shall be by secret
ballots and the ballot papers shall be
distributed at the meeting. Each of
the Ordinary Members shall have only
one vote. The election of the Board
of Directors may also be carried out
by ballots sent by prepaid registered
mail with a return postal receipt to the
Chamber for the attention of the Executive Director, or delivered by hand
to the Executive Director, pursuant to
which the Chamber will issue a receipt
thereof at least 3 days prior to the date
of the meeting. The ballots shall be in
the form prescribed by the Board of Directors and shall be distributed by the
Chamber only upon specific request

by the member. The ballots mailed or
hand delivered to the Executive Director
under the preceding paragraph shall be
carried to the meeting by the Executive
Director and unsealed by the Election
Supervision Committee at the time of
counting the votes. Votes by mail or
pre-delivered ballots under paragraph
three of this Article shall automatically
have no right to vote for election of the
President and Vice-President and any
other item of business on the agenda
of that meeting.
Article 19: Upon the expiration of the
term of office of the Board of Directors,
the Executive Director shall convene a
General Meeting to pass a resolution
appointing an Election Supervision
Committee to conduct and supervise the validity of the ballots, and the
counting of the ballots and to certify the
results of the Annual Elections. This
Committee shall be composed of four
members, neither of whom are candidates for election to the Board of
Directors. The Election Supervision
Committee has to prepare a certified
record of the balloting. This record shall
be kept at the Chamber’s office for at
least one year.
Article 20³: The election of the Board
of Directors shall first take place. The
election by the General Meeting of
the President and two Vice-Presidents
shall follow immediately after the Board
of Directors is elected. President and
Vice-Presidents have to be members
of the duly elected Board. Out of these

³ As amended by the resolutions of the Annual General Meeting of the Chamber dated 22 April 2004.
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three people (one President and two
Vice-Presidents), at least one person shall be of Dutch nationality and
at least one person shall be of Thai
nationality.
Article 21: The newly elected Board of
Directors shall elect among themselves
the Honorary Secretary, the Treasurer
and other positions.
Article 22: Subject to the provisions
of Article 16, in the event that there
is a vacancy in the Board of Directors
before the expiration of its term, the
Board may convene a General Meeting
for an election of a new director to fill
the vacancy for the remaining of the
term of office of Director whom he
replaces.
CHAPTER 6
Qperation of the Board of Directors
Article 23: The Board of Directors shall
be responsible for the operations of
the Chamber and shall represent the
Chamber.
Article 24: The Board of Directors has
the power to appoint sub-committees
and any other persons to function under its supervision and responsibility in
dealing with special problems which
fall within the scope of the Chamber’s
activities.
Article 25: When the President or one
of the Vice-Presidents resigns, or is
unable to perform his duties for any
reason whatsoever, the Board of Directors shall appoint a Director as his
replacement or his deputy as it may

deem fit.
Article 26: The Board of Directors has
the authority to appoint advisers.
Article 27: The Board of Directors shall
retire as a group when
A. its term of office has expired,
B. it is so ordered by the Minister of
Commerce under Section 40 of
the Chamber of Commerce Act of
1966, or
C. it is so resolved at a General
Meeting by a minimum of twothirds of the votes of all Ordinary
Members present.
Article 28: Directors of the Board must
retire personally when
A. their term of office has expired,
B. their membership in the Chamber
has been terminated under Article 8,
C. they are so ordered by the Minister
of Commerce under Section 40 of
the Chamber of Commerce Act of
1966, or
C. it is so resolved at a General
Meeting by a minimum of twothirds of the votes of all Ordinary
Members present.
it is so resolved at a General Meeting by
a minimum of two-thirds of the votes of
all Ordinary Members present.
CHAPTER 7
Management and Administration of the
Chamber
Article 29: The Board of Directors shall
appoint an Executive Director to perform
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general management and administration of the activities of the Chamber
in accordance with the Bylaws of the
Chamber under the supervision of the
Board of Directors.

The Honorary Secretary shall co-operate with the Executive Director in
keeping a completed record of the
General Meetings and the meetings of
the Board of Directors.

Article 30: The Executive Director
shall attend the meeting of the Board
of Directors and the General Meeting
without voting right.

Article 35: Treasurer
The Treasurer shall be a Director of the
Chamber and be responsible for and
control all receipts and expenditures
of monies of the Chamber. He or his
designated person together with the
Executive Director shall jointly sign all
cheques and financial papers.

Article 31: The Executive Director shall
keep strict confidentiality and impartiality
against anybody in order to maintain
and guarantee the independence and
neutrality of the Chamber.
CHAPTER 8
Duties of the Directors
Article 32: President
The President shall represent the
Chamber in external relations. He is the
representative of the Netherlands-Thai
Chamber of Commerce on the Board of
Trade of Thailand. He shall preside at
all meetings of the Board of Directors
and the General Meetings. All juristic
acts binding of the Chamber shall be affixed with the signature of the President
or Vice-President, provided that the
same shall have also been approved by
the resolution of the Board of Directors.
Article 33⁴: Vice-Presidents
In the absence of the President, one of
the Vice-Presidents, appointed by the
Board of Directors, shall have same
powers and duties as the President.
Article 34: Honorary Secretary

CHAPTER 9
Board of Directors Meeting
Article 36: The President of the Chamber shall convene a Board of Directors meeting at least once a month,
unless the board directs otherwise.
The President must convene a special
meeting of the Board of Directors at the
joint request of at least five Directors.
Article 37: At least one-half of numbers
of all Directors present at a meeting
shall constitute a quorum. All resolutions of the meeting shall be by majority
of votes. In case of an equality of votes,
the President shall have the casting
vote.
Article 38: If the President is absent or
is unable to attend a meeting of the
Board of Directors, or a General Meeting,
the Vice-President shall preside over
such meeting. If the Vice-President is
also absent or is unable to attend, the
Board of Directors shall elect one of its

⁴ As amended by the resolutions of the Annual General Meeting of the Chamber dated 22 April 2004.
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members to preside at the particular
meeting.
CHAPTER 10
Dues
Article 39: All members of the Chamber must pay membership dues as
fixed from time to time by the resolution of the General Meeting. Honorary
Members shall be exempted from
payment of all fees and dues. The
membership dues must be paid to
the Chamber for the period of twelve
months in advance. Bills for membership dues and fees shall be sent out
within fifteen days of January of each
year. A warning letter therefore will be
sent 6 weeks after the date of sending
the bill. If a member fails to pay the
dues within 2 months after the date of
sending the warning letter, the Board
of Directors shall have the right to
revoke membership of that member.
CHAPTER 11
Finance
Article 40⁵: The Chamber’s fiscal year
shall be the calendar year commencing
from January 1st and ending on December 31st.

members, and must be mailed by the
Chamber at least seven days prior to
such General Meeting.
Article 42: The Chamber may seek
supplementary funds by accepting
contribution from third parties and
from members for the purpose of
carrying out the Chamber’s operation
and achieving its objectives.
CHAPTER 12
Amendment of Bylaws and Dissolution of the Chamber
Article 43: An amendment of the
Bylaws can be made at an Ordinary
General Meeting or at an Extraordinary
General Meeting called solely for this
purpose under Article 13.
Article 44: In case the Chamber is
dissolved for whatever causes, and
if there are any assets remaining
after liquidation, such assets shall be
transferred to a reputable charitable
foundation or association in Thailand,
as determined by the resolution of the
General Meeting

Article 41: The Chamber’s accounts
must be audited every year by an
auditor appointed at the Ordinary
General Meeting. Audited statements
of account and the balance sheet
of the Chamber must be submitted
to the Ordinary General Meeting for
consideration and adoption by the

⁵ As amended by the resolutions of the Annual General Meeting of the Chamber No. 1/1999 dated 23
February 1999.
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Chase Your Success,
SAFELY.

At B-Quik we provide you with the right tire for the road you choose.

B-Quik one stop shop professional car service, open everyday from 8:00-21:00 hours. Tel. 1153

International scale,
local roots.

We work as one team in over 90 countries and territories,
and everywhere, our local experts combine strong
cultural awareness with an international perspective.
Experience a different perspective

Find out more at mazars.co.th

